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WILLIAM

P. GRAY 1912-1992

WflN JUDGE WILLIAM P. GRAY died recently, his loss was felt
by the entire legal community-lawyers, jurists, and legal
historians alike-for he was admired and respected by us all.
For good reason.
Judge Gray embodied the qualities that lawyers think judges
should have. He was a person with principles, as well as patience;
a person with convictions, as well as compassion; a person who
believed in the law, as well as in fairness; a person who administered justice, but never lost his respect for human dignity. Just as
his earlier years on the bench and in public service exemplified
these qualities, so did his years as senior judge. For example, after
he gained senior status, he gave up his courtroom to a junior
judge, but he continued to take cases. He was a founding member
of this Society and its first president, and his active support was
critical to its early success. He became a counselor to high-school
students in Pasadena. Even after he was diagnosed as having brain
cancer, he began taking piano lessons. Throughout his life, he
remained as interested, as interesting, and as thoughtful as ever.
And he died as he as he had lived, with great dignity.

Christine Swent Byrd, board member
Ninth Judicial Circuit Historical Society

Lone Wolf v. Hitchcock:
IMPLICATIONS FOR FEDERAL INDIAN
LAW AT THE START OF THE
TWENTIETH CENTURY

By C.

BLUE CLARK

anuary 5, 1903, has been called "one of the
blackest days in the history of the American
Indian."' The United States Supreme Court's decision announced
on that day in Lone Wolf v. Hitchcock climaxed a century-long
assault upon Native Americans that increasingly confined and
restricted tribal members' rights to their cultural and legal
separatism and to their lands.2 The opinion had implications not
only for the Kiowa Indians who had gone to court to halt allotment in severalty of their reservation lands, but also for federalIndian legal relations, for native treaty rights and sovereignty, and
for official policy toward the American Indians. One recent jurist
has termed the case "the Indians' Dred Scott decision." 3
The terms of the 1867 Treaty of Medicine Lodge had begun
allotting lands to individual Kiowa, Comanche, and Plains
Apache Indians, although only limitedly at first.4 Tribespeople
continued to hold unallotted lands in common. To forestall
demands for the cession of further lands, Article 12 of the treaty
provided that three-quarters of the tribe's adult males had to
consent to any more land transfers.5 Such consent was unlikely,

C. Blue Clark is executive vice-president, Oklahoma City
University. A 1984-85 Fellowship at the McNickle Center of the
Newberry Library supported the research leading to this article.

IJustice Philip Nichols, Jr., concurring in Sioux Nation v.

United States, 601 E2d
1157, 1173 (1979) [hereafter cited as Sioux Nation v, United States].
2187 US. 553 (1903).
1bid.
15 Stat. 581.
1Ibid, at 589.
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however, since for most of the year the tribes were dispersed
across the prairie. Relentless federal pressure confined the Indians
to a reservation in western Indian Territory (or what later became
Oklahoma), while frontier insistence on more land increasingly
diminished the reservations themselves. The Kiowa leader Lone
Wolf and his fellow tribal members viewed with growing alarm
the steady erosion of neighboring Cheyenne and Arapaho lands
following their opening in early 1892.
The Kiowa also saw clearly how federal policy was devastating
the tribe in terms of malnutrition and disease and loss of its
cultural heritage. Contemporary Christian missionary accounts
describe many of the Kiowa as being in a state of panic over the
opening of their lands. In September and October of 1892, a
presidential commission negotiated with the Kiowa, Comanche,
and Plains Apache Indians for an additional 2.5 million acres of
land. Indian recalcitrance against any agreement that would cost
them land led the commissioners to resort to deceit, fraud, and
bribery. They arranged for Indian troops to sign the agreement
under orders and for non-Indians to affix their signatures to the
document in exchange for the promise of choice parcels of
allotted land. The 1892 agreement surrendered the reservation
land. The president submitted the fraudulent agreement (with
many fewer than the stipulated Indian signatures) to the United
States Senate.' That body amended the agreement to conform
to some Indian demands, but without Indian approval of the
changes, and finally ratified the agreement in 1900 after eight
years of preventive delaying tactics on the part of the Indians and
their supporters.7 Ratification cleared the way for allotment to
proceed and for the "surplus" to be opened to non-Indians. To
block implementation of the act, Lone Wolf initiated a local suit
early the next year.
Lone Wolf had consistently opposed the intrusion of AngloAmericans into Kiowa affairs. After serving as one of the tribe's
leading warriors on the southern plains, from 1879 he acted as the
leading Indian opponent in western Oklahoma Territory of
goverment assimilationist policy. He and his followers harassed
"Once back in the East, the commissioners switched versions of the agreement,
substituting their version with the forged signatures. Even with the altered
document, the 1892 agreement was still between 21 and 91 signatures short of
the needed three-quarters, depending upon whether age 18 or age 21 was the
criterion for adult status. Kiowa, Comanche, and Apache Memorial, 56th Cong.,
1st sess., January 15, 1900, S. Doc. 76 (Serial 3850), vol. 8.
The commission was variously referred to as the Jerome and Cherokee
Commission. "Proceedings of Council held with Comanche, Kiowa, and Apache
Indians in September and October, 1892," 55th Cong., 3d sess., January 26, 1899,
S. Doc. 77 (Serial 3731), vol. 7, and Office of Indian Affairs, Letters Received,
Record Group 75, file 8094-1892, National Archives.
7
Act of June 6, 1900, 31 Stat. 672.
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missionaries on the reserve, threatened Indians who took up
farming under government guidance, and challenged federal
policy at every opportunity, enlisting the aid of missionaries and
lawyers in writing petitions and letters of protest to government
officials. Annual meetings with federal officials and visits to
congressional hearings underscored Indian opposition to the 1892
agreement.
Attorney William M. Springer assisted with a petition dated
May 21, 1901, and a letter from Lone Wolf and other Kiowa and
Comanche Indians on the reserve submitted to the acting secretary of the Interior directly protesting implementation of the 1900
act. Springer worked with local lawyers on behalf of the Lone
Wolf suit. The Indians' attorneys argued successfully in June
before a local probate judge in Canadian County that the 1900 act
violated the terms of the 1867 Treaty of Medicine Lodge. The
unilateral changes made to the 1892 agreement were illegal.
Forged signatures and bribes paid during the negotiations made
the agreement fraudulent. The attorneys sought a temporary
restraining order halting U.S. Secretary of the Interior Ethan Allen
Hitchcock and Commissioner of the General Land Office Binger
Hermann from continuing with the allotment of Lone Wolf's
tract and preventing the opening of the reservation to non-Indian
settlement. The judge granted the injunction on June 6. On
August 17, Judge Clinton F. Irwin of the Second Judicial District
of Oklahoma Territory denied the temporary restraining order,
overturned the temporary injunction, and allowed the federal
government to proceed with opening the land.8
On June 6, 1901, Springer filed a suit for Lone Wolf in the
Supreme Court of the District of Columbia. Eleven days later
other Kiowa, Comanche, and Plains Apache Indians joined the
suit, broadening Lone Wolf's support. On June 20, Justice A.C.
Bradley turned down Lone Wolf's arguments. 9 His opinion
stressed Indian "dependence" on the United States and the
unquestioning political nature of congressional enactments
where Indians were concerned. Springer asked the district court
of appeals for a special petition. Lone Wolf led eight others as part

"Civil Appearance Docket, vol. 8, Canadian County Court, Old Court Records
microfilm, Case 2302, El Reno, Okla. In addition to the services of Springer, Lone
Wolf used those of William C. Reeves and Charles Porter Johnson, as well as
Hays McMeehan.
9Springer to Indian Rights Association, June 23, 1901, May-December
Correspondence, 1901 file, William McKendree Springer Collection, Chicago
Historical Society [hereafter cited as Springer Collection]; and Van Devanter to
Hitchcock, July 28, 1901, Hitchcock Private Papers, Record Group 316, Letters
Received 1899-1906, box 3, National Archives [hereafter cited as Hitchcock
Papers].
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of the Indian delegation attending the appeals court hearing. Even
their presence was controversial, since they were absent from the
reservation without the agent's permission. (The Indian Rights
Association of Philadelphia had to raise money to send them
home once the arguments in the hearing had concluded.) Their
appeal was turned down, clearing the way for the case to move to
the Supreme Court for the October 1901 term.10
Because of Indian supporters' appeals and govemment countermotions, as well as the sweeping nature of the lower-court
opinions that left the Kiowa powerless in the face of federal
actions, national advocates for Indian policy reform took up the
legal struggle. The nation's largest Indian reform group referred to
the court of appeals decision as "a momentous one for the
Indians."" Indian reformers thought that the court opinion would
hamper ultimate Indian assimilation by violating treaty rights
and marring the Indians' confidence in reforms then under way.
The Indian Rights Association agreed to pay William Springer's
expenses in representing the Kiowa before the highest court.
Springer, who had represented Illinois in Congress for two
decades, was a lobbyist and an active Democratic Party politician.
He was familiar with Indian Territory issues, having served as a
federal judge for the northern district of Indian Territory and as
chief justice of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Territory from
1895 to 1899. He had recently aided the Cherokee in their suit
against Interior Secretary Hitchcock. Joining Springer in the case
was Hampton L. Carson, founder of the Indian Rights Association
and attorney general for Pennsylvania. Assistant U.S. Attorney
for the Interior Department Willis Van Devanter defended federal
officials in the appeal before the Supreme Court.12
The stage was set for what was to become the most famous
American Indian court case at the turn of the century. Carson
argued that the Kiowa and Comanche sought judicial relief from
arbitrary congressional actions. He pointed out that Congress
unilaterally altered the terms of the 1892 agreement through the
1900 act. He further underscored the fact that the 1892 signatures
were forged and even then did not constitute the required three-

1023 S. Ct. 216 (1902); Decree of the Court of Appeals of the District of
Columbia, No. 1109, March 4, 1902, Record Group 267, Records of Supreme
Court Appellate Cases, file 18454, National Archives [hereafter cited as Court of
Appeals Decree]; Opinion of Court on Motion for Re-Argument, No. 1109, Case
22338, Docket 50, March 14, 1902, reel 16, Indian Rights Association Papers
(microfilm, Newberry Library, Chicago) [hereafter cited as IRA papers].
1 Twentieth Annual Report of the Indian Rights Association, 1902, IRA Papers,
supra note 10 at reel 103.
uSources include the Springer Collection, supra note 9; IRA Papers, supra note
10 at reels 16 and 99; Hitchcock Papers, supra note 9, and Court of Appeals
Decree, supra note 10.
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quarters of tribal males as required under the terms of the 1867
treaty. The 1900 act offered only a fraction of the land's value to
be paid to the Indians, and the remaining land base could not
support the Indians because it was too arid for agriculture. The
government's actions, he maintained, clearly violated the 1867
treaty that the nation had made in good faith with the Kiowa,
Comanche, and Plains Apache tribes.
Van Devanter, for the secretary of the Interior, argued in court
chambers that the United States possessed unlimited plenary
authority over its Indian wards. He drew upon a long series of
federal court opinions (relying heavily upon the lower courts) to
support his view that the federal government possessed paramount authority over its Indian wards. He dismissed the controversy over the 1892 agreement and its fraudulent signatures,
noting that the Kiowa agent had certified that more than the
necessary three-quarters of adult tribesmen were represented
among the signatures on the 1892 agreement, making that
document legal. He further argued that the 1900 act was modified
to accord with the wishes of the Indians regarding grazing lands
held in common. He stated that the Indians, including Lone Wolf
and his family, had already accepted the government payment of
$50 per capita for the ceded surplus land and had taken their
allotments.
Anticipation built among proponents on both sides of the case
as the verdict neared. Technical adjustments by all parties,
focusing on the government payment and Indian acceptance of
the money for surplus land, delayed the suit to the October 1902
court term. Indian Rights Association champions fully expected
to be vindicated because never before had the Supreme Court
thrown open treaty-guaranteed Indian lands without some
consent of the Indians involved. Throughout American history,
when negotiators had pressured a hastily gathered group of
Indians to sign a document, there had been at least a semblance of
Indian consent. Indian Rights Association President Philip
Garrett wrote that adverse government action would imperil all
treaty-established reservation lands in the nation. Moreover,
sanctity of property rights and treaties had consistently been legal
cornerstones of the nation. Indian backers were equally confident
that the court would not violate American due process of law
where Indians were concerned.' 3

1IRA Papers, supra note 10: Springer to Matthew Sniffen, June 26, 1901, reel 16;
Garrett to President William McKinley, June 6, 1900, reel 75; Samuel Brosius to
Herbert Welsh, March 7, 1902, and Brosius to Welsh, March 15, 1902, reel 16.
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COURT JUSTIFIES THE ABROGATION OF TREATIES

Supreme Court Justice Edward Douglas White read the court
opinion on January 5, 1903. Lone Wolf is the court's strongest
statement about the Indians' subject status in American law,
proclaiming that Congress might abrogate an Indian treaty at
will, that Indian reservation land could be seized while the Indian
had little recourse to protest, and that Congress held plenary
power over native peoples beyond the control of the judiciary.
The justices tied together the major threads of thought from the
nineteenth century regarding federal Indian law in their decision.
The opinion stated:
The power exists to abrogate the provision of an Indian
treaty, though presumably such power will be exercised
only when circumstances arise which will not only
justify the Government in disregarding the stipulations
of the treaty, but may demand, in the interest of the
country and the Indians themselves, that it should do so
... it was never doubted that the power to abrogate

existed in Congress .. . particularly if consistent with
perfect good faith towards the Indians.
The justices ruled that Congress had made a "good faith effort"
to give the Indians full value for their land, even though the
federal government paid them 93 cents for land later deemed to
be worth $2 an acre at the time. 14 Later opinions held that a "good
faith effort" could be "purported" from the public record demonstrating that an adequate consideration had been provided,
although not tied to a specific amount of money. A change in the
form of investment of Indian tribal property from land to money
was not protected under the Fifth Amendment of the Constitution guaranteeing "just compensation."15
The Indians' state of pupilage in the eyes of the justices necessitated the guardian's use of stern measures to lift the Indian
charges out of barbarism. Under the political-question doctrine,
the justices were reluctant to interfere:
Plenary authority over the tribal relations of the Indians
has been exercised by Congress from the beginning, and
the power has always been deemed a political one, not
subject to be controlled by the judicial department of the
4

1 United States v. Kiowa, Comanche, and Apache Tribes, 143 Ct. Cl. 534 (1958),
163 F. Supp. 603.
5Nichols concurring in Sioux Nation v. United States, supra note 2 at 1175.
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Government.... all these matters ... were solely within
the domain of the legislative authority, and its action is
6
conclusive upon the courts.'
The justices faced a dilemma in their holding because of the
obviously fraudulent nature of the signatures on the 1892 agreement. The justices also confronted an irony in the case. Would
they turn down the majority-approved 1892 agreement, however
it may have been achieved, in favor of the three-quarters' proviso,
and thereby risk being undemocratic? They took shelter in the
political-question doctrine. Justice White avoided the issue of
fraud, bribery, and chicanery regarding the 1892 agreement with
the reservation Indians and the alterations involved in the 1900
act when he stated that all such matters belonged to Congress:
"as Congress possessed full power in the matter, the judiciary can
not question or inquire into the motives which prompted the
enactment of the legislation."' 7 In dealing with the Indians, "we
must presume that Congress acted in perfect good faith." If the
Indians felt injured by action of Congress, "relief must be sought
by an appeal to that body for redress and not to the courts.""s
Six years later the justices invoked the same doctrine when
they applied federal jurisdiction to an allotted Indian citizen (as
such persons became known) accused of murdering another
allotted Indian citizen.' 9 At that time, Associate Justice David J.
Brewer gave the court opinion and took the political-question
doctrine even further. The justices held that when Congress
enacted the Burke Act in 1906, Congress did not intend to
relinquish all federal jurisdiction over Indians with the conferral
of allotment and citizenship upon the nation's wards. Federal
paternalism remained. 20
In his remarks on the Lone Wolf suit, Justice White cited a
number of cases that dealt with congressional authority over
Indian affairs. He invoked Kagama for congressional authority to
abrogate provisions of an Indian treaty, 2 ' as well as Cherokee
Tobacco, which established that a previously enacted statute took
precedence over a treaty. 22 He also looked to Ward v. Race Horse
for congressional authority to admit a state to the Union in

16187 U.S.

553,567 (1903).
"Ibid. at 568.
Ilbid. at 553.
19 United States v. Celestine, 215 U.S. 278, 290 (1909).
2 Ibid. at 291.
21118 U S. 375, 383 (1885).
2211 Wall. 616 (1871 ),
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violation of Indian hunting rights that were guaranteed by
treaty. White cited Beecher v. Wetherby to point to the temporary status of Indians as occupiers of lands historically theirs but
held by the federal government and subject to the will of Congress, 24 and Stephens v. Cherokee Nation to endorse congressional power in determining tribal membership. 25 He recognized
further congressional authority in Cherokee Nation v. Hitchcock,
in which Congress delegated the responsibility for leasing Indian
lands to the secretary of the Interior.26
The opinion stunned advocates of the Indian cause, whose
immediate reaction was one of alarm. Indian Rights Association
field investigator and Capitol lobbyist Samuel M. Brosius wrote
that the Lone Wolf decision announced a policy of wholesale
confiscation of Indian lands. For him Congress now had no
restraints upon it as far as the Kiowa were concerned.27 One
author blamed the ruling for pauperizing Indians and turning
them "into hapless and dependent wards of the Nation." 28 The
same writer wondered if, as a result of the decision, reservation
Indians possessed "any vested rights" whatsoever. 29 A popular
account at the time stated that the justices had "pronounced the
death sentence" on tribes, since Indians were now firmly in the
grasp of greedy and corrupt congressmen anxious for private gain
derived from the exploitation of Indian lands. 30
Proponents of the government case hailed Lone Wolf as a
much-needed vindication of a century of federal policy toward
Indians. They believed that total assimilation of the Indians was
inevitable, and that the justices merely acknowledged this in
their opinion. Commissioner of Indian Affairs Francis E. Leupp
called the opinion "epochal" because "in about a generation,

23163 U.S. 504, 511 (1896).
2495 U.S. 517, 525 (1877).
25174 U.S. 445, 483 (1899).

26187 U.S.

294,306 (1902). Court opinions have ended absolute power: the
"power of Congress over Indian affairs may be of a plenary nature; but it is not
absolute." Chief Justice Fred M. Vinson reading the opinion in Alcea Band of
Tillamooks v. United States, 329 U.S. 40, 54 (1946), citing Stephens v. Cherokee
Nation, 174 U.S. 445, 478 (1899); separation of powers and the plenary power of
Congress "does not mean that all federal legislation concerning Indians . is
immune from judicial scrutiny," Delaware Tribal Business Committee v.
Weeks, 430 U.S. 73, 84 (1977); and Sioux Nation v. UnitedStates, 448 U.S. 371,
413(1980).
27
Brosius to Welsh, July 30, 1902, IRA Papers, supra note 10 at reel 16.
28

George Kennan, "Indian Lands and Fair Play," Outlook 76 (February 27, 1904)
501.
29
George Kennan, "Have Reservation Indians Any Vested Rights?," Outlook 70
(March 29, 1902) 765.
30
Seth Humphrey, The IndianDispossessed (Boston, 1905) 274-75.
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'Indian lands' and the 'Indian problem' will simultaneously
disappear in the vortex of a general American citizenship."31 The
Indian would soon be forced to assimilate into the body politic of
national life.
The case came to dominate federal policy on Indian affairs. It
proved useful to justices who sought a ruling that would aid their
opinions in dealing with post-allotment issues of leasing, inheritance of petroleum rights, and the disappearance of tribal lands.
One of the early influential cases relying on the Kiowa decision
was Heff, which involved a full-blood Indian convicted of selling
beer to another Indian in violation of liquor-control laws. 3 2 In it,

Supreme Court justices held that Indians were "under the care
and control" of the United States, especially congressional
plenary authority, but surprised nearly everyone when they stated
that the United States "may at any time abandon its guardianship" of Indians and leave the Indian as an ordinary citizen.3 3 The
Indian in question had been allotted land in Kansas and was,
therefore, a citizen. Many interpreted the opinion to imply that
allotted Indians were no longer wards of the federal government
and that they would soon fall prey to whiskey peddlers and other
unscrupulous characters. Tiger v. Westem Investment Compa-

ny34 is another major pronouncement that drew on Lone Wolf,
building on the congressional authority over "dependent people"
set out in that case to extend the federal power to restrict land
36 Drawing
Choate v. Trapp, in 1912, was another landmark?.
on Lone Wolf, it was one of the few to declare a congressional
enactment unconstitutional where the Indian was concerned. In
Choate, the justices held that Congress could not authorize the
taxation of Indian lands after previously pledging that they were
tax exempt, protecting Indian property rights lawfully vested.37 In
1912 Heckman v. United States also reaffirmed congressional

plenary power over allotted American Indians, permitting the
federal government to intervene in court on their behalf to
prevent alienation of their lands.3 8

""Indian Lands," Annals of the American Academy of Politicaland Social
Science 33 (January-June 1909) 621, 626.

32197 U.S. 488, 498 (1905).
3

- Ibid. at 499.

34221 U.S. 286 (1911).
asIbid. at 316.
36224 U.S. 665 (1912), esp. 671 and 678.
"See Felix Cohen, "Indian Rights and the Federal Courts," Minnesota Law
Review 24 (January 1940) 199; Nell Jessup Newton, "Federal Power over
Indians," University of Pennsylvania Law Review 132 (January 1984) 195.
38224 U.S. 413, 832 (1912).
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In the Lone Wolf decision, congressional power over the
American Indian was at its strongest. The decision equated in law
the attempts of federal policies, educational programs, and
missionary endeavors to obliterate Indian culture and to "civilize"
and Christianize the American Indian. Federal tutelage replaced
Indian independence. The court firmly established in law the
wardship status of the Indian. Thus Lone Wolf marks the weakest
recognition of American Indian sovereignty in United States
history. Similarly, the decision is the Supreme Court's strongest
statement of plenary power over Indian affairs. At the time, many
members of the bar believed that national power over Indians had
"no limit."39 The plenary power dominated federal Indian law
through the first half of the new century.40 White drew upon his
own remarks from an immediately previous Supreme Court
decision regarding the Interior secretary's lease of Cherokee
minerals for the court's use of plenary power. A month before the
Lone Wolf decree, Cherokee Nation v. Hitchcock4 upheld the
secretary's authority to lease Cherokee resources against tribal
wishes, saying that Congress had delegated the power to do so
and that Congress possessed "paramount authority" to do so. In
Lone Wolf the high court decided "that full administrative power
was possessed by Congress over Indian tribal property" and
presumed that the legislative branch "exercised its best judgment" in such matters.4 2
In Lone Wolf the high court directly addressed the issue of
treaty-related Indian property rights for the first time. Following a
lengthy series of nineteenth-century court opinions dealing with
congressional enactment of laws affecting Indians, 4 3 grants of
railroad rights-of-way across Indian reservations, 44leasing of
resources on Indian land, 45 and tribal membership rolls 4 6 (all
without the consent of the Indians), the Supreme Court justices
focused on Indian property specifically held under the terms of a
treaty. Setting a precedent, the Court held that Indian consent
Flynn, "Legal Status of the Indians in the United States," CentralLaw
"Clinton
Journal 62 (May 25, 1906) 399.
"Ann Laquer Estin, "Lone Wolf v. Hitchcock: The Long Shadow," in Sandra
Cadwalader and Vine Deloria, Jr., eds., The Aggressions of Civilization
(Philadelphia, 1984) 236-37; Irene Harvey, "Constitutional Law: Congressional
Plenary Power over Indian Affairs-A Doctrine Rooted in Prejudice," American
Indian Law Review 10 (1982) 117-50; Mike Townsend, "Congressional
Abrogation of Indian Treaties," Yale Law Review 98 (February 1989) 795, 806-8.
-1187 U.S. 294, 306 (1902).
42187 U.S. 553, 568 (1903).
"Cherokee Tobacco, 11 Wall. 616 (1871).
44CherokeeNation v. Southern KansasRailway Co., 135 U.S. 641 (1890).
4s Cherokee Nation v. Hitchcock, 187 U.S. 294 (1902).
4"Stephens v. Cherokee Nation, 174 U.S. 445 (1899).
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was no longer necessary and that Congress could unilaterally
diminish Indian reservations. In effect, Congress was given a
green light to force allotment in severalty upon reluctant Indian
wards. Tribal property rights and tribal political authority became
commodities that Congress controlled.
The justices also turned around the entire issue of Indian
competency. Ironically, during the land negotiations in 1892 the
commissioners had treated the tribes as competents while at the
same time dictating terms to them. Immediately afterward, Lone
Wolf and other Indians pleaded that they had been deceived and
that they were not competent to take part in the negotiations as
they had been held. In Lone Wolf, the Court presumed that native
peoples were incompetent as a result of membership in their
tribes, deeming that tribalism itself caused the childlike behavior
that required guardianship. The Court held that the tribal holding
of land in common was by its nature primitive and was directly
opposed to the private ownership of property of superior civilizations. In 1903 the Court agreed that only Congress could certify
the removal of restrictions over American Indians and their
property. Congress then enacted a series of measures (such as the
controversial Burke Act three years later) that hastened the loss of
Indian land. American Indian landholders were increasingly
declared competent in order to dispose of their previously restricted lands, while on other occasions the trust allotments were
subject to state taxation statutes. For years, Indian lands were
thrust open to non-Indian settlers and business interests. Government issuance of competency and land patents peaked between
1917 and 1920, when the Bureau of Indian Affairs gave out twenty
thousand patents covering more than a million acres, most of
which the Indians lost.4 7
For the Kiowa, Lone Wolf's worst fears were realized. By mid1901 the special allotting agent had made 2,759 allotments for the
Kiowa, Comanche, and Apache reserve, a total that grew to 3,444
with final adjustments. The government filed 11,638 homestead
entries during the two-month period of the land lottery that
thrust open the reserve to non-Indian settlement. From the
ninety million acres the Kiowa had claimed in 1865, only onehalf million remained to them in 1904.48

47

Russel Barsh and James Henderson, The Road: Indian Tribes and Political
Liberty (Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1980)93. The Burke Act is the Act of May 8,
1906, 34 Stat. 182. The Act of May 6, 1910, 36 Stat. 348, permitted the state of
Nebraska to tax pre-1885 Omaha Indian trust allotments. Frederick E. Hoxie, A
FinalPromise: The Campaign to Assimilate the Indians, 1880-1920 (Lincoln,
1984) 164-65, 183-87, deals ably with the national aftermath.
4
"Report of WA. Richards, 57th Cong., Ist sess., May 5, 1902, S. Doc. 341 (Serial
4241) 22:14.
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Lone Wolf came on the heels of the loss of a series of court
battles over southern California Mission Indian land rights in
which the Indian Rights Association had reluctantly become
involved years before. Five years after Lone Wolf, the Indian
Rights Association entered another suit before the U.S. Supreme
Court on behalf of Indian rights to educational trust funds. That
suit was also lost. The association lacked both the financial and
the human resources to be able to sustain high court appeals.49
As the century dawned, Lone Wolf v. Hitchcock summarized
nineteenth-century American law regarding the place of native
peoples in United States society. Federal courts tied together
earlier decisions dealing with plenary power, Indian treaty rights,
sovereignty, and administrative control that had evolved during
the previous ninety years of American jurisprudence. The Lone
Wolf decision firmly secured the Indians' place as second-class
citizens in America. Exploitation of Indian resources and the
ravages of the allotment system increased in the wake of the
decision, resulting in more rapid reservation-land and resource
losses. The opinion also came at the pivotal time of America's
acquisition of an overseas colonial empire as a result of the
conclusion of the Spanish-American War. The court applied the
Lone Wolf ruling to dependent peoples in Puerto Rico, Cuba, and
the Philippines, and to other Pacific island possessions of the

United States.

49

Another "Century of Dishonor?,"pamphlet, IRA Papers, supra note 10 at reel
102, is an example. The Mission Indian case was Barker v. Harvey, 181 U.S. 481
(1901), discussed at length on reel 15 of IRA Papers, and in C.S. Goodrich, "Legal
Status of the California Indian," CaliforniaLaw Review 14 (January 1926) 98100. The later case was Quick Bear v. Leupp, 210 U.S. 50 (1908), discussed in
Francis Paul Prucha, The Churches and the Indian Schools (Norman, 1979) 14960. An example of the expense of litigation is the discussion in Minutes of Indian
Rights Association meeting January 7, 1903, IRA Papers, supra note 10 at reel
99.

THE CIVIL LAW AND FIELD'S
CIVIL CODE IN COMMON-LAW

CALIFORNIA-A NOTE ON WHAT
MIGHT HAVE BEEN
By

A

BARTHOLOMEW LEE

California lawyer who consults the civil

code is consulting a statute whose structure dates back two
millennia to the civil law of Rome. The code's modern architect,
New York's David Dudley Field, envisioned a civil-law jurisprudence for his code. It was enacted in California in 1872 as a result
of the nineteenth-century law-reform movement, with all of its
civil-law ambitions. California's enactment also had considerable
help from Stephen Field (later Justice Field of the United States
Supreme Court, thanks to his brother's intervention with President Lincoln). Stephen probably took his brother Dudley's codes
to California with him in his steamer trunk.
David Dudley Field financed many years of reform agitation
with the fat fees he collected from the robber barons of the day.
Perhaps no nineteenth-century lawyer in this country had a more
challenging practice for higher stakes; certainly none applied its
proceeds more nobly.
Despite the thrust of the law-reform movement, no civil-law
jurisprudence evolved for the California Civil Code. The common
law and its antithetical processes assimilated the code as enacted.
The analyses of John Norton Pomeroy in the 1880s neutralized
the civil-law import of the civil code in California, leaving it just
another statute to be strictly construed.
This note is dedicated to the memory of the late Professor
Grant Gilmore, in whose legal history seminar it first evolved at
the University of Chicago Law School some twenty years ago.
Bartholomew Lee has been a member of the California Bar since
1973 and is a professorial lecturer at Golden Gate University, San
Francisco.
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Field's civil code stemmed directly from a sustained and nearly
successful assault on the judicial process. The powers of the
courts-in ascendancy since Lord Coke's conflicts with royal
authority-had to best the challenges of the Jacksonian coalition
and the related law-reform movement. These last were, ironically,
the later standard-bearers of Coke's old client, the legislature. In
many ways the most successful instrument of those challenges,
the civil code, too, failed-of adoption in New York, and in
application in the adopting states, especially California.
The adoption of Field's civil code in several western states, an
almost accidental high-water mark, remains as the only statutory
recognition of nearly a century of debate and controversy' about
codification of the common law of civil obligation. 2 The enacting
western states were the Dakota Territory, in 1865; California, in
1872; Idaho, in 1887; and Montana and Colorado, in 1895.
The nineteenth-century codification movement failed. The
codes of this century differ widely in intent and effect. 3 One
IThe State of Georgia enacted

a set of political, penal, practice, and civil codes,
unrelated to Field's, in 1860. With respect to these codes, the Georgia Code
commissioners wrote: "[We construed] the Legislative will ... as requiring a
Code, which should embody the great fundamental principles of our
jurisprudence from whatever source derived, together with such Legislative
enactments of the State, as the wants and circumstances of our people had from
time to time, shown to be necessary and proper." The Code of the State of
Georgia, prepared by R. H. Clark, T.R.R. Cobb, and D. Irwin (Atlanta, 1861) iii.
But, as the legislative committee report accompanying these codes makes clear,
they were essentially a set of revised local statutes, like the revised statutes of
almost every other state, along with the statement of general rules. The principle
of codification was "to attempt no change or alteration in any well-defined rule
of law which had received Legislative sanction or judicial exposition, and to add
no principle or policy which had received the condemnation of the former, or
was antagonistic to the settled decisions of the latter." Ibid. at viii, Report of
Senator Hines Hold et al.
Lawrence M. Friedman's magisterial History of American Law (New York,
1973)353-54 [hereafter cited as Friedman, American Law] also presents the
Georgia Code, and illumines the social and legal realities of the times.
Friedman's earlier critique of the law-reform movement is necessary to any
understanding of law's history in America: idem, "Law Reform in Historical
Perspective," St. Louis University Law Journal 13 (1969) 351. His discussion of
"The Civil Law Fringe" (American Law, ch. 2) makes clear how little the
indigenous civil law affected legal development in the states south of Georgia
and west of Mississippi.
More recent scholarship has shown that even California's communityproperty laws, commonly thought to derive from its civil-law heritage, had little
to do with such abstractions, and much more to do with providing incentives to
ladies of quality to get on the boats for the Golden Gate. Ray August, "The
Spread of Community-Property Law to the Far West," Western Legal History 3
(1990) 1:34.
2See note 21 infra.
ISee generally Grant Gilmore, "On Statutory Obsolescence," University of
ColoradoLaw Review 39 (1967) 461 [hereafter cited as Gilmore, "Statutory
Obsolescence"].
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reason the movement failed was simply that it could only argue
in its early days: it had no written code to put forward, but only
the proclaimed virtues of codification. By the time it had a code,
Field's New York Draft of 1865,4 a raging opposition could
articulate the persuasive virtues of case-by-case common-law
jurisprudence.5 The legislatures, and in New York two vetoing
governors, chose the known and rejected the code. 6
Perhaps a draft code thirty years earlier might have given the
codification movement the weapon needed to win its campaign.
A set of nationally adopted codes, before the Civil War, could
have made for a different legal world. But Field's code came too
late. Its fitful adoption in five states gave it little effect. What
effect it had, in encouraging corporations and confusing domestic
relations, cut against its adoption elsewhere.7
In one effect Field sought for his code, the engendering of a new
European-style civil-law jurisprudence for American law, the
enacted codes failed totally. This note will examine this hope of
Field's and the related thrust of the codification movement, and
how they came to naught in California. California was a territory
knowing only civil law from Spain and Mexico. Yet even in
California, the civil law could hold no adherents despite calls
from the earliest days for its positive enactment. In December
1849, California's governor had called upon its first legislature to
enact the Civil Code of the State of Louisiana; 8 in January 1850,
leading lawyers of San Francisco petitioned the legislature to
adopt the civil law, After a report to the contrary, the legislature

4

See note 53 infra.

5 See note 19 infra.
6'See text at note 51 infra.
7
For example, see the note by Mark DeWolf Howe, ed., Readings in American
Legal History (Boston, 1949) 523 [hereafter cited as Howe, Legal History], to the
effect that the California Civil Code had permitted an enormous growth in the
power of corporations, resulting in an undesirable popular reaction. Howe also
reprints a hilarious account from the Los Angeles Weekly Express (December 18,
1873) of some tangled marital relations caused by the civil code, as reflected in
The People v Oades.This was reprinted in the American Law Review 20 (1886)
764, as part of a campaign against codification. The newspaper account, and the
story behind it, appear in Stuart B. Walzer, "A Strange Story," Western Legal
History 4 (1991) 265.
"Journalof the Senate of the State of Californiaat their first Session begun and
held at the puebla de San Jose on the Fifteenth of December, 1849 (San Jose,
California, 1850) 30,33.
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declined, and instead on April 13 enacted that the common law
be the rule of decision in the courts.9
Shortly thereafter, Field's codes, as the fruit of the law-reform
movement, fell on seemingly fertile western soil. Still, the civillaw principles of code and codifier never really saw the light of
the juristic day. A vigorous thicket of common-law cases overgrew and overshaded them. The twentieth century's civil and
commercial codes cleared the thicket, area by area.' 0 Any hope
for a civil-law statutory jurisprudence had, however, been dead for
fifty to a hundred years. Speculation nonetheless has its uses in
history, and the study of what might have been (particularly in
California) can also illumine our present. As Grant Gilmore, a
close student of the history of the law as well as the law itself,
explained, "The historian who shows us that what in fact happened need not have happened at all enriches our understanding
of the past and, consequently, puts us in a position where we can
deal more rationally with the infinitely complex problems which
confront us."n1
The forces that overruled the enacted codes still shape our law
today.
THE GENESIS OF FIELD'S CIVIL CODE IN THE
CODIFICATION MOVEMENT

"All that is the case,"' 2 at least in its most general aspects,
varies little over time. A century and a half ago, as now, there
were two western legal systems. The common law, with its caseby-case system of precedents, and doctrines of stare decisis, along
with its companion equity system to correct its excesses, prevailed in Anglo-American jurisdictions. The civil law, with its
comprehensive, legislated codes of law and theorists of the caliber
of Puffendorf and Pothier, prevailed on the Continent. Neither
system was without historical lineage of some distinction-the
9CaliforniaLaws, ch. 95. See generally Richard R. Powell's thorough history of
law in California, Compromise of Conflicting Claims (Dobbs Ferry, 1977) 87ff.
Powell reproduces the handwritten petition as Appendix D, with the Report,
which appears at CaliforniaReports (San Francisco, 1850) 1:588-604. The Senate
Journalof 1850 also prints the Report [of Mr. Crosby] on Civil and Common
Law, at 459. Another interesting history of California law touching on these
subjects is in the pamphlet by William J. Palmer and Paul P. Selvin, The
Development of Law in California(St. Paul, 1983).
1'See Gilmore, "Statutory Obsolescence," supra note 3 at 4, on the role of Article
Nine of the Uniform Commercial Code: "to cut away the tangle of underbrush
and reveal the unified structure of security law that had already grown up."
"x Grant Gilmore, "The Age of Antiquarius: On Legal History in a Time of
Troubles," University of ChicagoLaw Review 39 (1972) 487.
12 Cf. Ludwig Wittgenstein, Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus(London, 1963) 7.
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common-law phrase ran "The memory of man runneth not to the
contrary," 13 while the civil law was generally satisfied to trace
itself to the Romans and the sixth-century Corpus luris Civilis,
Justinian's Institutes.14
Both legal systems sufficed for the day-to-day purposes of
resolving cases and controversies, providing normative principles,
and generally running their civilizations despite occasional civil
wars. As Gilmore once challenged, "Most cases-perhaps all
cases-are sensibly, or even 'correctly,' decided as of their own
time and place."15 Both legal systems gradually changed and
adapted themselves to the conditions and complexities of the
times. Such changes and adaptations, simplifications and conformities, could and did occur only through the work of thousands
of lawyers, judges and scholars. The labors were labored, the cases
decided and commented upon, the codes written and redacted.
Both this process and its resulting law were sometimes painfully
slow, as exemplified by Jarndyce v. Jamdyce, in Charles Dickens's
Bleak House, published in London in 1852. The law on the
Continent as well as in England still managed more or less to
keep up with social and commercial realities.
Nevertheless, the dichotomy between common law and civil
law is real and is reflected in intellectual history as well, as the
opposition between the British empiricists (for instance, Berkeley
and Hume) and their predecessors such as Aristotle, on the one
hand, and the continental system builders (for instance, Plato,
Descartes, Kant, and Hegel), on the other. A similar split appears
between the English individualist free-market theorists such as
"'William Blackstone, Commentarieson the Laws of England, 4 vols. (Oxford,
1768)1:67.
' 4 The Roman jurist Gaius (A.D. ca. 1 10-ca. 180) and his Institutes preceded
Justinian by several hundred years, but Justinian ordered destroyed all the
predecessors of his code, according to a tradition correctly doubted by Gibbon.
See Leo Deuel, Testaments of Time (Baltimore, 1965) 47.
-In Grant Gilmore's discussion of the celebrated case of the Bezoar stone,
Chandelorv. Lopus, 79 Eng. Rep. 3 (Ex. 1625), he concludes that "most casesperhaps all cases-are sensibly, or even 'correctly,' decided as of their own time
and place." Idem, "Products Liability: A Comment," Universityof Chicago Law
Review 38 (1970) 107. A Bezoar stone was an animal's gut stone, thought to have
restorative powers. Robert Burton, The Anatomy of Melancholy (London, 1621),
Pt. 2, sec. 5, Memb. 1, Subs. 5.
On the Continent and in England, the practical business of the day has always
required occasional adjudication. A body of law that came to pervade both the
English and continental systems arose among traders and seafarers; it is known
as the Law Merchant. From it, today's sales law, insurance law, Admiralty, and
the law of negotiable instruments all derive. As a modem scholar concludes:
"Spontaneity allowed the system to adapt to different commercial and political
circumstances and facilitated legal changes in accordance with merchant
practice. Deliberate planning was avoided because it would have interfered with
the market's fluctuating supplies and changing prices." Leon F. Trackman, "Law
Merchant," Humane Studies Review 2 (1984) 2:1, 3.
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Adam Smith and Alfred Marshall and the continental socialists,
especially Karl Marx. Isaiah Berlin noted the different ways of
thinking in his essay on Tolstoy, The Hedgehog and the Fox,
quoting Archilocus: "The fox knows many things, but the
hedgehog knows one big thing."16
Berlin could have been commenting on the civil law and the
common law when he wrote:
For there exists a great chasm between those, on one
side, who relate everything to a single central vision, one
system less or more coherent or articulate, in terms of
which they understand, think and feel-a single,
universal, organizing principle in terms of which alone
all that they are and say has significance-and, on the
other side, those who pursue many ends, often unrelated
and even contradictory, connected, if at all, only in some
de facto way . .. moving on many levels, seizing upon
the essence of a vast variety of experiences and objects
for what they are in themselves, without ... seeking to

fit them into, or exclude them from, any one unchanging, all-embracing, sometimes self-contradictory and
incomplete, at times fanatical, unitary inner vision.17
As part of the process of the law's change and adaptation,
periodic and sometimes related law-reform movements agitated
throughout the nineteenth and into the twentieth centuries. One
such movement reached its culmination in England in the 1870s
with the introduction of procedural reforms that would, it was
hoped, make any repetition of a case like Jamdyce v. Jarndyce
impossible. On the Continent, an earlier process had led to the
adoption of the celebrated Code Napoleon of 1804, working a
unification of the customary law of the North of France with the
Roman law of the South.
A third such movement occupied the minds of many of
America's best lawyers in the early part of the nineteenth century.
It ultimately stemmed from Jeremy Bentham's 1776 criticism of
Blackstone (the "Fragment on Government"). Bentham attacked
"judge-made" law as opposed to legislation. The American lawreform movement's battle cry in many a rhetorical battle was
"Codification." This movement, after Bentham, personified its
archenemy as the common law, from its aspect of case-by-case
ex-post-facto decision, case-by-case judge-made special legislation.
In what the reformers objected to, many saw the special virtue
of the common-law process. At a later date, Oliver Wendell
6Isaiah Berlin, The Hedgehogand the Fox (New York, 1965) 1.
1 7Ibid. at 1-2.
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Holmes would write (in 1881): "In substance the growth of the
law is legislative.... It is legislative in its grounds. The very
considerations which judges most rarely mention, and always
with an apology, are the sacred root from which the law draws all
the juices of life."' 8
Many of the later opponents of codification, notably James C.
Carter of the New York Bar (a leading member of the prevailing
historical school of jurisprudence), were of the opinion that only
judges, through the common-law process, should make law. 19
Such law would be made as factual situations, sure to re-arise,
called it forth from a judiciary skilled in the process. Carter and
others, in the debate with Field, occasionally went so far as to
doubt the ability of legislatures to provide workable or just rules
in advance. 20
On the right on the issue of codification were the conservatives
-Chancellor Kent, Rufus Choate, Carter, and many of the most
distinguished lawyers in America. In the early period, Jacksonian
democracy had seemed everywhere-"King Andrew" had
threatened their culture and the reformers were threatening their
law. The reformers wanted a code, by which men could know the
law, and by which they could be free of judges and their class.
They wanted a code perhaps like Napoleon's celebrated code, but
a code to do away with the mysteries of the common law, and the
2
abuses of the common law . 1

"'Oliver Wendell Holmes, The Common Law (Boston, 1881) 35. For Justice
Cardozo, both the legislator and the judge must legislate: "Each indeed is
legislating within the limits of his competence. No doubt the limits for the judge
are narrower. He legislates only between the gaps. He fills the open spaces in the
law." Benjamin H. Cardozo, The Nature of the JudicialProcess (New Haven,
1921) 113-14. In 1928 the dean of the legal realists, Karl N. Llewellyn,
summarized thus the constraints of the judicial process, however legislative:
Four rules ... form the basis of American case law procedure,
1. The court must decide the legal dispute that is before it.
2. The court can decide nothing but the legal dispute before it.
3. All cases must be decided on a rule of law of general applicability...
4. Everything, but everything, said in an opinion is to be read and understood
only in relation to the actual case before the court.
Idem, The Case Law System in America (Chicago, 1989) 14.
"See Roscoe Pound's summary of Carter's views in Alison Reppy, ed., David
Dudley FieldCentenary Essays (New York, 1949) 7 [hereafter cited as Reppy,
Field Essays]; see also James C. Carter, Law: Its Origin, Growth and Function
(New York and London, 1907) 118, 204 [hereafter cited as Carter, Law: Its
Origin], where he calls legislation, in its impact on private law, "a mere fringe."
2
0Carter, Law: Its Origin, supra note 19 at 118 and 204.
21For the flavor of the debates of this and related legal issues of the early
nineteenth century, see generally Perry Miller, ed., The Legal Mind in America
(Ithaca, 1962) [hereafter cited as Miller, Legal Mind], and Howe, Legal History,
supra note 7 at 433 ff.
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In reaction to the reformers' hopes for codification on the
European model 2 2 (contrary to some comment,23 the European
model was pervasive), Choate would write:
Foreign examples, foreign counsel-well or ill meantthe advice of the first foreign understandings, the
example of the wisest foreign nations, are worse than
useless for us. Even the teachings of history are to be
cautiously consulted, or the guide of human life will
lead us astray. We need reform enough, Heaven knows;
but it is the reformation of our individual selves, the
bettering of our personal natures; it is a more intellectual
industry; it is a more diffused and higher culture; it is a
wider development of the love and discernment of the
beautiful in form, in color, in speech, and in the soul of
man-this is what we need-personal, moral mental
reform-not civil-not political! No, no! Government,
substantially as it is; jurisprudence, substantially as it is;
the general arrangements of liberty, substantially as they
are; the Constitution and the Union, exactly as they
are-this is to be wise, according to the wisdom of
America. 24
Of like-minded conservatives, who refused reform, and even of
lawyers in general, the Jacksonian "mob" was said to have a
simple view: "A successful lawyer is a sort of licensed knave,
refined perhaps in his mode of cheating but really little better
than a prime minister of Satan or at least a member of his Majesty's cabinet." 25
22

As this paper will show, Field himself structured his code on the Louisiana
Code of 1825, which in turn had been based on the 1804 Code Napoleon. To this
day, calls to implement some civil-law approach persist; see, e.g., Charles
Maechling, Jr., "Truth in Prosecuting: Borrowing From Europe's Civil Law
Tradition," American Bar Association fournal (January 1991) 59. Dudley Field's
career itself has also been seen as a call for law reform by the lawyers of today:
John Steele Gordon, "Reforming the Law," American HeritageMagazine
(September 1991) 18. It should, however, be remembered that Field defended not
only the robber barons but Boss Tweed himself; see Phillip J Bergan, Owen M.
Fiss, and Charles W. McCurdy, The Fields and the Law (San Francisco and New
York, 1986).
23
"Comment, Swift v. Tyson Exhumed," Yale Law Journal 79 (1971) 298
[hereafter cited as "Comment"].
2
4Rufus Choate, "The Position and Function of the American Bar" (1845), in
Miller, Legal Mind, supra note 21 at 263; Works of Rufus Choate (Boston, 1862)
1:419.
z- From James Jackson, "Law and Lawyers" (1846), in Miller, Legal Mind, supra
note 21 at 275; cf. James MacCrate, "Populist and Elitist Conceptions of the
Bar," American Law Institute-American Bar AssociationContinuingLegal
Education Review 5 (March 1, 1974) 4 [hereafter cited as MacCrate, "Populist
and Elitist Conceptions"].
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Such feelings were seen partially as a reaction to the expense
and delay of a lawsuit. But there was more to it than that. The
common law was the law of England, and the revolution had
subjected America to a profound anti-British reaction. Lawyers
had nevertheless to practice this law; they bought their privileges
at the price of the political implication. Their privileges, as
exercised, brought them the distaste of the later Jacksonians, and
while there were probably no more ministers of Satan at the bar
than at present, there were no doubt as many licensed knaves.
David Dudley Field (1805-1894), born in Connecticut,26 had
read law in Albany in the 1830s. In the words of his brother
Henry, he read the law "with a feeling of reverence amounting
almost to awe." 27 But law reform was in the air. The period knew
the agitations of the Benthamites in England28 and the indigenous
American movement, and had seen Livingston's codification in
the civil-law jurisdiction of Louisiana. 2 9 Field returned from a
European tour in 1837, influenced by both his observations of the
workings of the continent's legal systems and Livingston's civillaw codes for Louisiana.3 0 He began to systematize his views of
the common law's failings, especially the division between law
and equity jurisdictions. His entry into the law-reform jousting
lists came with a public letter, in 1839, on judicial reform, 31 and
he rapidly became as effective an agitator as the American
movement had.
Field was largely responsible32 for the clause in the 1846
Constitution of New York that provided the first official impetus
to codification, requiring that the legislature "At its first session
after the adoption of this constitution, shall appoint three commissioners, whose duty it shall be to reduce into a written and
systematic code the whole body of the law of this state, or so
much and such parts thereof as to the said commissioners shall
seem practical and expedient. And the said commissioners shall
26

See generally Henry M. Field, The Life of DavidDudley Field (New York,
1898) [hereafter cited as Field, David Dudley Field].

17Ibid. at 42.
2

"Bentham appears to have written to President Madison in 1811, offering to
codify the law of the United States. Madison appears to have written back four
years later, declining the offer. "Comment," supra note 23 at 297 n. 61.
2
1Livingston was responsible for the widely known Louisiana Penal Code of
1825, and for the 1822 Projet du Gouvemement, formally the Additions et
Amendements au Code Civil de 'Etat Louisiane... (New Orleans, 1823)
(hereafter cited as Projet].
"oHenry Field cites "Livingston's Report of a Code for Louisiana" as having a
signal influence on his brother Dudley. Field, David Dudley Field, supra note 26
at 44.
a1 Ibid. at 46.
32
Reppy, Field Essays, supra note 19 at 31; Field, David Dudley Field, supra note
26 at 47.
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specify such alterations and amendments therein as they shall
deem proper." 3 3 This commission accomplished nothing, and in
1850 the legislature repealed its mandate. Field, who by then had
provided New York with partial codes of civil and criminal
procedure through a similar commission, sought to revive the
commission on substantive codification. He succeeded in 1857,
becoming one of the commissioners. 3 4
Field made his case for reform whenever and wherever he
could; his address to the 1855 graduating class of the Albany Law
School 3 5 no doubt well represents his views. Given the rhetorical
practice of the day, he delivered the same address to many
another group. He first analyzes the sources of the law of New
York. He finds an amalgamation of the Dutch law of the first
settlements, the common law and statutes of England to 1776,
the American Constitution, and the statutes and cases of the
New York legislature and judiciary from the colonial period. To
Field, "The present condition of our law is anomalous. For the
main part it is derived from the common law of England, but so
mixed with other rules and usages that it can hardly be called a
system at all." 3 6
Like other reformers, Field saw the answer to the difficulties of
American law in new and comprehensive statute law, quoting
the phrase he put in the New York Constitution: "a written and
systematic code of the whole body of the law of this state." 37 He
admits to some significant reforms already; for example, legal and
equitable relief could be administered in the same action, and
parties could be made witnesses. Law was nevertheless the arcane
practice of the lawyers. Yet "all instincts of republicanism were
in favor of a written code by which any man could know the
law," for "In monarchial or aristocratic governments it would not
be so much to be wondered at that a class should arrogate to itself
the knowledge and interpretation of laws; but that this should
happen in a republic, where all the citizens both legislate and
obey, is one of those anomalies which, however susceptible of
explanation, seem at first sight incredible." 38

33

Constitution of the State of New York (1846), Article 1, sec. 17; this
constitution also, for the first time, provided for the popular election of judges:
see MacCrate, "Popular and Elitist Conceptions," supra note 25.
34
Reppy, Field Essays, supra note 19 at 39.
David Dudley Field, "Address to the Graduating Class of the Albany Law
School," March 23, 1855, in Miller, Legal Mind, supra note 21 at 287 [hereafter
cited as Field, "Address"].
36
Ibid.
37
Ibid. at 287.
35
Ibid. at 290.
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To Field the question was not the practicality of a code, but
merely its expediency. The European codes demonstrated the
practicality of codification. Field thus asks: "Are we not as
capable of performing a great act of legislation as Romans or
Germans, as Frenchmen or Italians?" 3 9
Field had to meet the argument of his opponents that the
common-law case-by-case method alone could provide the
flexibility needed by a system of law for growth. To Field, however, a flexible common law meant judicial legislation. "Judges,"
said Field, "are not the wisest legislators." He held that legislators,
elected and responsive, alone should legislate. If a judge merely
declared an existing rule, a code would do that just as well; on the
other hand, "legislation by a legislature is made known before it
is executed, while legislation by a court occurs after the fact, and
necessarily supposes a party to be the victim of a rule unknown
until the transaction which calls it forth." 40
Field expressed his belief in the separation of powers, the
doctrine first set forth by Locke in England at the end of the
seventeenth century, followed by Montesquieu on the Continent
in the eighteenth century. Field wrote: "The judiciary has no
rightful concern with the policy of laws... the judiciary shall be
independent of the executive, the executive of the judiciary, and
the legislature of both."'"
The next argument Field chose to meet, albeit with no great
consistency, stemmed from the supposed inflexibility of a code,
and the results of the workings of the judiciary on it:
Then it is said that, if a code were once enacted, it would
soon be overloaded with glosses and comments upon the
texts, as numerous and contradictory as the cases upon
the common law, which now fill the books. This, if it
were true, would only prove that the process of codification must be repeated at certain intervals-an objection
of no great force, especially as it assumes that, until the
accumulation of glosses and comments, the code would
prove an advantage. But the fact is overstated. There
would be glosses and comments, of course; but with a
common tribunal to settle questions of doubtful construction, it should seem impossible that there should
arise half the questions which now occur upon the
Common Law, since the latter regards not merely the
-9Ibid. at 291.
4

0obid. at 293.

4

1Ibid; compare, to this effect, Livingston et al. in Louisiana, in 1823 (see text at
note 61 infra). The doctrine of the separation of powers stems from
Montesquieu's L'Esprit des Lois (1748) and Locke's Second Treatiseon Civil
Government (1690).
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meaning but the existence of a rule, the extent of its
design, its applicability to our situation, and also its
policy. This objection, moreover, is inconsistent with
the first objection which I answered; for, if there are to
be so many commentaries and different interpretations,
the text and the comments will soon come to have that
flexible character which is thought by some to be so
beneficial an element of the Common Law.42
In this passage may be found the effect of Justice Joseph Story
on Field's thinking, and a bow in his direction, as Gilmore first
pointed out. Story, who had early favored codification of limited
areas of the common law, 43 had come to oppose the generalized
codification schemes of the later law-reform movement.44
Uniformity in the law, especially the commercial law, was, of
course, a virtue everyone recognized. Field's hope for "a code
American" 5 shows that the "common tribunal to settle questions of doubtful construction" can be none other than Story's
Supreme Court. In 1842 the Court, in Swift v. 7son,46 had
undertaken to establish a federal general commercial law. As the
success of the holder-in-due-course rule of Swift v. 7son itself
illustrates, often (if not always) the states came to follow the
federal decisions on commercial matters. Story had provided the
common tribunal that could settle doubts about a code's construction. Field would provide the code to control it.
These analyses and prophecies thus having disposed of all the
alleged disadvantages of codification, Field goes on to enthuse:
"How great are the advantages which we can see in its accomplishment! The numerous collections of law books upon the
shelves of our libraries superseded by a single work ... old abuses
removed, excrescences cut away, new life infused-these will be
the beneficent effects of this vast work."4 7 To the perhaps jaundiced contemporary eye, Field appears transposed: "No undertaking which you could engage in would prove so grand or beneficent. Your canals, your railways, your ships cutting the foam of
every sea, the enterprise of your merchants, the skill of your
42

Field, "Address," supra note 35 at 293; compare, on rounds of recodification,
Gilmore, "Statutory Obsolescence," supra note 3 at 461, to the same effect.
43
Reppy, Field Essays, supra note 19 at 9; see Joseph Story, "Codification of the
Common Law: A Report ... made to . . the Governor [of Massachusetts]"
(January 1837), in Miscellaneous Writings of Joseph Story (1852) 698; and
"Report of the Commissioners" (December 1836) in David Field, ed.,
Codification of the Common Law (New York, 1882) 40, both cited in
"Comment," supra note 23 at 302.
"Reppy, Field Essays, supra note 19 at 9.
45 Field, "Address," supra note 35 at 294.
4641 U.S. (16 Pet.) 1 (1842).
47
Field, in Miller Legal Mind, supra note 21 at 294.
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artisans, the fame of your ancestors-all will not exceed in glory
the establishment of a code of law containing the wisest rules of
past ages, and the most matured reflections of our own ... a Code
American."48
Field went on to close his address with another prophecy: "You
stand, moreover, in the very portals of a new time. The world is
soon to take its impulses from this side of the ocean. The language
we speak, the institutions in which we participate, are to spread
with our dominion-from the world's girdle to the frozen pole
and beyond our dominion to remote islands and continents.
Whence shall come the lawgiver of the new time? From our own
soil, I would fain hope and believe."4 9
On April 6, 1857, after intense lobbying by Field and his
colleagues, the New York Legislature passed an act establishing
the commission on which Field (in effect, as "lawgiver") would
serve "to reduce into a written and systematic Code the whole
body of law of this State."" Years of work by Field, and no little
work by the members of his commission and earlier commissioners, produced five proposed codes-a political code, a penal code,
complete codes of criminal and civil procedure (enacted earlier in
fragments), and the civil code, reported in 1865.
Nonetheless, as Field's brother and biographer, Henry, writes,
"It is one thing to frame an ideal code on the strictest line of
justice, and quite another to have it enacted into law by the lawmaking power."-" The codes of criminal and civil procedure were
not enacted and passed into law until the period 1876-1882, the
penal code in 1881. The political code saw only partial enactment.
The civil code never became the law of New York. The legislature
(understandably, in view of the codifiers' view of legislative
dominance) did justify Field's faith in that institution, twice
enacting the civil code. Two New York governors each vetoed it,
in 1865 and 1882.
With the civil code's failure to become law in New York, the
law-reform movement spent itself. The Civil War had intervened,
the Jacksonian consensus had long been moribund, and the drive
for codification died in the East.
In the West, however, rather than codifying old law, the
substantive codes as enacted provided new law the states could
grow into. There is also some evidence that the Jacksonian goals
of the reformers were partially achieved, at least in the West. The
common law was thought by some to have become, finally, the
law for the common man accessible to the common man. In a
48

Ibid.
9Ibid. at 295.

4

"Field, David Dudley Field, supra note 26 at 74.
SIbid. at 84.
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letter to Field's brother dated Helena, Montana, January 24, 1896,
a Colonel W. F. Sanders, Montana's first senator, wrote that with
the adoption of the codes, published in one volume, "a citizen of
Montana, who has but little money to spend on books, needs to
have lying on his table but three: an English dictionary to teach
the knowledge of his own mother tongue; this Book of Law, to
show him his rights as a member of a civilized society; and the
good old Family Bible to teach him his duties to God and to
man." 5 2 The same could presumably be said for the citizens of
California, the Dakotas, Idaho, and Colorado.
FIELD'S PROPOSED CIVILIAN JURISPRUDENCE
FOR THE CIVIL CODE

Field's 1865 draft of a proposed civil code for the State of New
York5 3 became substantially the civil codes of the adopting states.
The code, however, required with its substance some procedure,
some jurisprudential method, to permit its rational application.
Codification, in the breadth of the civil code, had no precedent in
the common law. The ancient maxim of the common law held
that statutes in derogation thereof were to be strictly construed.
Field's civil code was quite consciously in derogation of many
common-law doctrines.
Moreover, Field's draft code indicated: "§6. In this state there is
no common law in any case where the law is declared by the five
codes." Further, the code explicitly abrogated the old maxim:
"§2032. The rule that statutes in derogation of the common law
are to be strictly construed has no application to this code." But
the code stands silent as to how it is to be used.
While the common law had had no experience at all with broad
codification, for the civil law codes were the law itself. Field
turned to the civil law for his jurisprudential method, exactly as
the codification movement had looked to the civil law for models
for a code.
The civil law had never explicitly followed the common-law
practice of stare decisis, foregoing distillation of principles from
controversies. Rather, the legislature straightforwardly stated
principles in comprehensive codes and the civil-law judiciary
traditionally looked only to the code for decision. In those cases
not covered by the code, the reasoning of the court was to follow
s 2Ibid. at 92.
53
[ David Dudley Field et al.,] Civil Code of the State of New York, Reported
Complete by The Commissioners of the Code (Albany, 1865) [hereafter cited as
Field, Draft New York Code]. Thomas G. Shearman and Austin Abbott did
much of the actual drafting, under Field's direct supervision, according to Field,
David Dudley Field, supra note 26 at 80.
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analogy to code provisions, and, if worst came to worst, natural
equity, perhaps including custom and usage, but not necessarily
previous cases. As one modem writer puts it:
Basically, the civil law supposes a codification which
incorporates fundamental principles and general rules
rather than comprehensive details for specific fact
situations. The courts look to the legislative source for
solutions and for guidance ... the attitude of the courts
towards a civil code is one of liberal construction,
including extension by analogy or by principle.... It
follows that the common law doctrines of precedent and
stare decisis cannot have the same significance for the
civil law because for each case the courts must go back
to the code for its starting point. 54
As an example of the civil-law policy, Article 5 of the Code
Napoleon reads: "The judges are forbidden to pronounce, by way
of general legislative determination, on the causes submitted to
them."5 5 There was, ostensibly, no judge-made law in France,
although the decisions of French high courts were widely reported
and reprinted as early as the 1840s.5 6 The Louisiana Code57 of
1825 sets out the manner of use in more detail:
4

joseph Dainrow, "The Civil Code and the Common Law," Northwestern Law
Review 51 (1957) 724; he adds, on the next page: "In the course of time, a civil
law country accumulates a great many decisions which contribute substantially
to the growth and development of the law. In a common law country, the
legislative enactments constantly narrow down the original indefinite scope of
the common law. In this way, the two systems come closer to each other in total
resemblance, but the fundamental differences in their nature, and their
techniques necessarily remain."
5 Code Napoleon (1804). All quotations are from the contemporary translation
[George Spencer], The Code Napoleon; or, the French Civil Code (New York,
1841).
56
In an 1840 preface to the reprint of case reports (Sirey's) dating from 1791, the
editors remark (in French, of course): "We hope, by this publication... to
provide, for a new generation, a complete and structured collection of [our]
jurisprudence, without which, today, it is impossible to proceed with the work of
the Bar." Recueil Gntraldes Lois et Arr&ts, avec Notes et Commentaires (Paris,
1840). This series of reports, along with M. Dalloz's jurisprudenceGingraledu
Royaume, Recueil Priodiqueet Critiquede Jurisprudence,de Legislation et de
Doctrine, en Matiere Civil, Commerciale, Criminelle,Administrative et de
DroitPublic (Paris, 1845), is the ancestor of the present French reports, the
Recueil Dalloz Sirey.
"All quotations are from the English edition of The Civil Code of the State of
Louisiana, published by a Citizen of Louisiana (New Orleans, 1825). This is the
contemporary English translation of the controlling official French text, which
may be found in LouisianaLegal Archives, pts. I and 2, Compiled Edition of the
Civil Codes of Louisiana, vol. 3 (Baton Rouge, 1940) [hereafter cited as Louisiana
Legal Archives].
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Article 13: When a law is clear and free from all ambiguity, the letter of it is not to be disregarded under the
pretext of pursuing spirit.
Article 18: The most universal and effectual way of
discovering the true meaning of a law, when its expressions are dubious, is by considering the reason and spirit
of it, as the cause which induced the legislature to enact
it.

While ostensibly there was no judge-made law in Louisiana,
either, the possible imperfections of the code were recognized and
provided for:
Article 23: In civil matters, where there is no express
law, the judge is bound to proceed and decide according
to equity. To decide equitably, an appeal is to be made to
natural law and reason, or received usages, where
positive law is silent.
Of course, where the code speaks, equity obtains by definition. In
short, the code, and not the cases, were both the form and substance of the civil law, while the reverse was true of the common
law, the cases giving form even to statutes.
Field's task in creating a code thus had to go to more than
merely its substance. He would have had also to create for
American lawyers a way to use the code consonant with both
common-law traditions (to permit its acceptance by the bar), and
the effectiveness of his codification concept. Even with his
assumption that only legislators, and never judges, should make
law, he had to propose a method blending the two disparate
jurisprudential methods. Field, however, saw something very
close to the civil-law process applicable to his codes; he proclaimed to the Albany Law School: "To have a code is to have...
rules collected, arranged and classified; the contradictions
reconciled; the doubts settled; the bad laws eliminated, and the
result written in one book, for the instruction and guidance of
citizen and magistrate, lawyer and client."58 As noted above, he
saw the possibility that rounds of recodification might be necessary to accommodate the seemingly inevitable results of judicial
decision based on the code. With a supreme tribunal, he foresaw
only minimal need for recodification. Even so, he explicitly
recognized that for the code to be effective, the common-law
process would have to be modified.
Field's view of the role of the judiciary under codification
reflects, no doubt, study of the civil-law process. One item he
"'Field, "Address," supra note 35 at 292.
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may well have seen, in view of his brother's remark about the
influence of "Livingston's Report of a Code for Louisiana" on

him, 59 is the discussion by the framers of that code of the role of

the judge in civilian jurisprudence:
To determine what is the true meaning of the Law when
it is doubtful; to decide how it applies to facts when they
are legally ascertained is the proper office of the JudgeThe exercise of his discretion is confined to these, which
are called Cases of Construction:in all others he has
none, he is but the organ for giving voice, and utterance,
and effect, to that which the Legislative branch has
decreed. In cases where there is no Law, according to
strict principles he can neither pronounce nor expound,
nor apply it. Governments under which more is required
from, or permitted to, the Magistrate are vicious because
they confound Legislative power with Judicial duties,
and permit their exercise in the worst possible shape, by
creating the rule, after the case has arisen to which it is
applied. This is a vice inherent in the Jurisprudence of all
nations governed wholly, or in part, as England is by
unwritten Laws, or such as can only be collected from
decisions. 60
Field held that of the five codes, only the civil code could fail to
supply the rule for every case arising. 6 The codes of procedure
had provisions permitting earlier practice to be followed in any
case not provided for in the rules, and Field thought even this
provision unnecessary. By definition (and in contrast to the
doctrine of common-law crimes), no new case could arise under
the penal code for which there was no provision, since that code
defined all crimes.6 2 But such a case might arise under the civil
code. In discussing this possibility, Field explicates the civilian
manner of use of the codes:
[What the civil code] professes is, to give the general
rules upon the subjects to which it relates, which are
5 See supra note 29.
6oEdward Livingston, Louis Moreau Lislet, and P. Derbigny, "Report to the
Louisiana Legislature" (1823) accompanying the Projet, supra note 29; reprinted
in LouisianaLegal Archives, supra note 57 at I:XCI [hereafter cited as
Livingston, "Report"].
"'Field, Draft New York Code, supra note 53 at xvii.
62The principle that only acts that violate a legislative command should be
punished, in contrast to the doctrine of common-law crimes, also has civilian
antecedents; see, for example, Livingston, "Report," supra note 60 at XCI: "In
criminal jurisprudence there is no offence but where there is a breach of positive
law, and the Judge must acquit wherever the law is silent."
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now known and recognized, so far as they ought to be
retained, with such amendments as seem best to be
made, and saving always such of the rules as may have
been overlooked.
In cases where the law is not declared by the code, it is
to be hoped that analogies may nevertheless be discovered which will enable the courts to decide. If in any
such case an analogy cannot be found, nor any rule
which has been overlooked or omitted, then the courts
will have either to decide as at present, without reference
to any settled rule of law, or to leave the case undecided,
as was done by Lord Mansfield, in King v. Hay, 1 W B1,
640 [K.B. 1767], trusting to future legislation for future
cases. 63

While the suggestion that the court simply not decide a case
might astound, Lord Mansfield is certainly a better authority for
it than Field alone. King v. Hay, however, is ambiguous in the
reports, and the names of both parties and counsel differ at 4 S.C.
Bouv. 2295 (1767). Probably Mansfield would not issue the writ of
mandamus sought, not simply because he would not decide the
issue, but rather because he held that the ecclesiastical courts
alone had competent jurisdiction over the legacy in question.
Mansfield had first practiced the civil law of Scotland, as his
celebrated dicta in the moral obligation (as contractual consideration) cases may attest.6 4 The civil law would not accept Field's
misreading of Mansfield into a maxim that "Hard Cases should
make No Law"; see, for example, the Code Napoleon, Article 4:
"The judge who shall refuse to determine under pretext of the
silence, obscurity or insufficiency of the law, shall be liable to be
proceeded against as guilty of a refusal of justice."
In any event, Field thought the likelihood of an unresolvable
case to be small, inasmuch as any judicial or statutory rule of law
not inconsistent with the code was not to be negatived by it.
Where the law was not declared by the codes, a decision could
presumably be had by old law.65 Thus, cases foreseen will have

been provided for, but cases unforeseen "may be decided, if
decided at all, precisely as they would now be decided, that is to
say, by analogy to some rule in the Code, or to some rule omitted
63

6

Field, Draft New York Code, supra note 53 at xviii.

See Atkins v. Hill, 1 Cowp. 284,98 Eng. Rep. 1088 (K.B. 1775), and Hawkes v.
Saunders, 1 Cowp. 289,98 Eng. Rep. 1091 (K.B. 1782), both also legacy cases.
65
Howe, Legal History, supra note 7 at 498, points out that while Field's 1865
Draft New York Code, supra note 53 at §3.3, says that "customary or common
law" denominates judicial decisions, in the 1862 draft the same section made no
reference to "common law."
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from the Code and therefore still existing, or by the dictates of
natural justice." 66 The judicial discretion existing in a rare case
not to decide can be ascribed to Field's faith in the efficacy of the
American legislative process, a process he thought quite able to
remedy any judicial hiatus.
The manner in which Field envisioned his code as being used
would thus closely follow the civil-law procedure.
THE

CIVILIAN SOURCES AND STRUCTURE
OF THE CIVIL CODE

That Field should turn to the civil law for a method of use for
the civil code is not surprising, considering the powerful influence
civilian sources had on the code itself. The extent of this influence, long noted by commentators, 67 has not yet been fully
delineated-a consequence, in large measure, of the destruction
of Field's personal papers in a 1911 library fire. But a close comparison of his code and the civilian sources it cites reveals not only
the known contribution, but a remarkable structural identity.
The code cites to thousands of common-law cases as sources
and examples, along with much of the statutory law of New
York. In addition, Field frequently cites to the text writers,
themselves heavily influenced by the civilians, notably Story on
equity, bailments, and so on, and Kent and specialized writers in
matters like admiralty and insurance. Of the civilians, Pothier on
sales, for example, is several times cited. Although the civil-law
component in the sources of the code can be partially traced to
both civilian and Anglo-American text writers, Field's code was
also influenced directly.
Specialized civil-law sources are often cited; for example,
whole sections 68 on shipmasters were taken from the French
Code de Commerce of 1807. Field also cites to both the Louisiana
Code of 1825 and the Code Napoleon of 1804 for substantive
phrases, clauses, and, in a few cases, whole sections. 69 In addition,
many of Field's Maxims of Jurisprudence have civilian antecedents.
Of the more than two thousand sections of the New York code,
however, all or part of only some forty to sixty sections can be
traced directly to civil-law sources, or about 2 to 3 percent. The
main influence of the civil law on the code appears in quite
6 6 Field, Draft New York Code, supra note 53 at xix.
6 7 See, e.g., Maurice E. Harrison, "The First Half-Century of the California Code,"
CaliforniaLaw Review 10 (1922) 193 [hereafter cited as Harrison, "First HalfCentury"].
*"Field, Draft New York Code, supra note 53, § 1050-60.
691bid.,

for example, §443-48, from Code Napoleon, Art. 556-63.
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another of its aspects, the architectonic. Field structured his code
on six main levels: Divisions, Parts, Titles, occasionally Chapters
and Articles, and numbered Sections.
The Louisiana Code of 1825 is similarly structured, in Books,
Titles, Chapters, occasionally Sections and Subsections, and
numbered Articles. Schematically:
Field's Code
Louisiana Code
Divisions
Books
Parts
Titles
Titles
Chapters
Chapters
Sections
Articles
Subsections
2,034 numbered Sections
3,522 numbered Articles
The similarity, however, runs considerably deeper than this
abstract structuring. With some transpositions, the Field code
follows the Louisiana Code substantive area by substantive area,
generally to the level of Field's Titles, but occasionally further,
and at least once as far as the section and subsection structure of
the Louisiana Code.
Field's use of a civil law structure to present common-law rules
has hoary antecedents: Bracton's De Legibus et Consuetudinibus
Angliae (A.D. 1250-60) uses Roman law for broad categories,
filling them with English precedent (perhaps to the prejudice of
both"o), as long ago noted by the English antiquary John Selden.
Field's largest structure (Division one: Persons; Division two:
Property; Division three: Obligations) dates at least to Justinian's
and Gaius's Institutes. By comparison Blackstone's four Books
are: Persons, Property, Private Wrongs, Public Wrongs, presented
perhaps more from the perspective of a subject (or defendant) than
a lawgiver.
Louisiana based its code of 1825 on the 1804 Code Napoleon,
and a substantial structural identity also obtains between the
two, in terms of both formal divisions and the sequence of
substantive provisions. When adopting a substantive provision
from the civil law, one to be found in both codes, Field often cites
to both codes, but equally often to only one or the other. Some
few of the civil-law provisions he adopts appear in only one or the
other of the two codes, and he so cites. To structure his code,
however, he used the more detailed Louisiana Code, and not the
Code Napoleon.

70
See the discussion in Colin Rhys Lovell, English Constitutionaland Legal
History (Oxford, 1962) 138-39. Roman law did have considerable influence on
the law of Europe generally as well as England, as Selden first made clear in his
1685 essay on the ancient but post-Bracton English law text known as "Fleta."
Idem, Ad Fletam Dissertatio,ed. David Ogg (Cambridge, 1925) xix.
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CALIFORNIA JURISPRUDENCE OF THE CODE AS LAW;

AN EQUITY LAWYER REASSERTS THE COMMON-LAW

TRADITIONS

Field's use of civil-law sources, and his civilian style of code
jurisprudence, is clear and unsurprising in view of the ultimate
ambition of the law-reform movement: that legislatures alone
would make law. All law was to come only from elected and
responsive legislatures and not an insulated judiciary, forever
proceeding in its post-hoc and ex-post-facto fashion, creating in
every case a bit of special legislation.
But the civil codes of California and other enacting states seem
to have been adopted without a great deal of thought as to what
the judiciaries were to do with them. As illustrated by the fact
that the contract sections 1550 (Structure), 1605 (Consideration),
and 1606 (Moral Obligation) of the California Civil Code of 1872

first appear in the reports in 1883, 1891, and 1896, the judiciaries
may have been none too sure themselves. In any event, the civil

code pervaded the law of several states, but did not control it (as
no doubt its author would have hoped). Forces unrelated to the
enacted codes played a part in this outcome; for example, the
exclusive common-law training of western lawyers. The chancellor's champion, John Norton Pomeroy (of Pomeroy on Equity
fame), played at least as great a part in it.
In the 1880s Pomeroy edited the West CoastReporter,71 a
precursor to the National Reporter System, and he reported
California's appellate decisions from 1887 to 1917. The publication covered most of the jurisdictions of the western United
States. Pomeroy published in it occasional small notes for the
amusement of the bar, as well as "Legal Essays" of substance.
One of these bore the title "On the True Method of Interpreting
the Civil Code." 72 In it, he analyzed the defects and shortcomings
of the code, and proposed the remedial manner of interpretation

he thought appropriate. Even before publication of the essay the
California Supreme Court had intimated the necessity of this
method,73 and the California courts eventually adopted it explicitly, citing Pomeroy, in 1912.74 It has been said to be responsible for

West Coast Reporter, ed. J.N. Pomeroy (San Francisco, 1884) (hereafter cited as
West Coast Reporter].
"Ibid. at 3:585, 657, 691, 717; 4:1, 49, 109, 145. Particularly cogent points may
be found at 3:585-86 and 717, and 4:51-52, 113-14, in addition to those quoted in
the text.
73
See Rosenberg v, Frank, 58 Cal. 387,404 (1881).
7 4Siminoff v, as. H. Goodman Bank, 18 Cal. App. 5 at 11, 121 P.933 (1912).
71
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such constructions of broad code provisions as the California
courts utilized.75
His method required the courts to read the code as a simple
statute in a common-law context: "Except in the comparatively
few instances where the language is so clear and unequivocal as
to leave no doubt of an intention to depart from, alter, or abrogate
the common law rule concerning the subject-matter, the courts
should avowedly adopt and follow without deviation the uniform
principle of interpreting all the definitions, statements of doctrines and rules contained in the code in complete conformity
with the common law definitions, doctrines and rules,..."'6
The California legislature gave this suggestion statutory form
in 1901: "§5005 ProvisionsSimilar to Existing Laws How
Construed. The provisions of this code, so far as they are substantially the same as existing statutes or the common law, must be
construed as continuations thereof, and not as new enactments."7 7
Of course, as early as Chapter 95 of the laws of 1850, the
legislature had declared the common law to be the rule of decision
in California; the lurking question was to what extent the
subsequent enactment of the civil code had reopened the issue.
Pomeroy's answer was "Not at all," and that was the end of that.
For Pomeroy, the ultimate defect of the language of the code lay
in what one commentator7 8 of this century, as well as Field, saw
as one of its main virtues: the lack of denomination of legal
doctrines versus equitable doctrines. But for Pomeroy the equity
scholar, the civil code had sinned: "Its language is universal, and
ignores the existence of any difference between law and equity."79
He went on to note a number of doctrines of equitable derivation
that were omitted from the code. He wrote:
The highest interests of the state require that these
defects should be removed, and that the code should, as
far as possible, be rendered clear, certain, and comprehensible, not only to judges and lawyers, but to all
intelligent laymen. This result might be reached by a
complete revision and reconstruction of the code itself

mFor an example, see the construction of § 1606 (Moral Obligation) in Estate of
McDonnell, 6 Cal. 2d 493, 58 P. 639 (1936). For the development of the doctrine
of moral obligation in California, see Bernard E. Witkin, Summary of California
Law, 9th ed. (San Francisco, 1987) 232; cf. 17A Am. Jur. 2d (rev. ed.), Contracts
§ 168. As to the courts adopting Pomeroy's method, and the Rosenberg and
Siminoff cases, supra notes 73 and 74, see the discussion in Harrison, "First HalfCentury," supra note 67 at 190.
76 West Coast Reporter,supra note 71 at 4:110.
nCaliforniaCivil Code §5005 (1901).
78
Harrison, "First Half-Century," supra note 67 at 199.
79
West Coast Reporter, supra note 71 at 4:2.
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through the labors of an able commission appointed for
that purpose under the authority of the legislature. Such
a reform is, at present, wholly impracticable. There is no
reason to expect any interference by the legislature; and
if it should interfere, there is no reason to anticipate any
real improvement as the result... . The only practicable
method, therefore, of removing ambiguity from the text
of the code, of ascertaining the meaning of its provisions
and determining their effect with certainty, is by the
process of judicial interpretation. 8
But this process must be consistent and systematic, lest
confusion reign. If (as Pomeroy fretted) some "hap-hazard"
system were to evolve, with the courts construing some provisions as merely declarative of a common law rule, others as
establishing new rules, and still others as merely modifying old
rules, then "the utmost any lawyer could then do would be to
guess, to speculate, to suggest possibilities, or perhaps probabilities."
This was the era of what Harvard Law School's first modem
dean, C.C. Langdell, called "The one true rule of law." In his 1871
preface to the first law-school casebook, he had written:
Law, considered as a science, consists of certain principles or doctrines. To have such a mastery of these as to
be able to apply them with constant facility to the evertangled skein of human affairs, is what constitutes a true
lawyer.... Moreover, the number of fundamental legal
doctrines is much less than is commonly supposed.... If
these doctrines could be so classified and arranged that
each should be found in its proper place and nowhere
else, they would cease to be formidable from their
number."'

Although the idea was no doubt anathema to Langdell, this
language reads like an argument for codification.
Pomeroy wished to avoid the evil of anything less than certainty in the law, however familiar such a probabilistic approach
maybe to today's bar. It was the common-law judges, not any
populist legislature, who should define the law, for he emphasized: "The paramount importance of construing the civil code so
8

"Ibid, at 4:5.
"I C.C. Langdell, A Selection of Cases on the Law of Contracts. .. , 2d. ed.
(Boston, 1879) ix. Friedman, American Law, supra note I at 353, characterizes
Langdell as one who "shared Carter's basic concept of law; yet his idea of a legal
principle was much like that of Field, only implicit, evolutionary, more subtly
dynamic."
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that its sections shall preserve all the flexibility, comprehensiveness, and power of expansion and adaption which are the peculiar
and distinguishing excellences of the 'law of judicial decision,' or
so called 'unwritten' common law." 82
His argument informed the jurisprudence of the enacted civil
codes, and later became a powerful weapon for the anticodification forces in the East, in the continuing debate in New York.83
For Field's hope, and the hope of the law-reform movement, for a
more civilian jurisprudence, it was the coup de grace.
CONCLUSION
The double failure of Field's civil code-of adoption in New
York, and in its intended application in California and the other
the adopting western states-has its ironies. Where it did become
law, notably in California, the common-law processes of the
courts alone gave it what effect it had. This result is ironic in
view of both the populist-like dissatisfaction with those processes
and one aspect of the law-reform remedy for that dissatisfaction:
the civil-law processes envisioned as applicable to the code, as
opposed to the common-law method. The result is especially
curious upon recognition of the pervasive influence of civil-law
doctrine and method inhering and implicit in Field's code.
This note has elucidated some of the influence of the civil law
on Field and his civil code, especially in the contracts area. Yet
even an examination of the California contracts cases involving
promises supported by moral obligation, 8 where if anywhere this
influence could be expected to appear, shows a common-law
result, and common-law processes alone at work. The code in
application delivered none of its great freight of civil-law intent,
not even in the delicate area of the enforceability of promises.
The state courts, treating the enacted codes as common law,
could and did use and ignore this huge and anomalous statute's
doctrines in ways no different from any other. Let Field's civil
code say what it would, however it chose, it spoke the common
law.

2West CoastReporter, supra note 71 at 4:113.
8 See the note by Howe, Legal History, supra note 7 at 523.
"See, e.g., William N. Keyes, "Cause and Consideration in California-A
Reappraisal," CaliforniaLaw Review 47 (1959) 74, and note 75 supra.

BEARERS OF THE BURDEN: JUSTICES

OF THE PEACE, THEIR COURTS AND
THE LAW, IN ORANGE COUNTY,

CALIFORNIA,
By

JOHN

J.

1870-1907
STANLEY

Recent

legal scholarship has made it clear that
nineteenth-century Americans were extremely knowledgeable
about the law. John Phillip Reid has shown us that they carried
this knowledge with them on the overland trail, and exercised
that law even when circumstances were desperate and when no
conventional legal institutions existed.I Gold miners first
reaching California found themselves in a virtual legal vacuum;
laws passed in distant San Francisco hardly seemed relevant up
some tributary of the Feather River. The miners demanded law,
and in the absence of traditional offices frequently resorted to
popular justice-swiftly, often brutally. The introduction of the
office of justice of the peace reimposed legal order.
By the 1870s California's legal institutions had survived most
of their significant challenges. In some incidents regular legal
methods failed (the massacre of the Chinese in Los Angeles in
1872 was one of them), but by and large an eastern model of
American law had fully taken root, supplanting Mexican civil law
and mining-camp justice. Californians routinely turned to their
courts for justice and the resolution of disputes. Since most of
these issues were settled in lower justice or municipal courts, the
justice of the peace was an important figure in most communities.
Seldom a lawyer, it was he who enforced local mores and reflected
local attitudes.

John J. Stanley is a deputy sheriff in Los Angeles County. He
recently completed graduate work in legal history at California
State University, Fullerton.
ISee John Phillip Reid, Law for the Elephant: Propertyand Social Behavioron
the Overland Trail (San Marino, 1980).
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The justice court was often the furthest extent of the legal
system as far as the average citizen was concerned. To determine
the level of legal expertise Californians could expect at the end of
the nineteenth century, and to consider the men who disseminated the law, this study will concentrate on the justices in Orange
County from 1870 to 1907, bearing in mind that the region
remained a part of Los Angeles County until 1889.
Wherever drifting emigrants lighted to the east of the Rockies,
the seeds of American legal culture took root. These forces were
unopposed everywhere except in Louisiana, where a strange
hybrid of common and civil law grew. When migrants crossed the
Rocky Mountains and reached California, however, they encountered a Mexican culture that thwarted their drive to extend
American common-law tradition to the Pacific. Before the Treaty
of Guadalupe Hidalgo in 1848, according to David Langum,
Americans living in California "drew on local law only to the
extent absolutely necessary," preferring instead "to order their . .
circumstances in a manner harmonious with the remembered
law of the eastern and midwestern states from which they had
come." 2 Anglo-American expatriates' dislike for Mexican California's legal system quickly manifested itself when the Anglos
assumed control of the region. They rejected many of the political
and legal concessions established by the treaty and introduced
more traditional American institutions.
The state constitution of 1849 further Americanized the
region; remaining contentious matters were resolved in the
courts. 3 The Mexican alcalde system was repudiated and the

familiar American justice system was adopted. Article 1232 of
the GeneralLaw of California,1850-1864, stated that "the
following shall be the courts of justice of this state: first, the
supreme court; second, the district courts; third, the county
courts; fourth, the probate courts; fifth, the justice courts; sixth,
the recorder's and other inferior municipal courts." Articles 12781284 pertained specifically to the justice courts. Justices were
responsible for minor civil cases, with the exception of probate,
and were granted the power to marry people. They also had
authority over certain criminal matters: petit larceny; assault and
battery, except on a peace officer or when the assault was likely to
produce great bodily injury; breaches of the peace; riots; affrays;
vandalism, and all misdemeanors punishable by fines of less than
2

David J. Langum, Law and Community on the Mexican CaliforniaFrontier:
Anglo-American Expatriatesand the Clash of Legal Traditions, 1821-1846
(Norman, 1987) 267.
3
For the transition of law in California between the Mexican and American
period, see Gordon M, Bakken, The Development of Law in FrontierCalifornia,
1850-1890 (Westport, Conn., 1985) 21, 42, 93. The settlement of Mexican landgrant claims was the state's most troublesome early issue.
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$500 or a maximum of six months in jail. This level of punishment was amended to $1,000 and one year by the legislature on
April 1, 1870. In the absence of the county coroner, justices
conducted formal examinations of the dead. Additionally, the
justice courts were given authority over "proceedings respecting
vagrancy and disorderly persons."
As in eastern communities, the justice of the peace was called
on to reassure local inhabitants that all was well. The slow
population growth at the southern end of the state retarded the
development of justice courts, but once Americans settled in
pockets of the region in any numbers the courts were quickly
established.
As part of their study of the criminal-justice system in Alameda
County, Lawrence Friedman and Robert Percival considered the
composition of the justice courts.4 The justices they studied held
a wide range of occupations, from machinist to jack-of-all-trades.
In 1880 the average age for a justice when he began his first tour
on the bench was fifty-three. This age declined throughout the
period, however, until in 1890 the average age was thirty-nine,
and in 1900 Oakland city justices were, on average, twenty-eight
when they heard their first case.5 Unlike township justices of the
peace, who could be laymen, Oakland city justices had to be
lawyers. "This made the job less inviting" for those who were
established, according to Friedman and Percival, than for "a
young, up-and-coming lawyer," and probably explained the
justices' increasingly young age. 6
In John Wunder's study of justice courts in Washington Territory from 1853 to 1889, he found that justices averaged 40.6 years of
age during their first term of service.7 All of them were literate, at

a time when 11.5% of the white population and 22.6% of the
total population was not; most were men of more than average
wealth and were politically active." Twenty-two of the 197
justices Wunder studied practiced law, and 107 of them had
access to law books. They were thus educated and legally qualified for the office they held.9 Justices were highly respected in the
Territory and, when called upon, were virtually always the court
4Lawrence M. Friedman and Robert V. Percival, The Roots of Justice, Crime and
Punishment in Alameda County, California, 1870-1910 (Chapel Hill, 1981)
[hereafter cited as Friedman and Percival, Roots of Justice].
I Ibid. at 45.
61bid. at 46.
7John R. Wunder, Inferior Courts, SuperiorJustice (Westport, Conn,, 1979)
[hereafter cited as Wunder, Inferior Courts]. See also Francis S. Philbrick, The
Rise of the West, 1754-1830 (New York, 1965), and Robert M. Ireland, The
County Courts of Ante-bellurn Kentucky (Lexington, 1972).
"Wunder, Inferior Courts, supra note 7 at 26-28.
9
Ibid. at 117.
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of last resort. Only six vigilance committees were formed

throughout the history of Washington Territory, which Wunder
attributed in part to the quality of justice in the courts and
community. He concluded that "The justices of the peace of
Washington Territory dispensed a quality of justice generally
characterized by reason, accessibility, celerity, and community
acceptance." 0
As they did in Alameda County and Washington Territory,
justices in the Santa Ana Valley played a vital role in the community.11 Employing the same approach of collective biography to
twenty-one justices who served in the region from 1871 to 1907,
the author has found results that were both similar and dissimilar
to Wunder's and Friedman and Percival's studies (see Table 1).
Justices in the Santa Ana Valley averaged 45.8 years of age at
the beginning of their first term. This average dropped during the
decade of the 1890s, though it never reached as low a figure as in
Alameda County. With one exception, justices of the peace in
Orange County remained laymen throughout the period. Their
reasons for becoming justices appear to have varied and are
addressed below.
FLEDGLING JUSTICE TAKES WING

The lore and legend of Orange County states that Richard Egan
of San Juan Capistrano was the area's first justice of the peace. He
had migrated from Ireland to America in 1852, at the age of ten,
fought for the Confederacy during the Civil War as both a soldier
and sailor, and left for California in 1866. After trying his hand at
farming he went to work for a prominent landowner, Don Marco
Forster, first as a surveyor and afterward as Forster's adviser and
estate executor. When Egan arrived in San Juan he believed that
only he and two other men in the area spoke English. The local
community took to him immediately, however, and he became
first the traditional alcalde and then justice of the peace for the
newly formed San Juan/Silverado township. At the time he was in
his late twenties. In 1880 he was elected to the Los Angeles Board
of Supervisors; he was also an enumerator for the census that
year. In 1889 his reputation and experience made him a natural

,"lbid. at 167.
"Orange County's division from its parent county of Los Angeles was not
approved until March 1889 and did not take effect until August. Before that the
area was more commonly known as the Santa Ana Valley. The terms "Orange
County" and "Santa Ana Valley" are used interchangeably throughout this
study.
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choice to arbitrate the disputes between the infant Orange
County and its former parent, Los Angeles County.12
Even to this day, Egan's reputation is prodigious. It seems
unlikely, however, that he was the first justice of the peace in
southern Los Angeles County. By 1870 San Juan was the lesser of
the two townships in the area. The other township, Santa Ana,
included on its rolls the 881 citizens of the town of Anaheim.
Santa Ana's total population of 1,445 numbered a thousand more
than that of the combined San Juan/Silverado township. Virtually
all of San Juan's population were Mexicans and Indians who
spoke no English. Their demands for a justice court would not
have been as pressing as those of the Anglos at Santa Ana. The
presence of this Anglo population in Santa Ana Township,
especially since it contained Anaheim within its borders, almost
certainly meant that at least one justice of the peace was in the
community before Egan's arrival in San Juan.
Unfortunately, none of Egan's docket books has survived, thus
making an assessment of his performance in office impossible.
The first extant docket books from the region come from the
court of Justice J.J. Johnson of San Joaquin (later Santa Ana)
Township. Little biographical information survives about Johnson. A forty-four-year-old farmer from North Carolina named
John J. Johnson is listed on the rolls of the Index to the Great
Register of Los Angeles County for 1876, and since justices were
all voters, that was probably the justice, but his common name
and the lack of any cross-references make verification impossible.13 From scrutinizing his dockets it is clear that he was an
educated man and a competent writer. His dockets were detailed
and cited legal sources. His first docket book begins on February
13, 1871, and the first criminal case was recorded on April 4.14
Between February 1871 and June 1875 he heard 140 actions. Of
this total only nineteen were criminal cases: five felonies, twelve
misdemeanors, and two crimes of unknown type. s Justice courts
12

Accounts of Egan's life were compiled from the Santa Ana Register, December
6, 1920, and February 9, 1923; Terry S. Stephensen's Caminos Vieos (Santa Ana,
1930) 92-95; Leo J. Friis's The Village of Garden Grove, 1870-1905 (Santa Ana,
1959) 100, and 107; and Ellen K. Lee's "The Irish Alcalde," in OrangeCountiana,
A Journalof Local History 1 (n.p., 1973) 30-37.
' 3 lndex to the Great Register of Los Angeles County, 1876, 70.
4
1 A mayor's court was also operating at Anaheim during the same year. Mayor's
courts, recorder's courts, and police courts were all inferior courts that
constituted the sixth tier of the state judicial system as described in the General
Law of California, 1850-1864, vol. 1, Article 1232.
'-Of the 121 civil actions, fifty were cases of estray involving horses, mules,
cattle, pigs and hogs. In seven cases in which the state was the plaintiff, six were
for failure to pay assessed school taxes. Amounts owed in school taxes ranged
from fifty cents to $62.50. The willingness of the state to pursue someone in
November 1872 for failing to pay half a dollar in school tax indicates how serious
the state was about supporting its schools.
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could not try felony cases but they did conduct preliminary
hearings (see Table 2). Of the five felony matters Johnson heard
(three grand larceny, one assault with a deadly weapon, and one
burglary), two were remanded to Los Angeles for trial, two were
dismissed, and the fifth was never heard because the accused, a
horse thief, escaped custody three days after his arraignment.1 6
By 1874 justice courts also existed at Anaheim and Orange, as
we know from the cases Johnson both received and sent to these
jurisdictions on change-of-venue motions. The presence of a
justice court in Orange is particularly significant. Unlike Anaheim, which became a township at the beginning of the decade,
Orange remained divided between Santa Ana and Silverado
townships until 1889. Apparently, wherever citizens formed a
distinct community, they insisted on a justice court of their own,
even without the traditional sanction of an official judicial
township.
There appears to be a direct correlation between the arrival of
the railroad in the Santa Ana Valley and an increase in court
activity that begins about the same time. The Southern Pacific's
first line into the region reached Anaheim in 1875 and was
extended to Santa Ana in 1877. Records for the San Joaquin
Justice Court are missing for 1876, but when they resume again at
the beginning of the next year, the new justice, Charles W.
Humphreys, found himself far busier than his predecessor.
In the period beginning in January 1877 and ending in December 1880, Humphreys heard 69 criminal and 261 civil cases (see
Table 2). Humphreys was a Kentucky native, the son of a sheriff
in Mason County, and had arrived in the area with his wife and
three children in 1874. He was employed as a real-estate broker,
was quickly elected justice in 1875, and began service the following January. He served continuously until 1883, when he inexplicably left the bench, only to return at the beginning of 1885. A
case entered in his docket book at the end of 1882 was completed
by Justice Freeman, apparently because of Humphreys's sudden
illness. After his return, Humphreys remained on the bench until
the end of 1886. Three years later he was part of a syndicate that
purchased the Santa Ana Blade. He was again elected justice in
1892 and served from January 1893 until January 1895. Before his
return to the bench he became a lawyer. On his death in January
1896 he was lauded by members of the Orange County bar, whose
obituary in the Santa Ana Standardremembered him as "a
trusted counselor, [and] friend to the needy." 1 7 Like Egan, Humphreys had been new to the area and had used the bench to
16Docket Book of the San

Joaquin Justice Court, J.J. Johnson, Justice, November
11, 1872,
1'This brief biography of Humphreys was compiled from An IllustratedHistory
of Southern California(Chicago, 1890) 857-58 [hereafter cited as Illustrated
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forward his business career. His scholarly approach is reflected in
the detail of his docket and his eventual membership of the bar.
The arrival of the railroad made the region much more accessible. Settlement in the Santa Ana Valley became easier and more
attractive and local crops could be sent to distant markets.
Between 1870 and 1880 the population of Los Angeles County
more than doubled. " During the same period, the two townships
in the Santa Ana Valley were divided into five and the population
grew three and a half times. The increase in Humphreys's court
reflected the region's expanded pool of potential litigants, although why so many citizens took their disputes to court is
unclear.
The increase in criminal activity did not keep pace with the
increase in civil actions, and what increases there were were not
considered particularly alarming at the time. With the exception
of 1877, felonies do not increase at all, and of the six felony cases
that year one was dismissed, a second saw no action taken after
the filing of the complaint, and a third was reduced from assault
with a deadly weapon to disturbing the peace. Only three of the
cases were remanded to higher court in Los Angeles for trial. The
majority of criminal cases were for battery and disturbing the
peace.
Lawyers also made their presence felt in criminal matters by
the end of the decade. Only five of the nineteen defendants who
stood before Justice Johnson (1871-75) did so with counsel,
whereas between 1877 and 1880 nearly 54% of defendants were
represented. Chinese defendants were almost always represented
by counsel; Hispanic defendants rarely were.
If activity in justice Humphreys's court is indicative of court
activity throughout the region, the few lawyers who lived in the
area did not want for employment at the end of the 1870s (see
Table 2).9 Matters appeared to change noticeably, however, in the
early 1880s. A review of Santa Ana justice Court records indicates
a steady drop in civil litigation between 1879 and 1882. A similar
History];the Index to the Great Register of Los Angeles County, 1880; the Santa
Ana Standard, January 25, 1896; and Jim Sleeper's Turn the Rascals Out!
(Trabuco Canyon, Calif., 1973) 122 [hereafter cited as Sleeper, Turn the Rascals
Out!].
"The redivision of the townships was made in 1875.
"A possible explanation for the sudden flurry of participation by lawyers in the
justice courts may have been the general business depression throughout
California in the 1870s. Short on work, lawyers were eager to represent any
clients who were willing to pay for their services. See Gordon M. Bakken's
PracticingLaw in FrontierCalifornia(Lincoln, 1991) for more on this
hypothesis. Friedman and Percival noted that in some quarters lawyers who
practiced in justice courts were not well thought of. Quoting from an 1892 Yale
Law Review article, they noted that justice court lawyers were considered a
"legal shark, a kind of tolerated legal vermin, devoid alike of honesty, learning
and industry." Idem, Roots of Justice, supra note 4 at 64.
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decrease may be observed in the justice courts at Westminster.
(The large, though declining, number of civil cases at the end of
the 1870s evidently reflects local circumstances rather than a
community that was suddenly more litigious. The railroad's
arrival brought new inhabitants to the area, and their presence
may have encouraged disputes of title and of minor debts.) An
explanation for the apparent wane in civil litigation might be
that, if the amount contested in individual suits exceeded the
limit imposed on justice courts by law, all actions were contested
in Los Angeles Superior Court. However, travelling the more than
thirty miles to Los Angeles was difficult by horse and buggy and
costly by train. Moreover, the lack of any noticeable increase in
the dollar amount of civil suits suggests that cases were unlikely
to exceed the justice court limit, and a review of the Los Angeles
County Superior Court plaintiff index from 1880 to 1889 reveals
no unusually high number of actions from the Santa Ana Valley.20
The drop in civil litigation appears to have affected criminal
actions in an interesting way. Beginning in 1881, fewer and fewer
criminal defendants were represented by counsel. In only five of
the twenty criminal cases that year was there counsel for the
defense. Except in 1883, when only two criminal cases were tried
before Justice Jacob Ross, attorneys represented criminal defendants only half, or less than half, the time. 21 By the end of the
decade such representation had declined even further. In 1888
only two of fifteen defendants were represented, and in Justice
Sam Craddick's court at Orange in 1889, defense counsel was
present in only one criminal case of forty-three. Contributing to
the situation in Craddick's court was the large number of vagrancy cases (see Table 3). In only one of the 212 vagrancy cases
studied from all courts was a defendant represented by an attorney. 22 Criminal representation by counsel was no better in
2

0The Los Angeles Superior Court system as it exists today was organized in
1880, before which the court was administered as a circuit court and its records
were maintained quite differently. Los Angeles County Archives' plaintiff and
defendant indexes date from 1880. Before that date it is virtually impossible to
ascertain official court records.
21 Little is known about Ross, a farmer of limited judicial ability. He handled
only eleven cases in his two-year tenure on the bench. All three of his actions in
1883 came to him from another venue. His docket entries were brief and
tentative. Lawyers may have shifted litigation away from his court until
Humphreys's return in 1885.
22 The docket book of the Anaheim Justice Court of James Howard for 1903
records that on February 19, 1903, Anaheim lawyer Will S. Tipton represented
accused vagrant George Ellis in a bench trial. Tipton demanded a jury trial for his
client but District Attorney Horace Head ordered that the matter continue
without one. Despite the presence of Tipton at his side, Ellis was found guilty
and sentenced to pay a fine of $60.00 or serve thirty days in county jail. Since
Ellis was accused of soliciting alms on the street, it was unlikely that he could
produce the fine, and he was remanded to the custody of the sheriff to serve his
sentence.
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Westminster, where defense attorneys were present in only five
of the twenty-six criminal cases between 1879 and 1889.
The justice courts of Westminster Township were ably manned
when their first surviving docket books begin in 1879 and 1880
(see Table 4). Jonathan Wesley Aldridge was a fifty-one-year-old
farmer from Indiana who, unlike Egan and Humphreys, had been
in the region several years before becoming justice in 1880.23
David Webster, who had been born in England and who lived in
Garden Grove, began service as justice of the peace at Westminster Township's other justice court in 1879, two years after he had
arrived from Ohio. In addition to his duties as justice, he served as
postmaster, and was affectionately referred to as "Deacon"
Webster because of his church activities. When he relinquished
his office in 1893 at the age of 78 to the 26-year-old Luke Smith,
he carefully listed in his docket the books he was transferring to
the young man. They included "I volume Statutes of California,
1877-1888, 1 volume Amendments to the Codes, 1877-1878, 1
volume Statutes of California, 1880, 1 volume Amendments to
the Codes, 1880, 1 volume Statutes & Amendments to the
Codes, 1881, 1 volume Statutes & Amendments to the Codes,
1883."24 His list indicated that, despite lacking formal legal
training, justices had access to legal sources. The degree to which
they scrutinized those sources depended on the justice. 25
Practicing law in the southern precincts of Los Angeles County
was a precarious business during the 1880s. Work in the justice
courts was not sufficient to keep lawyers within the region when
a superior court and a larger potential client pool was only thirty
miles north in Los Angeles. Between the recording of the 1879
and 1886 Indexes to the Great Register of Los Angeles County,
there was no change in the number of lawyers living in the Santa

23

Aldridge served as justice until 1884. There are no further entries in the docket
book from this court until 1888. When it resumed Thomas C. Hull, a forty-oneyear-old merchant from Ohio, was the justice. Aldridge had moved to
Westminster Colony in April, 1874, from Watsonville with his wife, Elizabeth.
Thomas Hull and his wife, Emma, had arrived in the colony two months earlier.
Hull was elected manager of the village store in November 1875 and in February
1878 purchased the store in partnership with F.A. Lund. Biographical
information on Aldridge and Hull is from the Index to the Great Register of Los
Angeles County, 1880, 1886 and 1888, and Ivana F. Bollman's Westminster
Colony, California:1869-1879 (Santa Ana, 1983) 62, 90, 120,124.
24
Docket Book of the Westminster Justice Court, David Webster, Justice, 1893.
25Index to the Great Register of Los Angeles County, 1880; History of Los
Angeles County, 1880 (1880; reprint, Berkeley, 1959) 191 [hereafter cited as
History of Los Angeles County]; Leo J. Doig, The Village of GardenGrove, 18701905 (Santa Ana, 1959)34, 63, 107-9. Doig makes no mention of Webster's tenure
on the bench before 1893 and erroneously states that he was justice from 1901 to
1902. Webster died in 1896, however. The Orange News published his obituary
on May 4 of that year.
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Ana Valley. The index lists seven in 1879 and seven in 1886. Of
the seven in 1886, however, only two were among the group from
1879.26

With two justice courts in each township, lawyers could
exercise some choice as to which justices heard their civil cases.
As we have seen, Humphreys was well regarded, and during his
absence from the bench in 1883 and 1884 there was far less court
activity during farmer Jacob Ross's tenure. Records from Santa
Ana's other justice court have not survived, but it is likely that
Justice George Freeman, who was seated there, was much busier
than Ross during those years.
Freeman was a prominent fixture on Santa Ana's justice bench.
He assumed the office in 1882 and remained in it until January
1903. Born in Hallowell, Maine, in 1829, he went to California by
steamer in 1851, landing in San Francisco. He was occupied in
mining and lumbering until he moved to Alameda County in
1869, where he changed occupations and became a carpenter and
contractor. He continued to work as a contractor after arriving in
the Santa Ana Valley in 1877. In April 1889, seven years after
becoming a justice of the peace, he was elected recorder of the
city of Santa Ana.2 7
During 1882, when Freeman completed some of Humphreys's
cases, his entries in his colleague's docket were extensive and
reflected an equal grasp of the law. 28 Throughout the eighties,
Freeman enjoyed the full confidence of the community. This was
clear in the election of 1890, when, despite not gaining the
endorsement of any party ticket, he was reelected justice.29
However, this confidence was somewhat shaken early in the next
decade when Freeman, together with his colleague Isaiah Marks
on the Santa Ana justice bench, and James Landell of Anaheim,
were indicted by a grand jury for alleged irregularities over the
3
collection of their fees. o

2 Southern Township Attorneys, 1879 and 1886, compiled from the Index to the
Great Register of Los Angeles County, 1880 and 1886. The name, place of birth,
city of residence, and age at the time of the index are included.
27IllustratedHistory, supra note 17 at 886; Index to the Great Register of Los

Angeles County, 1880.
2
"Docket Book of the Santa Ana Justice Court, Charles W. Humphreys, Justice,
July 6, 1882.
29

Santa Ana Standard,November 8, 1890.

3

"Freeman also bears the dubious distinction of conducting the 1892 preliminary
hearing for accused murderer Francisco Torres before his lynching. To his credit,
Freeman ordered that Torres be held to answer for the charge, and was
considering a change-of-venue motion by Torres's attorneys. Torres's
executioner noted this by leaving a sign around the hanged man's neck that read
"Change of Venue."
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George E. Freeman served on the Santa Ana justice bench between 1882
and 1903. (Santa Ana Public Library)

FEES, FINES, CRIMES, AND VAGRANTS
The office of justice of the peace was unsalaried. Justices
received compensation from fees collected in civil and criminal
matters. The front of Webster's docket book clearly lists the
amounts set by the state legislature of 1870 that were to be
assessed for each of the justice's functions. Los Angeles County
officials convinced the state to attach a special provision to the
law affecting justices within their boundaries.3 1 By consequence,
"I California, Revised Statutes (1870) 677. The most pertinent section of this law
for this study was the one applying to justice fees for criminal actions in Los
Angeles County, which stated: "For all services before a J.P. in a criminal action
or proceeding, whether on examination or trial, $3.00. Provided in the county of
Los Angeles the fees in a criminal action shall be collected from a defendant if
convicted, but shall in no case become a county charge." State lawmakers had
addressed the issue of justice fees as early as 1851, during the second session of
the legislature (see the Compiled Laws of California[1851] 726, 733). It should
be noted that the $3.00 fee for criminal matters was not increased between its
imposition in 1870 and the end of this study in 1907.
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justices' fees there were tightly regulated and protected against
judicial abuse. The same law that specified justice fees also
stipulated fees for constables, the justice's right arm. Constables
acted as jailer, bailiff, and lawman and were also unsalaried.3 2
This system worked well through the 1870s and 1880s. Justices
carefully sentenced convicted defendants to pay fines that
covered court, constable, and any miscellaneous fees, such as
those for witnesses and juries. Fines often exactly matched costs
(Humphreys was well known for his precise match of fines to
expenses.) The idea of using court fines to pay for other government services was obviously not a strong one at the end of the
nineteenth century. The only reason the system worked as well
as it did was because of the cooperation of convicted defendants,
enough of whom paid fines and refused incarceration to maintain
the system. 3 When things went well, justices and constables
garnered the majority of their compensation from the civil side of
the docket rather than the criminal. Problems began to arise at
the end of the 1880s with an increase in criminal activity generally, the arrival of tramps specifically, and the creation of Orange
County, which eliminated Los Angeles County's protection
against unpaid criminal-justice fees' becoming a county charge.
The court of Anaheim justice A.V. Fox was the first to record a
noticeable increase in criminal activity (see Table 5). Fox, a sixtytwo-year-old hotel keeper from New Hampshire when he began
his docket in November 1886, dealt with crimes that ranged from
violating county licensing ordinances to robbery. In 1887 twenty
of the fifty-nine crimes he handled concerned property-either
theft, fraud, burglary, or robbery, an unusually high number. In
1888 only twelve crimes of the seventy handled involved property; in 1889, ten of forty-six; in 1890, eight of fifty-six. These
figures are of interest since vagrants who flocked to the area in
the 1890s were accused of being thieves and increasing the crime
rate, yet property crimes peaked in Anaheim before tramps began
to flood the local courts.
Fox handled eleven cases to do with vagrants in 1889, but in
Orange thirty-nine of Craddick's forty-three criminal cases were
32

Either one or two part-time constables maintained the peace throughout each
township in addition to their duties in court. They were assisted in their lawenforcement duties by a number of other sources. Marshals (paid by the city)
were responsible for law enforcement within Santa Ana, Anaheim, and Orange,
although their primary duty was to collect city taxes. The sheriff and his
deputies (paid by the county) also had jurisdiction over the unincorporated area
of the county, but sheriffs personnel rarely dealt with non-felons. Other law
enforcers were nightwatchmen, private citizens, and railroad employees, all of
whom initiated complaints about criminal activity, especially vagrancy.
33 Defendants who failed to pay their fines were generally ordered to serve one
day in jail for each dollar of their fine. This decreased in the 1890s and 1900s to
one day for each two dollars of a fine.
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for vagrancy. Craddick, who was born in Iowa, had moved to the
Santa Ana valley for the sake of his wife's health after living in
the Middle West. He pursued an occupation in real estate and
quickly immersed himself in local politics. When he became an
Orange justice in 1889, he counted the establishment of Orange
County College as his greatest achievement. 4
Of less distinction was Craddick's alleged proclivity for bringing vagrants before him. When he was bidding to return to the
bench in the election of 1894, the OrangeNews was quick to
remind its readers that, of Craddick's forty-three criminal cases
between August 1889 and the end of his first term of service in
January 1891, thirty-four were tramp or vagrancy cases. To the
News this meant that "he also was then engaged in a practice of
running his office largely for revenue only."35 Surviving records of
his first term in office end in July 1890, therefore the paper's
statistics for the remainder of the year cannot be confirmed. If we
assume that they were accurate, however, and couple them with
Craddick's docket entries before August 1890, we learn that
during his first term as justice he actually heard sixty-seven
vagrancy cases out of a total of seventy-eight criminal cases. Thus
86% of his time on criminal matters was spent with vagrants. 36
However, there is a problem with the News's assertion about
Craddick's motivation for hearing vagrancy cases. Before the
division, his ability to gamer fees for criminal cases was dictated
by the special Los Angeles County provision concerning the
collection of those fees. It is true that he listed his fees at three
dollars per defendant, but it is doubtful that he was able to collect
any of that money. In August 1890 the OrangePost printed with
pride that "Tramps give Orange a wide berth."3 7 This was largely
attributed to the city's aggressive detention of suspicious persons,
in which activity Craddick had few rivals.
Despite Craddick's combative policy of prosecution, he was
somewhat more lenient when it came to sentencing. Of the sixtysix accused vagrants whose names are recorded in his surviving
docket, only twenty ever saw jail time. No story was too implausible to win the dismissal of a case. In February 1889 five vagrants,
found "penniless and ... sleeping in a box car," asserted that they

were former employees of the Santa Fe and hoped to work for the
railroad again. This assertion created enough "reasonable doubt"
in the mind of the court "suffucient to earn their release." 38
34

IllustratedHistory, supra note 17 at 871.
OrangeNews, October 24, 1894.

35

36

Ibid.

37

Orange Post, August 9, 1890.
"Docket Book of the Orange Justice Court, Sam M. Craddick, Justice, February
13, 1889. Their release did not prevent Craddick from charging a fee of $15.00 for
his time.
3
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Those who were sentenced faced progressively longer stints in
custody. On pleading guilty to a charge of vagrancy, William
Brown was sentenced to fifteen days in jail on January 17, 1889.39
Frank Eniges's guilty sentence at the end of the year, on the other
hand, earned him thirty days' hard labor.4 0 By 1890, however,
even a guilty verdict did not necessarily mean jail time. Craddick
routinely offered sentenced vagrants the option of leaving the
county within several hours of their conviction in order to avoid
the imposition of their jail sentences. This invitation, commonly
referred to as a "floater," was always accepted, and no vagrant
went to jail from Craddick's court between January and July of
1890. However, this did not deter the justice from filing his fees
against the county coffers.
The questions that arise were whether justices of the peace in
the county were attempting to take advantage of the homeless for
their own monetary gain, and whether they were responding to
the demands of the community. In the early 1890s the financial
condition of the county was tenuous. A virtual flood of homeless
people threatened the county's already stretched resources, and in
1895 the formation of a vigilance committee to address the
problem was discussed at a meeting in Neill's Hall in Santa Ana.
The gathering included some of that city's more prominent
citizens, including the former district attorney, J.G. Scarborough.4 ' The committee never came about, but one may ask
whether the justices did not feel it incumbent upon themselves to
maintain law and order by controlling the community's most
visible reminder of its fear of economic failure. At the same time
the justices had to balance their civic responsibilities as keepers
of the law with their fiduciary responsibilities of not burdening
the county treasury. With these opposing functions before them,
conflict was inevitable.
When Orange County officially came into existence on August
5, 1889, it did so with justice courts already established within its
five judicial townships, at Anaheim, Orange, San Juan, Santa Ana,
and Westminster.42 In fact, the region's justices of the peace
played an integral part in the creation of the other layers of
county government. 4 3 Justices of the peace and constables were
the only elected officials to remain after the new county broke
away from Los Angeles County.
"Ibid., January 17, 1889.
4

"lbid., December 14, 1889.

41

Santa Ana Standard, January 12,1895.
Supra note 26.
43 Names of justices of the peace, past and present, lace the "Proceedings of the
Board of Orange County Commissioners," the committee created on March 11,
1889, to organize the various offices of the new county and conduct a special
election to confirm the new county's existence and elect its new officers. Justices
of the peace were instrumental in calling the election on June 4 and establishing
42
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While controversy did not characterize the office of justice of
the peace in earlier years, the issue of fees and tramps was to
change things. One of the justices affected was James Landell, of
Anaheim, who was elected in November 1890 to succeed Fox. A
longtime resident of the community, Landell appeared an excellent choice for justice. Like so many others, he had migrated to
southern California (in 1874) for health reasons. He became a
farmer and vineyardist, and also served as precinct clerk during
the special election that chose the county's first officers in 1889.44
Like Craddick, Landell spent a significant percentage of his court
time on vagrancy cases between 1891 and 1893 (see Table 5). In
1894 controversy over the handling of his office arose, and it is
regrettable that his docket is missing from October 1893 through
December 1895.
Part of the problem between justices of the peace and county
officials was the administration of the justice courts. While the
region was part of Los Angeles County, justices worked without
strict supervision from Los Angeles and were virtually autonomous. Local lawyers took turns being prosecution and defense
counsel because assistant district attorneys did not travel south
to prosecute cases. Justices' dockets were supposed to be reviewed
annually by the Los Angeles grand jury, but one is hard-pressed to
find many signatures from members of the grand jury who
reviewed the records before the division.
With the advent of county offices in Orange County, the
district attorney's office prosecuted significant cases and the
grand jury scrutinized each justice's docket thoroughly. While the
Santa Ana Valley was part of Los Angeles County, justices in the
region routinely conducted their business without informing the
distant district attorney's office. Orange County D.A.s wanted to
review matters before justices adjudicated them. A justice's
failure to consult the district attorney put a cloud on the fees he
was claiming. Addressing the issue in 1894, the Orange News
concluded that "The result of this practice was that many
complaints were filed through spite, many improper cases and
many wrong offenses and all tended to largely increase the
expense to the county for criminal prosecution."45 This was
especially true when it came to vagrancy cases. The News
continued that "in September 1893, it was also discovered that
one or two justices and constables were making a business of
the voting place within each precinct. This information comes from Orange
County: From Birth to Metropolitan Status, 1889-1964 (Santa Ana, 1964), a

photocopied, unpaginated compilation of original county documents assembled
for Orange County's diamond jubilee by the county itself,
44
For biographical information on Landell, see his obituary in the Anaheim
Gazette, July 3, 1902, and the Historyof Los Angeles County, supra note 25 at

185.
45

OrangeNews, October 24, 1894.
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arresting tramps during the night in gangs of from 10 to 30, and
prosecuting them without the knowledge of the district attorney,
so that each tramp cost the county, in illegal fees to the officers,
of from $5 to $6.50."46
The grand jury of 1893 responded to these alleged abuses in
December, when it reviewed justices of the peace and constables
for the previous year:
The attention of this Grand Jury has been directed to the
abuses of authority by Justices of the Peace and Constables, in their manner of handling the tramp and vagrant
questions, by which their fees have been greatly increased beyond any contemplation of law, and thereby
the taxpayers burdened with unnecessary expenses
therein.
It has been shown to the Grand Jury that these abuses
have become extensive and flagrant, and that some
restraint was absolutely necessary to be imposed, and
we have accordingly taken such action and directed the
attention of our efficient District Attorney to the same,
and with a request to take such further steps as are
necessary in the premises.4 7
The casualties from the grand jury's investigation were justices
Freeman and Marks of Santa Ana, against whom indictments
were returned.48 Both indictments were dismissed at the beginning of 1894, but they served notice that the county would not
tolerate any further excesses. 49 Because the dockets from both
justices' courts are unavailable, it is not possible to know how
many tramps were brought before them, but it may safely be
assumed that it was Freeman and Marks to whom the News was
referring. The only clue to the volume of vagrancy cases in their
courts comes from Supervisor Samuel Armor's long article in the
46Ibid.
47

Grand Jury Report, County of Orange, 1893, p. 7.
was not the first time that Freeman had found himself in court over the
charges involved in the administration of a public office. In 1889 he had brought
suit against the City of Santa Ana when it attempted to lower his salary as city
recorder while he was in office. Freeman won his $20.00 suit, and the city was
forced to pay another $80.00 to his attorney, Victor Montgomery. See Sleeper,
Thm the Rascals Out!, supra note 17 at 131-32.
4 Another county justice who had run afoul of the law was Luke E. Smith, of
Westminster, who on February 22, 1893, faced charges of selling tobacco to a
minor in the Westminster Justice Court of Josiah McCoy (see the Docket Book of
the Westminster Justice Court, Josiah McCoy, Justice, February 23, 1893). A jury
found Smith not guilty on March 1, but the scandal of the trial was apparently so
great that he left the bench and was not replaced until 1895. There was so little
court activity in Westminster that the absence of one court was no hardship,
either to the community or to the other justice court.
48This
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Anaheim Gazette in February 1892.50 Armor reported that fiftythree vagrants were brought before Freeman and one before
Marks during January 1892 alone, which projects to a staggering
number of vagrancy cases for the year-far more than in Landell's
court, or in Craddick's during 1889 and 1890. Even if the "floater"
was liberally applied in Santa Ana, the county was burdened with
a huge population of tramps in its jails. Marks undoubtedly dealt
with more such cases in other months to merit his indictment in
1893.
In addition to handing out indictments against Freeman and
Marks, the county attacked the fee problem by refusing to honor
the claims for fees made for vagrancy cases by constables. Constable C.F. Preble took his claim for fees owed to Superior Court
Judge James Towner in March 1894. Preble asserted that he had
filed a claim for $59.75 for bringing in tramps, but that the county
had paid him only $25.75. Towner quickly dismissed the matter
on the grounds that Preble had not followed the proper appeal
process with the Board of Supervisors. Preble not only failed to
collect his $34.00, but owed his attorney for bringing the unsuccessful action to court.5 1
By the end of 1894 the relationship between the district
attorney and the county's justices of the peace had greatly improved. The district attorney now reviewed all cases that came
before the justices, from whose courts fee claims went down as a
consequence.5 2 Not all accusations of abuse against justices were
eliminated by improved relations with the district attorney's
office, however. The Anaheim Gazette reported that the grand
jury of 1894 narrowly failed to return indictments against "an
officer and a Justice of the Peace of this township." The names of
the justice and officer involved were not listed, but the two were
under suspicion of "taking money from arrested parties and
pocketing the same without bringing the accused to trial."*3 The
grand jury expressed other concerns about practices in justice
courts in 1894. Among them was the strange fact that the county
treasurer received more money from justices than the justices
claimed credit for. 54 The grand jurors also took exception to the
practice of some justices of imposing fines "sufficient only to
cover costs of the action, without any apparent regard to the
gravity of the offense."ss
"'Anaheim Gazette, February 11, 1892.
"Ibid., March22, 1894.
The only justice courts whose docket books survived for 1894 and 1895 were in
Westminster, but the volume of cases there was so small that it is impossible to
notice any drop in caseload.
53
Anaheim Gazette, December 13, 1894.
"4Los Angeles Times, December 7, 1894.
5'Anaheim Gazette, December 13, 1894.
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Anaheim, ca. 1890, showing Center Street (where it intersected with
Los Angeles Street), on which justices Pierce and Shanley had their
business addresses. (Anaheim Public Library)

The last complaints leveled against justice courts by the grand
jury came with the indictment of Justice Landell for misconduct
in office in 1895. Like the previous indictments of Freeman and
6
Marks, this action was dismissed early the following year.5 If
grand juries said anything about the work in justice courts after
1895, it was complimentary. A typical acknowledgment was
made by the grand jury of 1900 to justices Frank Shanley of
Anaheim and Romualdo Marquez of Yorba for the neatness of
their docket books.57
After 1895 the tension surrounding the county's justice courts

eased for other reasons. The tramp population began to decline,
and the county's financial straits were less constricting. By the

middle of the next decade, the county coffers were positively
robust. Optimism was high, and individual wealth was sufficient
for more than 250 men to list their occupation as "retired" when
they filled out their application for the Great Register of 1906.s8
(Their average age was 56.8 years.)
5

6For Landell's indictment, see the Grand Jury Report, County of Orange, 1895,
p. 7. Despite failing to name Landell as the justice involved, his indictment by
the grand jury of 1895 suggests that it was he and not Justice Jason Pierce who
was being criticized in 1894.
"Grand Jury Report, County of Orange, 1900, p. 5.
"Index to the Great Register of Orange County, 1906.
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Justices of the peace once again settled into their familiar,
anonymous role as maintainers of public order. Landell's docket
resumes in 1896, for which year the docket for Anaheim's other
justice court, under Jason B. Pierce, is also available. By 1896
Pierce had been justice in Anaheim for well over a decade. He was
born in Vermont in 1821 and arrived in the Santa Ana Valley at
the end of the 1860s. First president of the board of trustees of the
local irrigation company, 9 in 1876 he became a commissioner of
the Cajon Water District.c'0 By 1880 he had 250 acres of wheat
planted, the largest number of anyone in the region. 61 He became
an agent of the Steams Rancho, 62 and his interests continued to
broaden. The Orange County Directoryof 1895-96 listed among
his occupations city recorder, notary public, insurance agent and
real-estate broker, but did not bother to mention that he was also
a justice of the peace.63
DIFFERENCES AND SIMILARITIES

With the records of both Anaheim justices available, it is
possible to get an accurate picture of court activity within a busy
township (see tables 6-11). Relying on numbers alone does not, of
course, explain the differences between the two courts, which are
quite striking in the sentencing patterns for vagrants. Landell and
Pierce were both Republicans, with several years of court experience with vagrants by 1896. Like their colleagues in other courts,
they had no doubt experimented with alternative sentencing,
from "floaters" to hard labor. The economic and political constraints that had hampered their dealings with vagrants no longer
pertained, and the justices could therefore sentence all defendants
as they saw fit. Vagrancy defendants unlucky enough to be found
guilty in Landell's court faced sentences ranging from ten days to
several months in jail. A five-month sentence was given to Ah
Foo, the only Chinese charged with vagrancy in the Anaheim
records.64 Pierce, on the other hand, dismissed some of the
59
See the Docket Book of Anaheim Justice Court, Jason B. Pierce, Justice,
October 25, 1870.
6
oVirginia L. Carpenter, Placentia,A PleasantPlace (Santa Ana, 1988), 42
[hereafter cited as Carpenter, PlacentiaI.
st History of Los Angeles County, supra note 25 at 153.
62
Carpenter, Placentia,supra note 60 at 87.

6

*Orange County Directory, 1895-1896, 102, 107.
4

6 See the Docket Book of Anaheim Justice Court, James M. Landell, Justice,

October 28, 1898. Ah Foo was again charged with vagrancy on May 8, 1899, in
Justice Shanley's court, but no action was taken after the warrant of arrest was
issued. See the Docket Book of Anaheim Justice Court, Frank Shanley, Justice,
May 8,1899.
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James S. Howard served as justice of the peace in Anaheim from 1903 to
1921. (Anaheim Public Library)

vagrants who pled guilty before him, and his average sentence
for vagrancy was less than ten days.
Neither the newspapers nor the justice, themselves account for
this disparity. Landell's harsh sentences reflected the county's
growing capacity to fund its criminal-justice process, but his
reasons for giving longer jail terms and Pierce's for giving shorter
ones are not known. Earlier in the decade, Landell's sentences had
not been unusually severe. Perhaps he was revenging himself for
the accusations leveled against him, or was simply tired of
playing the "floater" game.
Both Landell and Pierce, like Craddick before them, gave
vagrants an audience and evaluated the merits of each case.
Nothing that resembled a policy in such matters was ever in
evidence. The vast majority of defendants charged with vagrancy
pleaded guilty and were quickly dealt with, but just as many were
set free after being admonished by the justices to choose better
travelling companions and find employment.
Such an admonishment was delivered by Landell himself in
1892, before his sentencing habits changed. Vagrancy defendant
E. Martin, who pled guilty as charged, was the recipient of this
lecture. After considering Martin's sentence, Landell wrote: "On
a due examination of the cause and finding that defendant had
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unwittingly and at a late moment become an associate of the
company of the boxcar, and feeling satisfied that defendant was a
well meaning young man, [1 discharge [the] defendant with the
caution to avoid bad company in the future."*5 Though Landell
later had a change of heart, Pierce continued this practice until he
ended his years of service in January 1898.
In addition to a stronger economy and improved relations with
the rest of the legal system, other considerations were affecting
the justice courts at the end of the decade. A newspaper article
pasted in both Pierce's and Landell's docket books reported
passage of a state law permitting townships that contained a city
with an elected recorder, not an appointed one, to have only one
justice of the peace. The decision affected Anaheim, each of
whose justices realized that one of them would soon be off the
bench. Moreover, at the end of December 1896 a new judicial
district was created in Fullerton. Court officers were appointed on
January 18, 1897: two constables and two justices. The district
comprised the Fullerton and Yorba voting precincts, reducing the
jurisdiction of the Anaheim justices. This township would itself
be divided in 1899, when Justice Romualdo Marquez moved over
to the new township (see Table 12 for his workload, which was
never heavy). 66
On January 1, 1899, Pierce's and Landell's fears were realized
when one of Anaheim's justice courts was abolished. Neither
justice was around to see it, however, as both had stepped down
from the bench when their terms expired at the end of 1898.
Frank Shanley, an insurance salesman as well as one of the
founders of the First National Bank of Anaheim, became justice
in 1899. He had arrived in the state three years earlier, and his
service on the bench only solidified his already strong position in
the community. His four-year tenure as justice was marked by a
banker's precision in the keeping of his docket and stem jail
sentences for the few vagrants who crossed his path. The twentynine vagrancy defendants before him faced sentences that averaged thirty days in length. They were never given the option of
paying a fine (which might or might not have been possible for
them), as they routinely would have been by his predecessors.
(See Table 11 for Shanley's workload.)
When photographer James S. Howard became justice in January
1903, vagrants again had the choice of paying a fine, but the fines
were so exorbitant that payment was unlikely, and Howard
meted out the same lengthy jail sentences that Shanley had
issued (see Table 11),
6

asDocket Book of Anaheim Justice Court, James M. Landell, Justice, November
17, 1892.

January 1, 1899, all townships in the county had only one justice of the
peace except for Santa Ana, which, because of its size and population, retained
two justices until January 1, 1903.
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In 1905 Howard introduced an innovation to sentencing. On
July 8, nine-year-old David Ruiz's thirty-day sentence for petit
larceny was suspended on the condition that he report to probation officer S.O. Llewellyn every Saturday for six months. 67 A
similar sentence was meted out to three juveniles accused of
malicious mischief three weeks later.6 8 Howard extended the
practice to adults early the next year.6 9
The Santa Ana Valley passed through many phases during the
years covered by this study. In the early 1870s the region was
sparsely populated, with isolated pockets of new settlement. The
large Mexican ranchos were just beginning to break apart, encouraging new settlement. The people who had staked a foothold by
1875 forced a rail line to link the region with Los Angeles.
Coupled with the completion of the Southern Pacific's line
through the Tehachapis to Los Angeles, this gave rise to a population boom at the end of the decade. The boom slowed in the early
1880s, but resumed again with the arrival of the Santa Fe. The
major beneficiaries were the towns along the rail lines. Anaheim,
Orange, and Santa Ana all grew as a result of their railroad
connections, while towns like Tustin, which was unsuccessful in
wooing a major rail route, declined. Other communities off the
railroad's line of march remained isolated to transient outsiders
who burdened the areas they visited. During the uncertain early
years of Orange County, the region displayed a "hold-the-line"
mentality against dangerous outsiders, unnecessary expenses, and
anyone who threatened to overwhelm the area's tenuous economy.7 0 This mentality was extended to justices of the peace who
could not properly balance maintaining public order against
holding down the cost of their offices. By 1896 the community's
fears began to ease somewhat as economic conditions improved,
and by the middle of the next decade conditions were so good that
the concerns of the 1890s seemed merely a bad dream.
Docket Book of the Anaheim Justice Court, James S. Howard, Justice, July 8,
1905.
6Ibid., People v. A. Wirney, V. Lagourgue and D.A. Henrich, July 31, 1905.
67

69

Ibid., People v. Ah Poy, Ah Sung, Ah Chuch, Ah Lung, and Ah Ching, February
5, 1906, This was a gambling case.
70
Lawrence M. Friedman, A History of American Law (New York, 1973) 296.
Friedman asserts that American priorities shifted when the frontier was widely
perceived as being closed. Before 1890 American law was driven by what Willard
Hurst has called the "release of energy." Legal institutions had been shaped to
promote the entrepreneur and encourage expansion into open territories, but
closure of the frontier forced a rethinking of legal priorities. Consolidation and
entrenchment began to replace unrestrained development, affecting both the
civil and criminal side of law. In Orange County in the early 1890s, where the
new government's foothold seemed tenuous in the face of a series of local and
national economic setbacks, holding the line against external and internal
threats through legal remedies seemed perfectly justifiable.
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Throughout the period, justices of the peace went about their
business. All of them were successful, civic-minded entrepreneurs. For some of them, including Richard Egan, Charles Humphreys, and Sam Craddick, assuming the position was a means of
establishing their reputation in the community to help promote
their other ambitions. Others were already established when they
became justice, and their assumption of civic leadership was a
response to their place in the community in the best tradition of
republicanism. These included Thomas Hull, James Landell, and
Jason Pierce. Given the positions they held before becoming
justice, it seems unlikely that they entered the office motivated
solely by the wages to be gained. The detail and reflection that
went into their justice dockets indicated that they understood the
importance of their role, endeavored to learn the law and dispense
it properly, and in so doing attempted to serve their communities.
The justices who did not display this capacity did not remain in
the office for long.
This study of justice courts in the Santa Ana Valley also helps
to dispel the myth that every new community in the West was a
violent one. There was only one lynching during the period (that
of Francisco Torres in 1892), and despite intimations that a
vigilance committee was in operation at Orange in the 1870s, no
solid evidence of it has materialized. 7 1 Santa Ana's influx of
tramps was the cause of the meeting in Neill's Hall in January
1895 at which such a committee was discussed, but that was
evidently the extent of it. The community was not without its
rowdies, and fist fights and other batteries were common, but
violent crime was virtually unknown. Table 13 shows that only
5% of a justice's time spent on criminal matters involved violent
crime. Of these cases, nearly half were either dismissed or had no
further action taken after filing. The odds on becoming a victim
of a violent act were virtually nil for the average citizen of the
community. Far more likely was an encounter with a vagrant.
The numbers in Table 14 confirm that vagrancy was a crime
that followed railroads and concerned larger communities. The
Fullerton/Yorba area was not heavily populated, but the main line
of the Santa Fe passed through the region. Because no major rail
line ran through Westminster and the community was dispersed
and covered with farms, vagrants avoided the region. In Santa Ana
they had not yet arrived during the years for which docket books
have survived, but during the 1890s newspaper accounts suggest
that it was the most heavily visited community by the associates
of the company of the boxcar. Anaheim's numbers accurately
reflected the extent of the problem in the larger railheads, while
Orange showed a conspicuous zeal for prosecution. It is clear
71

J.E. Pleasents, History of Orange County, California(Los Angeles, 1931) 402-6.
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from a comparison of tables 13 and 14 that vagrancy was of
greater concern to the community than the threat of violent
assault. Evidence from the Santa Ana Valley may be added to that
gathered by Roger McGrath on Bodie, California, and Aurora,
Nevada, to show that the claim that new western communities
were unusually violent was inaccurate.7 2
In his analysis of justices of the peace in Washington Territory,
John Wunder concluded that they were educated, middle-aged,
politically active, land-owning men of considerable means.73 This
analysis suggests that justices in the Santa Ana Valley were much
the same. They reflected the backbone of their society. They were
its leaders and reinforced its values. Politically conservative, they
appeared to deal with each case before them on its own merit.
The character, background, and ethnicity of a defendant did affect
sentencing, as did the year in which a case was heard and the
societal circumstances. Justices frequently lectured the defendants before them, especially vagrancy suspects, on proper living.
Cases were rarely appealed, and lawyers endorsed justices they
respected by bringing work to their courts.
Justices of the peace served an important social as well as legal
function. They bore the burden of the community's social ills.
The presence of large numbers of vagrants in the 1890s was the
greatest test of this function. Justices were called on to rid society
of this perceived menace while not overburdening the community
in the process. While the results of this undertaking were mixed,
a stricter definition of the relationship between justices and the
rest of the legal system was the most obvious result. Justices were
successful in holding the line against vagrants, however, until
economic conditions rebounded sufficiently for the vagrants
themselves to dwindle in number. In the end, justices performed
the function that they had since the days of their origin in England. As leaders of their communities, they assured their fellow
citizens that they would persevere by brandishing the shield of
law and wielding the staff of justice.

' 2Roger D. McGrath, Gunfighters, Highwayrnen and Vigilantes: Violence on
the Frontier(Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1984).
73
Wunder, Inferior Courts, supra note 7.
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APPENDIX: TABLES
TABLE 1
JUSTICES OF THE PEACE CONSIDERED IN THIS STUDY

Age'

Place of Birth Occupation

62

New Hamp.

Hotelier

Iowa

Photographer 01/03-01/21

Penn.
Vermont

Ireland

Farmer
Farmer
Insurance

33

California

Merchant

F 01/97-01/99
Y 01/99-08/06

35

Iowa

Real Est.

01/89-01/91
+01/95-01/99

53

Maine

Contractor

01/82-03/03

39

Kentucky

Real Est.

41
40
35
32

N. Carolina
Penn.
Mass.

Farmer
Solicitor
Farmer
Surveyor

01/76-12/86
+01/93-01/95
02/71?-06/75?
01/91-01/93
02/83-01/85
01/87-01/89

28

Ireland

Surveyor

00/7?-00/8?

51

Indiana

Farmer

01/80-02/84

W,2
70
Hull, Thomas C.2 41
Lane, John
25
2
McCoy, Josiah
62

Indiana
Ohio
Ohio
Penn.

Farmer
Clerk
Farmer
Farmer

01/91-01/93
01/88-12/88
06/95-12/96
01/89-01/91
+01/93-01/07

ANAHEIM

Fox, A.V.-

3

Howard, James
S,2
43
Landell, James
W2
53
Pierce, Jason B. 2 3 63
Shanley, Frank 2
56

Terms Served
11/86?-10/90

11/90-01/99
0?/8?-01/99
01/99-01/03

FULLERTON/YORBA

Marquez,
Romualdo P.2
ORANGE

Craddick, Sam
M.2

SAN JOAQUIN/SANTA ANA

Freeman, George
E.
Humphreys,
Charles W. 2

Johnson,

J.J. 2 3
Marks, Isaiah G.
2
Ross, Jacob

Smith, C.F.2

Indiana

SAN JUAN
3

Egan, Richard
WESTMINSTER

Aldridge, Jon.
W.23

Fawcett, Thomas
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TABLE 1 (continued)
JUSTICES OF THE PEACE CONSIDERED IN

McKelvey,
36
Sidney D.
Smith, Luke E 2
26
Webster, David2 ,3 63

Rhode Is.
California
England

THIS STUDY

Groc. Mer.
Clerk
Postmaster

02/97-01/99
01/93-07/93
03/79?-01/93

45.76

Average age

'All ages are from the year the men were first elected justice.
2
Indicates justices whose docket books were scrutinized.
3
The first year of service as justice for Egan, Johnson, Fox, Aldridge, and
Webster is unknown. Egan was 28 in 1870. There is no way to
determine whether he was a justice before that year.

ACTIONS IN

TABLE 2
ANA

SAN JOAQUIN/SANTA

JUSTICE COURT, 1871-1888
civiL

CRIMINAL

Felony

Misd'm'r

Not Stated

Total

71
10
431
47
1873
431
45
1874
171
24
91
18752
12
6
1877
61
79
1878
2
76
93
1879
2
74
89
1
1880
50
67
1881
5
25
50
1882
8
8
20
18834
0
1
3
18844
0
3
5
8
1885
2
14
39
55
2
1886
13
22
37
3
1887
10
20
7
1888
0
15s
16
31
Total
36
142
486
670
'Of these 119 cases, 50 were for estray and no named defendant was
listed.
2
The docket for this year ends in June.
3
Four of these cases were for the same action.
4
Humphreys was not on the bench in 1883 and 1884, when his place
was taken by Ross. The caseload increased on Humphreys's return.
51 vagrancy.
1871
1872

2
1
0
2
0

1
3
1
5
1
12
14
12
15
15
4
2

3
4
2
7
3
18
17
15
17
20
12
2
3
16
15
13
15
184

Comb.
Total

63
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TABLE
ACTIONS IN ORANGE JUSTICE

3

COURT, JANUARY 1889-JULY 1890
CIVIL

CRIMINAL

1889
1890
Total

Felony

Misd'm'r

Vagrancy

Total

0
4

4
3

39
8

4

7

47

43
15
58

TABLE 4
ACTIONS IN WESTMINSTER JUSTICE COURTS,

Misd'm'r Not Stated
0
1
0

Total
21
6
27

64
21
85

1879-1898
CIVIL

CRIMINAL

Felony

Comb.

Total

Comb.
Total

0
18
18
1879
1
20
21
18801
0
6
6
1881
6
22
1882
132
16
1
2
3
1883
1
1884
1
1
2
3
1
1
1885
1
2
7
1886
0
7
0
2
1887
0
0
2
12
5
1888
12
17
11
1889
1
1
12
15
13
28
1890
11
4
4
1891
2
8
6
10
16
1892
6
113
11
3
14
1893
6
1894
1
1
7
6
7
189-5
5
13
1896
3
0
0
3
2
13
2
1897
15
2
6
16
1898
22
70
84
155
239
Total
'Records are combined for both justice courts from this year until 1896.
Records for only one court survive from 1896 through 1898.
2
Twelve of these cases were for only two actions.
31 vagrancy.

64
64
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TABLE 5
ACTIONS IN ANAHEIm JUSTICE COURT,
NOVEMBER 1886-SEPTEMBER 1893

CIVIL

CRIMINAL

Felony

1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891

1892
1893
Total

1
15
5
8
6
1
3
3
42

Misd'm'r

Vagrancy

7
42

0

61

2
4

27
36
28
17

11
14
25
22

14

7
84

232

Total

8
59
70
46
56
54
42
24
359

Comb.
Total

1
11
10
14

9
70
80
60

16

72

21
24

75
66

18

42

115

474

TABLE 6
CASES HEARD IN JUSTICE LANDELL'S COURT,
JULY 1896-DECEMBER 1898
CRIMINAL

Felony

Misd'm'r

1896

1

1897

6

1898
Total

1
8

7
22
15
44

CIVIL

Vagrancy

Total

Comb.
Total

0

8

10

7

35

31

66

6
13

22
65

14
55

36
130

18

TABLE 7
DEFENDANTS IN JUSTICE LANDELL'S COURT,

JuLY 1896-DECEMBER 1898

1896
1897
1898
Total

Vagrancy

Other Criminal

Total

0
12

12
47
25
84

12
59
32
103

7
19
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TABLE 8
CASES HEARD IN JUSTICE PIERCE'S COURT,
JANUARY 1896-DECEMBER 1898
CIVIL

CRIMINAL

1896

1897
1898
Total

Felony

Misd'm'r

Vagrancy

13
7
7

52
30
14

27

96

16
6
0
22

Comb.

Total

Total
81
43
21

30
27
16

135

73

111
70
37
218

TABLE 9
DEFENDANTS IN JUSTICE PIERCE'S COURT,
JANUARY 1896-DECEMBER 1898

1896
1897
1898

Total

Vagrancy

Other Criminal

37
20
0
57

78
39
21
138

Total
115
59
21
195

TABLE 10
TOTAL DEFENDANTS FOR BOTH COURTS, 1896-1898

Vagrancy
1896

1897
1898
Total

37
32
7
76

Other Criminal

Total

90
74
39

127
106
46

203

279
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HISTORY

TABLE 11
ACTIONS IN ANAHEIM JUSTICE COURT,

JANUARY 1896-JANuARY 1907
CIVIL

CRIMINAL

Comb.

Felony

Misd'm'r

Vagrancy

Total

1896

14

59
52

58
30

136
73

5
6
0

89
78
43
18
17
22
23

129

13
8

16
13

40

1897
1898

20
9

38
26

11
6

33
29

23

6

31

43
20

5
10
4
1

52
33
31

16
17

47
69

33

66

47

78

75

443

0
287

6
730

1899

1

1900

3

1901

4

1902
1903

5
2

1904

4

1905
1906
1907

3
21
0

Total

59

6
3

29
14
9
12
18

25
5
309

6

Total

'Same case, refiled.

TABLE 12
ACTIONS IN FULLERTON/YORBA JUSTICE COURT,
JULY 1897-NoVEMBER 1906

CIVIL

CRIMINAL

Felony

Misd'm'r

1897
1898
1899

21
3
0

1900

0

1901

0

1902

1

1903
1904
1905

2
0
0

5

1906

0

1
19

Total

8

Vagrancy

Total

0
3
0

5
6
0
4
1
4
7
5
0
1
33

3

0
0
2
1
2

2
0
1

0
0

5

0

0
0
6

'Same case.

WA

Comb.

Total
1
1
1
0
0
0

6

4
2
0

11
7
2
1

11

44

2

7
1
4
1
4
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TABLE 13
VIOLENT CRIMES IN THE COURTS STUDIED,

FEBRUARY 1871-JANuARY 1907

Violent
Crimes'
32

Total Crim.
Cases
802

Violent Crimes
as% of
Total Cases
4

Anaheim, 1886-1907
FullertoniYorba, 189712
33
4
1906
3
58
2
Orange, 1889-1890
7
184
13
Santa Ana, 1871-1888
10
84
8
Westminster, 1879-1898
5
1,161
59
Total
'Crimes considered in this table are: assault with a deadly weapon,
murder, rape and assault to commit rape, and threatening to kill
another.

TABLE 14
VAGRANCY IN THE COURTS STUDIED,
FEBRUARY 1871-JANuARY 1907

Anaheim, 1886-1907
Fullerton/Yorba, 18971906
Orange, 1889-1890
Santa Ana, 1871-1888
Westminster, 1879-1898
Total

Vagrancy
Cases
159

Total Crim.
Cases
802

Vagrancy
as% of
Total Cases
20

6
47
1
1
214

33
58
184
84
1,161

18
81
.05
1
18
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San Diego in 1,887, from Seventh and Ash streets (San Diego Historical
Society)

THE WHITE IAN'S JUSTICE: NATIVE
AMERICANS AND THE JUDICIAL
SYSTEM OF SAN DIEGO COUNTY,

1870-1890
By RICHARD W. CRAWFORD

0

n August 18, 1885, after fifteen minutes of

deliberation, a Superior Court jury convicted three Native
Americans on charges of burglarizing a saloon in the City of San
Diego. For the thefts of a fiddle, a revolver, and a clock, the court
sentenced Carlos, Tomas, and Sylvero to terms of ten years each
in the state prison. The San Diego Union commented: "The
sentence may appear to some persons a little severe, but these
fellows needed harsh sentences, as they were old criminals,
excepting one, and were almost constantly in the courts on some
criminal complaint. Such men as these culprits have cost the taxpayers of San Diego county a great deal of money, and giving
them a long leave of absence to San Quentin will relieve this
country."/
Among many forms of discrimination evident in San Diego
County, the harsh treatment of Native Americans in the criminalcourt system is striking. In the legal records, they appear often as
both victims of crime and as defendants. The latter group-the
alleged perpetrators of crime-are the focus of this study.
In the last decade, the use of legal records for the study of crime
has grown rapidly among social historians. From quantitative
analyses, particularly those focused upon specific communities,
we can find out much about how the criminal-justice system

Richard W. Crawford is the archivist for the San Diego Historical
Society.
I San Diego

Union, August 26, 1885.
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functioned in the nineteenth century. 2 Such analysis can also be
used in measuring the character of justice for ethnic groups, and
is used here-supplemented by an examination of individual data
from case files-to address questions concerning crimes committed by Native Americans. How these were treated by the courts,
and their prevalence and nature, as well as the Native Americans'
conviction rates, legal representation, gender, and sentencing are
all considered. 3 This essay also explores how Native Americans
fared in the criminal-court system in relation to Anglos, Hispanics, and Chinese. In short, what do court actions in San Diego, as
documented by contemporary legal records, tell us about the
status of Native Americans in San Diego County in the late
nineteenth century? 4

THE JUSTICE COURTS
The lowest level of the San Diego judiciary-the justice courts
-tried Native American defendants for a variety of complaints,
including petit larceny, assault and battery, disturbing the peace,
drunkenness, and all other misdemeanors that carried penalties
not exceeding $500 in fines or three months' imprisonment (see
Table 1).5 While forbidden to try major crimes, the justice courts
frequently held preliminary hearings in felony cases, which could
be bound over to the higher courts when a justice believed felony
prosecution was justified. About 12% of the actions heard in the
2

See, in particular, Lawrence M. Friedman and Robert V. Percival, The Roots of

fustice: Crime and Punishmentin Alameda County, California,1870-1910
(Chapel Hill, 1981); Charles A. Tracy, "Race, Crime and Social Policy: The
Chinese in Oregon, 1871-1885," Crime and Social Justice (Winter 1980) 11-25;
and Roger Lane, The Roots of Violence: Black Crime in Philadelphia,1860-1930
(Cambridge, Mass., 1986).
3
An examination of the true prevalence of Native American criminality is
severely limited by the lack of reliable census data. The federal decennial census
erroneously reported only 28 Native Americans in San Diego in 1870, 1,702 in
1880, and 478 in 1890. The actual percentage of the Native American population
in San Diego, compared with other racial groups, is unknown, as is the question
whether Native Americans committed crime at a disproportionately high rate.
The authoritative study of Native American population figures is by Sherburne
F. Cook, The Populationof the CaliforniaIndians, 1769-1970 (Berkeley, 1976).
4
All known felony and misdemeanor actions against Native Americans in San
Diego County between 1870 and 1890, from the justice and superior courts, were
examined for this study. For misdemeanor actions, eleven extant justice court
dockets were used. For comparative purposes, a 25% sampling of other racial
groups was examined. All felony actions between 1880 and 1890 were studied,
using superior court case files and Registers of Action. Court records used are
housed in the Research Archives, San Diego Historical Society.
IOver the years, changes in the state statutes periodically raised these
limitations. By 1871 the limits for criminal cases had increased to $1,000 in fines
and one year's imprisonment.
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justice courts of San Diego Township were preliminary hearings.
These cases, of grand larceny, assault with a deadly weapon,
robbery, murder, and other felonies, were bound over to either the
grand jury or the superior court for further action.
Most cases heard in San Diego Township could be described as
crimes against public order; disturbing the peace, intoxication,
and vagrancy made up about 40% of the court's business. The
rates for battery (16.7%) and petit larceny (13.4%) were also high.
The prosecution rates for Native Americans was disproportionately high for only two offenses: disturbing the peace and public
intoxication, with rates of 41.4% and 17.4% respectively. Interestingly, the courts in this period did not prosecute Native Americans for vagrancy. Nearly 8% of cases against Anglos were for
vagrancy, but there were far fewer charges of disturbing the peace
or drunkenness.
Selling liquor to Native Americans, which was prohibited in
San Diego by local ordinance as well as the state penal code,
required about 6% of the court's time. 6 The consequences of this
crime far exceeded the prosecution rate. San Diegans considered
liquor the chief culprit in Native American criminality, at least
within the City of San Diego. In 1884 the San Diego Union
complained that Native Americans "obtain liquor in violation of
the law, and are often seen lying on the streets drunk; the records
of the Justice courts and the jail show that they are criminally
expensive to the taxpayers." 7 The newspaper suggested the
Native Americans be expelled from the city at night, explaining:
It is well known that the Indians of this section are
without morals. They are a degraded set and in their
contact with the whites have copied only from the
lowest classes. ... In many places Indians are forbidden
to come within town limits after nightfall. An ordinance
to that effect here would be a good move.8
A more successful approach would seem to have been the aggressive prosecution of whiskey peddlers, but most cases were
quickly dismissed and those convicted of the crime escaped with
small fines. Epitomizing the problem was the career of Daniel C.
Herrmann, a storekeeper repeatedly hauled before the justice
court on charges of selling liquor to Native Americans. Between
1870 and 1886, he successfully fought prosecution in at least a
dozen actions. Ably defended by an attorney on each occasion,
6The Common Council of the City of San Diego banned the sale or barter of

"rum or spirituous liquors" to Native Americans in 1850. See Minutes of
Common Council, September 30,1850; State Penal Code, sec. 397.
'San Diego Union, November 22, 1884.
'San Diego Union, November 14, 1884.
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FIGURE 1
CONVICTION RATES BY ETHNICITY
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Source: Justice Court Dockets, 1870-1890

the prosperous merchant was convicted only once, paying a $300
fine in lieu of jail time. 9
One of the more striking statistics regarding Native Americans
in the justice courts is the high rate of prosecution for women, as
illustrated in Table 2. Generally, women were rarely charged with
crimes in this period, appearing in only 5% of the actions. However, Native American women appeared in over 30% of the cases,
most commonly for disturbing the peace, petit larceny, or battery.
The conviction rate for Native Americans versus the rates for
all others in the justice courts is remarkable. As we can see in
Figure 1, over 85% of the Native Americans prosecuted for
misdemeanor crimes were found guilty. Only 1% received
acquittals, while 14% received dismissals. This provides a grim
comparison with the conviction rates for non-Native Americans.
Among Anglos, only 52.2% were found guilty, 10.3% were

9Justice Court Docket 30:454; "Estate of Daniel Christian Herrmann," Probate
Court Case Files, case no. 855.
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FIGURE 2
VERDICTS BY JURY VS. JUDGE
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acquitted, and 37.5% received dismissals. The rates for Hispanics
were similar: 58.2% found guilty, 10.5 acquitted, and 31.3
dismissed.
Several things appear to have influenced conviction rates, such
as the presence of counsel for the defendants, the use of juries
versus judges, and the reliance upon interpreters in court. Both
attorneys and juries were far less likely to be present in the trial of
a Native American than in the trial of an Anglo, a Hispanic, or a
Chinese. Fewer than 4% of Native American defendants received
a trial by jury-far less than the rate for Anglo and Hispanic
defendants (see Figure 2)-while only 6.3% of Native American,
versus 45.6% of Anglo, defendants were represented by an
attorney (see Figure 3). Hispanic defendants were represented
30.9% of the time. The few Chinese prosecuted had the best
representation-78.6%.
Justices were required to inform all defendants of their right to
counsel, an obligation that justices took seriously, but in the
lower courts this obligation was not accompanied by any law
requiring the appointment of public defenders for indigent
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FIGURE 3
REPRESENTATION BY LEGAL COUNSEL
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defendants.' 0 The lack of attorney representation may also
explain why few Native Americans were accorded trial by jury.
Only 3.3% of these actions were tried by juries, compared with
16.8% for Anglo defendants and 15% for Hispanics.
The necessity for interpreters undoubtedly contributed to the
disposition of Native American actions. Spanish-speaking
interpreters were used for Native American defendants in 86.7%
of the cases.II Hispanic defendants used interpreters 68.1% of the
time, Chinese 54.6%. Given this strong reliance on interpreters,
and the absence of legal representation, it is worth questioning
how much Native American defendants understood about the
legal proceedings against them.
The sentencing process in the justice courts also worked
against the interests of Native Americans. A typical sentence for
10

CaliforniaPenal Code, sec. 987.
is interesting to note that Native American languages were rarely spoken by
the defendants in court. Spanish had long since replaced the native dialects in
common speech among Native Americans.

1 It
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a petty crime, such as disturbing the peace or public drunkenness,
would be a small fine-usually about ten dollars-with jail time
for defendants unable to pay. Jail time, which frequently meant
hard labor on the city streets, would be allotted in the ratio of one
or two days' imprisonment for each dollar of the fine. Obviously,
sentencing practice favored any defendant with the means to pay
while it guaranteed imprisonment (or the chain gang) for indigents. However, justices were sometimes willing to suspend jail
time if it appeared that payment of fines would be forthcoming.
For Carlos Rios, a Hispanic convicted of intoxication, a sentence
of five days' imprisonment was suspended for one week, to enable
him time to obtain the means to pay a ten-dollar fine.12 Antonio
Agave, ordered to pay a fine of seven dollars, was permitted to
leave court after sentencing to "procure the money, or provide
security for the payment thereof." 13
These examples of judicial benevolence rarely applied to
Native Americans, who were most often judged as indigent, with
no means to pay fines. Among eighty-four cases studied, justices
fined only 8.2% of the Native Americans. The remaining 91.8%
received either outright jail time or the choice between jail and a
fine. Anglo defendants were fined 43.6% of the time, jailed only
21.3%, and fined or jailed in 35.1% of the cases.
THE

SUPERIOR COURT

Records of the Superior Court of San Diego offer a different
perspective on treatment of Native Americans in the judicial
system. Native American criminal prosecutions totaled thirtyseven in the 1880s-nearly 10% of the court's criminal actions.
Anglo defendants appeared in 70.1% of the cases, Hispanics in
18.6%, and Chinese in 1.8%.
Felony cases tried in the same court may be divided into three
general categories: 14 crimes against the person, involving actions
of violent force or the threat of force, such as assaults, manslaughter, murder, attempted murder, robbery, and rape; crimes against
property, including burglary, forgery, embezzlement, arson, andthe most common offense tried in superior court-grand larceny;
and crimes against public order such as perjury, conspiracy, or
fraud. Additionally, about 4% of the actions heard in superior

'-'City of San Diego v. CarlosRios, April 7, 1877, justice Court Docket.
3City of San Diego v. Antonio Agave, May 22, 1878, Justice Court Docket.
"The evolution of the types of felonies prosecuted in California is examined by
Lawrence M. Friedman and Robert V. Percival in "The Processing of Felonies in
the Superior Court of Alameda County, 1880-1974," Law and History Review
(Fall 1987) 413-36.
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court were appeals from the justice courts, all of which, in San
Diego during the 1880s, involved either Anglo or Hispanic
defendants.
Among these three categories of felonies, crimes against a
person accounted for 35% of the actions heard in San Diego's
superior court. However, among Native American defendants,
47% of the cases involved such crimes. Murder cases alone
totaled 18.5% of Native American felonies; assault with a deadly
weapon involved 13.2% of the cases. Both percentages are more
than double the rates for Anglo or Hispanic defendants.
Crimes against property present a different picture. It is remarkable, though hardly surprising, that Native Americans were
seldom prosecuted for what we would consider today white-collar
crimes. Living and working at the bottom of the socio-economic
scale in San Diego, Native Americans were simply not in a
position to commit certain kinds of felonies. In San Diego's
superior court, Native Americans were never prosecuted for
embezzlement, forgery, obtaining money under false pretenses,
fraud, or similar crimes, which were common among Anglo
defendants. Native Americans and Hispanics rarely committed
burglaries. About 14% of the felony actions in superior court
involved crimes against property.
Grand larceny, representing 21% of the cases in superior court,
accounted for 33% of Native American prosecutions and about
half of all Hispanic actions. For Native Americans and Hispanics,
grand larceny was usually committed in rural areas of San Diego
County, often involving horse or cattle theft. Of the dozen Native
Americans charged with grand larceny, seven were accused of
stealing cattle. Six were found guilty and given sentences that
ranged from one to three years in state prison. But the testimony
in these cases does not reveal cattle rustling. The cattle were
usually found slaughtered for their meat, suggesting that hunger,
not greed, precipitated the actions. The case of People v. Antonio
is typical. Admitting in court that he had shot and butchered a
cow, Antonio confessed that he had divided the meat with
another Native American but had discarded the hide and carcass.
He received a three-year sentence in San Quentin.' 5
Between 1880 and 1890, the conviction rate in superior court
for Anglo defendants reached 50.9% (see Figure 4). Acquittal rates
came to 14.1% and the rate of dismissal 35%. Conviction rates
for Hispanics were higher, at 64.8%, with 14.1% found not guilty;
dismissals came to 21.1%. Again, the story for Native Americans
is depressing. Seventy-five percent of the Native American
defendants received guilty verdicts versus 16.7% found not
guilty. The most telling statistic is the rate for dismissal-only
1

s People v. Antonio, Superior Court Case Files, case file no. 570.
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FIGuRE 4
CONVICTION RATES BY ETHNICITY
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8.3%. Throughout the decade, Anglo defendants were four times
as likely and Hispanics more than twice as likely to have their

cases dismissed as Native Americans.
The high conviction rates for Native Americans have several
explanations. Legal representation was minimal-required by
statute only at the trial stage where court-appointed attorneys
were the norm. As we have seen, Native American defendants
typically faced preliminary hearings in the justice courts without
the benefit of any counsel. Most Native Americans (65%) had the
benefit of trial by jury, which rendered guilty verdicts in 71% of
the cases, not-guilty in 29% of the actions. Bench trials, or trials
without a jury, resulted in a much higher conviction rate-91%,
with the remaining 8% of the cases being dismissed on motion of
the district attorney. Superior court judges dispensed their Native
American cases with a heavy hand-in the 1880s, not a single
Native American received acquittal in a nonjury trial.
Anglos, Hispanics, and Chinese took advantage of jury trials
by a 68% rate, similar to the percentage for Native Americans.
While 64% of these juries rendered guilty verdicts, 20% found
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A Native American settlement in San Diego, near 22nd Street and
Logan Avenue, ca. 1879 (San Diego Historical Society)

defendants not guilty. Notably, hung-jury verdicts released 3.5%

of the Anglo defendants and 4.3% of the Hispanics. None of the
Native American criminal actions in this court resulted in hung-

jury decisions.
The sentencing process in the 1880s was relatively simple.
The state penal code mandated fixed prison terms without any

provision for probation or early parole. Although the statistics
are far from conclusive, it seems that in superior court Native
Americans were treated no more harshly in the sentencing
process than Anglos or Hispanics. The average prison sentence

for assault with a deadly weapon was two years for Native
Americans, 1.5 years overall. For attempted murder the average
sentence was the same, 1.5 years. In grand-larceny cases Native
Americans fared better, receiving average terms of 1.5 years
versus 2.9 years for Anglos and two years for Hispanics. There
were, of course, exceptions, such as the case of the Native Ameri-

cans Carlos, Tomas, and Sylvero, convicted for burglarizing a
saloon in San Diego and sentenced to ten years each. The average
prison term for Anglos convicted of burglary was 2.5 years.

CONCLUSION

What can be concluded about the treatment of Native Americans in San Diego's judicial system in the late nineteenth century? In the justice courts, without the means to employ counsel,
they almost never received legal representation. Lack of counsel
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also meant fewer jury trials, with predictable consequences in the
conviction rates. The assumed indigent status of most Native
American defendants led justices to impose jail time instead of
fines. The language barrier (nearly all Native American defendants required the use of Spanish-speaking interpreters) hindered
due process. For most Native American defendants, hearings
were quick and perfunctory-a guilty sentence and time in jail.
In the superior court system, Native Americans fared marginally better. State law required that they be represented by an
attorney at the trial stage regardless of their economic status.
While their conviction rate of 75% exceeded the rates for Anglos
by nearly 25% and for Hispanics by 10%, the length of prison
sentences, with a few exceptions, did not exceed the average. The
absence of Native American defendants in white-collar crimes
corroborates indications from the justice courts that Native
American criminality usually occurred in the lowest economic
strata of San Diego society.
These findings are less indicative of overt racism in the courts
than they are of a judicial system that was structurally unaccommodating to a poor minority group. While bias and prejudice were
a tragic element of contemporary life, as evidenced by newspapers
of the day and countless first-hand accounts, court records
suggest that Native Americans in San Diego-impoverished,
unschooled, illiterate in the language of the majority, and unprotected by common civil rights accorded to that majority-were
wholly unequipped to cope with a legal system created for, and
administered by, white society.
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APPENDIX: TABLES
TABLE 1
MISDEMEANOR ACTIONS BY VERDICT (JUSTICE COURT)
NATIVE AMERICANS

OTHERS

Not
DisGuilty Guilty missed

Cause

(%)

Assault

66.6
91.7

Battery

Disturbing
Peace
Intoxication
Petit Larceny

(%)

(%)

N

(%)

(%)

(%)

N

33.4

3
12

25.0
71.4

62.5
8.6

12.5
20.0

8
35

5.7

35
16
14

83,0
100.0
48.1

8.5

8.5

14.8

37.1

59
14
27

0
0

45.4
90.9

54.6

11

9.1

11

8.3

94.3
100.0
78.6

Not
DisGuilty Guilty missed

21.4

Seling Liquorto

Native
Americans
Vagrancy
Source: Justice Court Dockets, 1870-1890

2
By GENDER (JUSTICE COURT)

TABLE

MISDEMEANOR ACTIONS

NATIVE AMERICANS

Cause

AssaultlBattery
Cruelty to Animals

Disturbing Peace
Intoxication
Petit Larceny
Selling Liquor to Native

Male

Female

(%)

(%)

43.7
100.0
68.5
100.0
85.7

56.3
31.5
14.3

Americans
Source: Justice Court Dockets, 1870-1890

OTHERS

Male

Female

N

(%)

(%)

N

16
2
38
16
14

100.0
100,0
88.1
100.0
90.7

11.9
9.3

46
10
59
14
32

0

94.8

5.2
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3

CONVICTION RATES BY CAUSE (SUPERIOR COURT)
NATIVE AMERICANS

Cause

DisNot
Guilty Guilty missed
(%)
(%
{%)

Assault/Battery

OTHERS

Not

Dis-

Guilty Guilty missed

N

(%)

(%)

0

92.0

4.0

4.0

24

(%)

N

Assault with
Deadly

Weapon

60.0

20.0

20.0

5

50.0

25.0

25.0

28

33.3

33.3

33.4

3

37.1

11.4

51.5

35

5

68.0

10.0

22.0

50

0

37.5

12.5

50.0

8

0

53.3

6.7

40.0

15

8.4

0
12

69.2

9.3

100.0
21.S

5
65

14.3

7

35.0

35.0

30,0

20

0
0

66.6
36.4

16.7
9.0

16.7
54.6

6
11

0

85.8
60.0

14.2

1

40.0

7
5

0

60.0

40.0

2

43.8

12.4

43.8

5
7

Attempted

Murder
Burglary
Embezzlement
Forgery

Gambling
Grand Larceny
Murder

100.0

66.6
71.4

25.0
14.3

Obtaining

Money Under
False
Pretenses

Perjury
Petit Larceny
Rape
Resisting an

100.0

Officer
Robbery

100.0

Sources: Superior Court case files and Registers of Action, 1880-1890
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Strikers and sympathizers were taken from their homes at gunpoint
and marched to Bisbee's central plaza. (Collection Barbara Jenkins
Cooley)

"No human being in his senses doubts that the men deported from
Bisbee were bent on destruction and murder," wrote Theodore
Roosevelt to Felix Frankfurter. Here the deportees are shown being
herded onto cattle cars. (Collection Barbara Jenkins Cooley)

PHELPS-DODGE AND ORGANIZED
LABOR IN BISBEE AND DOUGLAS
By MARSHAL A.

OLDMAN

S

ince the nineteenth century, one of this country's most successful mining concerns has had some of the most
troubled relationships with organized labor of any such corporation. Under the guidance of James Douglas and his son, Walter,
Phelps-Dodge discovered, developed, and mined one of the
world's most productive bodies of copper ore. The Copper Queen
in Bisbee, Arizona, produced more than any single mine in the
continental United States and accounted for as much as 5 percent
of the global annual copper production for many decades., It
supported one of the largest smelting operations in existence in
Douglas, Arizona, justified the construction of the El Paso and
Southwest Railroad (a Phelps-Dodge subsidiary until it was sold
to Southern Pacific), and generated substantial employment in El
Paso, Texas, where the smelted ore was finished.
Until United States Supreme Court Justice Felix Frankfurter's
opinion upheld rulings by the National Labor Relations Board in
1941, Phelps-Dodge refused to allow or recognize any union or
collective bargaining agent other than its own labor organization.2
Although company wages were some of the highest in the
industry, the company undoubtedly regularly engaged in virtually
every labor practice declared unlawful under the Wagner Act of
1935, which established the National Labor Relations Board.3
Often the disputes were dramatic. Eventually, the Supreme Court
was required to make seminal rulings to bring the company into
the modem world of labor relations.4
Marshal A. Oldman is a senior partner in the law firm of Cappadona and Oldman, Encino.
'In re Phelps-Dodge, 28 NLRB 73, 445 [hereafter cited as In re Phelps-Dodge].
Ibid. at 464, 489.

2

3Ibid. at 488.
4
Phelps-DodgeCorp. v NLRB, 313 US. 177 (1941) [hereafter cited as PhelpsDodge v. NLRB].
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When Arizona became a state in 1912, mining was its single
most important industry. Pits and mines at Bisbee, Globe, Ajo,
Morenci, and Jerome employed thousands of men and caused
several of the state's townships to be founded.5 The Western
Federation of Mines (an AFL affiliate) attempted to organize the
workers, while the mine owners were determined to keep the
unions off the premises.
Many farmers, ranchers, and small-businessmen had sided
against the owners of the mines, which were viewed as being
owned and operated by corporate giants in New York. During
1912 Republicans in Congress made a last-ditch effort to bring
Arizona in as part of New Mexico, fearing that the Democrats
would control the state government and congressional delegation.6 However, their efforts were unavailing. Arizona became a
separate state, and the Democrats obtained full control of the
state and its congressional delegation.
Under Governor George W. P. Hunt's guidance, legislation was
enacted providing worker's compensation and an eight-hour day
for mine workers.7 More importantly for the mine owners,
Arizona created a tax system that taxed the value of mine property, the machinery used to operate the mines, and the value of
produced ore. 8 (During the next couple of years, mining produced
38.3 percent of all public revenues in the State of Arizona.9 ) In
addition, the Hunt administration was openly pro-labor and
seemed willing to assist the process of organizing the mines. 1o
Mine operators were alarmed by the increasing labor activity
and by the state's wish to use mining profits to pay for an increasingly large share of public services.I' After war broke out in
Europe in August 1914, mine profits soared. The price of copper
rose from 13 cents to 23 cents a pound during the next year, and
by 1916 had reached 26.5 cents a pound, with no substantial
increase in costs. 2 Operators began taking steps to ensure that
profits would not be hurt by any state or labor activity. Under the
leadership of Walter Douglas, Phelps-Dodge was especially

James W. Byrkit, Forging the CopperCollar, Arizona's LaborManagement War,
1901-1921 (Tucson, 1982) [hereafter cited as Byrkit, Forging the Copper Collar].
6 Ibid. at 39-40.
7
Ibid. at 52.
8Ibid. at 78-79. "Special Report of the State Tax Commission of Arizona on
Mining Taxation," March 17, 1913, quoted in ibid. at 5-7.
9Ibid. at 79. "Mine Taxation in Arizona is Entirely in Hands of State Tax
Commission," Mining Congress Journal 1 (1915) 9:445.
"'Byrkit, Forging the Copper Collar, supra note 5 at 49-62.
" Ibid. at 65, 81.
uIbid. at 69.
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aggressive about acquiring newspapers throughout the the state
and in making local government, especially the county sheriffs,
more responsive to its needs. 13
By 1916 the perceived dangers of union agitation, combined
with articles in an increasingly mine-controlled press, were
effectively undermining Democratic control of Arizona's government. Sympathy for the miners was hurt by Hunt's handling of
strikes and labor agitation at Clifton-Morenci,'1 and Hunt
himself was defeated in an election whose results he contested,
regaining the governorship only after an appeal to the Arizona
Supreme Court.1 5

As the United States approached war in April 1917, a growing
patriotism added enormously to the mining companies' power
when minerals were perceived as being essential to the country's
war efforts. Any activity that threatened production was viewed
as sabotage and treason financed by Germany. Within the mining
towns and the work force, companies organized "loyalty leagues"
to boost production and help sell war bonds. 6
Notwithstanding this patriotic fervor, many mine workers
were angered by the huge company profits being made while their
own real wages were falling under the pressure of wartime
inflation. With the AFL affiliate unable to organize successful
union activity, many workers, especially recent immigrants,
7
became attracted to the Industrial Workers of the World.' Led by

syndicalists and Marxists, the IWW struck fear in the heart of big
business and government at all levels. Members of the pacifist
organization were accused of treason and of being financed by
Germans.18 After the war, the union broke under the weight of
federal prosecution; most of its leaders were required to pay
substantial fines and endure federal prison terms. Any mention of
the IWW was guaranteed to turn any strike or organizing activity
into a major confrontation.
During May and June of 1917, strikes developed throughout the
Arizona mines. The mining companies claimed to find evidence
of IWW participation, and used their journalistic power to brand
the strikes as disloyal, foreign, and pro-German. " On June 27,
1917, the Copper Queen in Bisbee was heavily struck. PhelpsDodge saw production levels fall as thousands of miners refused

4

1
1

JIbid. at 64-68,
Ibid. at 82.
Ibid. at 93.

16Ibid. at 248.
"Ibid. at 120.
"'lbid. at 135.
"Ibid. at 150.
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Some of the nearly two thousand strikers leaving the center of town to
board the cattle cars taking them to New Mexico. (Collection Barbara
Jenkins Cooley)

to cross picket lines.20 Walter Douglas and the Phelps-Dodge
management began placing increasing pressure on local authorities to break the strike. Governor Thomas Campbell requested
United States Army intervention and Colonel James J.
Hombrook, acting on orders to prevent violence, traveled from
nearby Fort Huachuca to observe the situation in Bisbee with
Sheriff Harry Wheeler. Finding no disorder, Hombrook refused to
order any intervention in the strike and merely kept troops on

hand to watch and observe. 2 1
By July Phelps-Dodge's patience was at an end, and Walter
Douglas traveled from New York to meet with local management
in his private railroad car outside Bisbee. For the next two days he
conferred with Sheriff Wheeler, local officials, and company
management to organize a response to the continuing strike. 2 2

Wheeler quickly formed an armed posse of two thousand men
while Phelps-Dodge organized rail traffic on its El Paso and
Southwest Railway and local management and officials targeted
potential troublemakers for deportation.
At four in the morning of July 12, the posse began rounding up
strikers, alleged agitators, and known sympathizers. People were
woken, taken from their homes at gunpoint, and marched to the
2

at 160.
Ibid. at 164.

0Ibid.

21

22Ibid. at 186-89.
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central plaza of Bisbee, where Main Street and Brewery Gulch
still come together. Two people were killed and scores were
injured as more than two thousand were rounded up. The posse
was armed with every conceivable kind of firearm, including
strategically placed machine guns that could fire on the crowd in
case of riot. A troop of United States cavalry added an official air
to the proceedings.
By late morning, the crowd was being marched to the baseball
field in the Warren district. Once there, strikers willing to return
to work, together with people mistakenly included in the roundup, were freed. Ultimately, 1,186 persons were loaded onto
twenty-eight El Paso and Southwestern cattle cars for the trip to
New Mexico.23 Among them was the pro-labor lawyer William B.
Cleary, who wanted to participate in the deportation and help the
miners claim their anticipated damage awards.24
The deportation train proceeded east into New Mexico until it
reached Columbus. No preparations had been made to receive it.
The governor of New Mexico began organizing food and shelter
and asked for the army to take control of the deportees.25 While
local commanders hastily inquired of the War Department
whether they should treat the deportees as prisoners, they placed
the men under military discipline, organized further food and
shelter, and indicated that they were generally not free to leave.
Eventually the deportees were allowed to depart at their own
discretion. Most of them joined up to fight in France and the rest
broke camp by early fall.2 6

In Bisbee the Copper Queen resumed full production as the
strike ended. The town settled down, satisfied with itself for
having so easily disposed of the threat of German sabotage,
potential Communist agitation, and union organizing of any sort.
However, despite attempts to keep the deportation localized, the
federal government became concerned with the deportation and
undertook legal action.
THE LEGAL RESPONSES

President Wilson had appointed Secretary of Labor William B.
Wilson to chair a commission to investigate labor complaints
arising out of the deportation and other problems around the
country. On November 1, 1917, the National Mediation Commission traveled to Bisbee, conducted hearings, and took written
23

Ibid. at 204.
Ibid.
21Ibid. at 214.
24

26

Ibid. at 260. Bisbee Daily Review, September 18, 1917.
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depositions. Felix Frankfurter, then a young assistant secretary of
labor, acted as counsel and secretary for the commission. Much
testimony was taken from both anti-corporate and union officials
as well as from the mine managers.2 7
On November 6, 1917, Frankfurter filed the commission's
findings in a report that dismissed the mine operators' allegations
that the miners had jeopardized life and property. The report
declared the company's actions in causing the deportation
"wholly illegal."28
The report concluded with five recommendations for action.
These were that "All illegal practices and denial of rights safeguarded by the Constitution and statutes" should cease at once;
that Arizona State and Cochise County officials should seek legal
"vindication" for violation of state laws; that if the United States
draft law had been interfered with, the United States attorney
general should be notified; that the Interstate Commerce Commission should prosecute anyone who interfered with interstate
communication; and that Congress should make deportation a
violation of federal law. 29
By the end of November 1917, a copy of the report had been
reviewed by William C. Fitts, assistant United States attorney
general. He traveled to Tucson, where he met the United States
attorney for Arizona, and corresponded with William Wilson,
United States Secretary of Labor. Wilson wanted the mine owners
prosecuted to prevent further deportation or other violent antiunion activity. Slowly, Fitts and others began to build a case
against the deporters and the mine operators.3 0
Warrants for the arrest of Sheriff Wheeler, Walter Douglas, and
twenty other members of management were made on indictments issued by a federal grand jury in Tucson. The warrants
were served on May 15, 1918, and the defendants filed a demurrer
at their arraignment on May 18. The government indictment
charged the defendants with violation of Section 19 of the Federal
Criminal Code (a successor to the 1870 Civil Rights Statute),
which stated:
If two or more persons conspire to injure, oppress,
threaten, or intimidate any citizen in the free exercise or
enjoyment of any right or privilege secured to him by
the Constitution of laws of the United States, or because
of his having so exercised the same, or if two or more
2

7Byrkit, Forging the CopperCollar, supra note 5 at 265.
""Report of Mediation Commission on Bisbee Deportation," November 6, 1917,
Bisbee Mining and Historical Museum, Bisbee, Ariz.
2 9Ibid
"Forgingthe Copper Collar, supra note 5 at 57.
2
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persons go in disguise on the highway, or on the premises of another, with intent to prevent or hinder his free
exercise or enjoyment of any right or privilege so
secured, they shall be fined not more than five thousand
dollars and imprisoned not more than ten years, and
shall, moreover, be thereafter ineligible to any office, or
place of honor, profit, or trust created by the Constitution or laws of the United States. 31
On December 2, 1918, United States District Judge William
Morrow sustained the demurrer on all counts as to all defendants.
In a twelve-page opinion, he analyzed the existing law and
determined that the deportation was a matter left for the states
and that no federal law had been broken. 32 The opinion quotes
from sections 186 and 205 of the Arizona Penal Code regarding
kidnapping and false imprisonment, and states that these are
matters left to the police powers of the states by the Tenth
Amendment.3 3
Morrow distinguished the federal kidnapping law by stating
that Congress passed the statute solely to aid the enforcement of
the laws against slavery and involuntary servitude. 3 4 He also
distinguished a number of cases raised by the government
concerning violation of Section 19. The opinion found that each
of the cases either protected a specific federal right existing under
the Constitution or involved state action. None of the cases
involved the private action of individuals concerning rights of
citizenship under the laws of a state, which Morrow found to be
the case in Bisbee.
The govenment attorneys relied heavily on Baldwin v
Franks,3 5 in which defendants were held on an indictment of
driving and expelling Chinese aliens from Nicolaus, California.
Notwithstanding the similarity to the Bisbee problem, Morrow
distinguished this case by referring to the obligation imposed by
the Treaty of November 17, 1880, with the Empire of China for
the protection of Chinese living in the United States. Apparently,
none of the Bisbee deportees was a subject of the Celestial
Kingdom.3 6
In his concluding paragraph, Morrow questioned why the
matter had been brought in federal court rather than being left to
31
United States v. Wheeler, et al., 254 F. Rptr. 611, 612 [hereafter cited as United
States v. Wheeler).

Ibid.
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I bid. at 615.
Clight v, United States, 197 U.S. 207.
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1Baldwin v. Franks, 120 U.S. 678.
6United
States v. Wheeler, supra note 31 at 623.
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Arizona. The court considered the representation by Attorney
General Fitts that the government would face too much bias and
prejudice in Cochise County to obtain any redress for the deportees. However, while lamenting that situation, if it were true, the
judge ruled that the court ought not to enlarge the statute to
include an offense not within its constitutional authority.37
THE BUSINESS OF ARIZONA

After this discouraging opinion, the government appealed on a
writ of error to the United States Supreme Court, which rendered
its opinion on December 13, 1920.38 In a short opinion, the Court
divided the question into one of determining whether state action
that involved a federal constitutional issue had occurred, or
whether only individual wrongs that were subject to prosecution
under state statute had been perpetrated.
While acknowledging that Article Four, section 2, of the
Constitution requires the states to extend the same privileges and
immunities to the citizens of other states as it extends to its own,
the Court clearly states that these protections are enforceable by
the several states and do not involve a constitutional right in the
absence of state action. The Court found that no state action was
involved with the Bisbee deportation and that prosecution of any
criminal action was the business of Arizona.39
The Court in particular distinguished Crandallv. Nevada from
United States v. Wheeler, even though both cases involved the
fundamental right of ingress and egress. 40 Crandall involved a tax
enacted by statute on nonresidents leaving the state of Nevada,
involved state action, and violated the Fourteenth Amendment
by denying the federally protected right of travel. Wheeler
involved no action by Arizona, and prosecution for violation of
Arizona's statutes rested squarely with the state. The ruling may
differ from modem precedent, but it effectively ended all federal
prosecution and returned the matter to Arizona.
While the appeal was pending, George Hunt was declared the
winner of the contested governor's election in 1916. On resuming
office, he opened his own investigation of the deportation and
urged prosecution. The deportees brought a civil action against
Phelps-Dodge and other principals. The Cochise County attorney,

31Ibid. at 624-25.
38

United States v. Wheeler, 254 U.S. 28 1.

39

Ibid. at 298-300. The Court relied principally on the Slaughterhouse cases (16
Wall. 36), Corfield v. Coryell J4 Wash. C.C. 381), and Ward v. Maryland (12 Wall.
418).
40
Crandallv. Nevada, 6 Wall. 35.
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John R. Ross, commenced his own investigation. Preliminary
hearings were held by William C. Jack, justice of the peace, and
counsel took depositions throughout the country to gather
evidence. 41
Anticipating prosecution, the mining companies terminated
negotiations leading to civil settlements and fired any employee
signing criminal complaints. 4 2 On February 7, 1920, two hundred
and ten citizens of Bisbee were arraigned at the Cochise County
Courthouse in Tombstone. Because Sheriff Wheeler was so
popular, prosecutors dismissed him and proceeded against Harry
E. Wooten, Loyalty League member and Phelps-Dodge employee.
His trial involved the defense of "necessity," wherein the IWW
was placed on trial in order to show that it and the Germans were
behind the 1917 copper strikes. The deportation was claimed to
be merely a patriotic response to the depredations of radical
unionism and German sabotage. The defense called witness after
witness as proof of its assertion of patriotism, and the jury
acquitted Wooten on the first ballot and strongly recommended
against prosecuting any of the remaining defendants. The verdict
meant the collapse of any efforts to redress the deportation. 43
The Bisbee deportation and its aftermath may seem puzzling to
students of law in the 1990s, but it should be remembered that
union activity is far more widely accepted as a legitimate part of
labor relations today than it was at the time of World War I.
Frankfurter's views on labor activity were a matter of controversy
even in progressive circles, and certainly were not broadly
accepted by the public at large. The IWW, in particular, elicited
almost hysterical reactions in people because of its alleged foreign
and Communist influences and connections.*4 Typical of these
reactions was Theodore Roosevelt's letter to Frankfurter dated
December 19, 1917, excerpts from which are in the appendix to
this article.
It is thus not surprising that Phelps-Dodge was successful in
controlling labor relations through various company-sponsored
unions until the passage of the National Labor Relations Act in
July 1935. With minor changes, the company attempted to
comply with the act while maintaining the substance of its own
union plan. This led to a major confrontation between the
company and the NLRB, during which the board invalidated the
company union. Phelps-Dodge was required to accept the Intema4t

Byrkit, Forgingthe CopperCollar, supra note 5 at 291.
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"ibid. at 292.
"Ibid. at 147-48. See also Los Angeles Times, July 1, 1918; New York Times, July
1, 1917; Bisbee Daily Review, July 3, 1917.
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tional Mine Mill and Smelter Workers' Union as the collective
bargaining agent for its employees.4 5 By the time the matter

reached the Supreme Court, Justice Frankfurter was able to
express the last word on Phelps-Dodge's treatment of its employees, in what was to become one of the seminal decisions on the
act and labor relations.46
Between the deportation and the enforcement of the NLRB
decision, labor relations were quietly regulated through unions
and associations sponsored by the company and terminable by
the company on thirty days' notice. Typically, employees were
divided according to their work areas in order to vote. The final
plan, ultimately rejected by the NLRB, called for representatives
to be elected from eleven separate work areas in the Douglas
smelter operation.47 Under previous plans, elections were conducted on company property, meetings were held on the premises,
worker representatives were paid by the company for their time,
and the association was the sole bargaining agent for the employees. The association and the company would meet periodically to
discuss pay, working conditions, and employee problems. Any
dispute that could not be resolved by agreement was subject to
arbitration. The final plan attempted to comply with the National
Labor Relations Act by making the employees' association more
independent. The representatives were no longer paid by the
company, elections were held offsite, and employees were
members only if they applied and paid dues. Eventually, the
association was denied access to the premises for the purpose of
recruiting members and holding elections.4 8
Since the employees' association was the only recognized
agent, attempts by the International Union of Mine Mill and
Smelterers were given a vastly different reception. Employees
joining the union were in various ways discharged or denied
rehire, in what the NLRB found to be an unfair labor practice for
the purpose of discriminating against those attempting union
organization. Most frequently, such employees would have their
status reduced from "steady work" and would be forced to
become "rustlers" (temporary workers). Normally this happened
when a furnace was shut down at the Douglas smelting plant and
the workers were placed on a temporary status; plant procedures
enabled workers with higher seniority to "bump" workers on
other shifts with lower rank. However, more senior workers who
joined the union were told that this policy had been discontinued.

45

In re Phelps-Dodge, supra note 1.
46Phelps-Dodgev. NLRB, supra note 4.
47

1n re Phelps-Dodge, supra note I
4"Ibid.
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The NLRB also found that new workers with virtually no seniority were given jobs while discharged rustlers were given none.4 9
The NLRB issued its opinion in December 1940, finding that
the employees' association was a controlled organization, that it
was part of a plan to further unfair labor practices, that the
demotions and termination of employees who had joined the
union were part of a plan to coerce employees and to discourage
collective bargaining, and that sections 7 and 8 of the National
Labor Relations Act had been repeatedly violated. The board
ordered Phelps-Dodge to cease and desist from interfering with
the formation and administration of an employee organization;
disregard the "collective bargaining agreement" with the company-sponsored employees' association; disestablish the employees'
association formed under company sponsorship; stop discouraging membership in the union; reinstate with back pay employees
who had been discharged for having joined the union or for
wearing a union button; and to stop all activity that interfered
with, restrained, or coerced, assisted, or otherwise affected the
formation of employee organizations designed to allow the
workers to engage in collective bargaining through its own
representatives.5 0
The board found labor violations at the Copper Queen Mine at
the same time. 5 A strike settled after the effective date of the act
(July 5, 1935) gave rise to new charges of unfair labor practices for
failing to rehire strikers and for failing to hire former employees
who had joined the union. The board ordered reinstatement with
back pay as the remedy for unfair practices by Phelps-Dodge, and
required the company to offer employment to those who had
acquired suitable replacement work. The issues arising out of the
NLRB order eventually found their way to the United States
Supreme Court by way of the Second Circuit.52
On a writ of certiorari, Justice Frankfurter delivered the opinion
of the Court, supporting the National Labor Relations Act as
Congress's solution to the problems of labor peace. 5 3 Recognizing
the need for a policy for the formation of labor associations that
would give employees the same bargaining power as their employers, the justice supported the NLRB's plan to permit the formation
of unions, even though the plan could not redress the wrongs
done to former employees. Stating clearly that the act did not
create solely private remedies, Frankfurter hailed Congress's right
to ensure the free flow of commerce by creating an administrative
*1Ibid.

s"bid. at 488.
"Phelps-Dodge v. NLRB, 113 F. 2d 202 (1940).
' 2 Ibid.
53Phelps-Dodgev, NLRB, supra note 4.
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agency to regulate labor relations. Citing past efforts, including
his own on the National Mediation Commission in World War I,
the justice pointed to the act's clauses forbidding intimidation by
companies with the design of thwarting union formation.5 4
Although the Bisbee deportation was not mentioned in the
opinion, it is not difficult to imagine that Frankfurter had it in
mind in endorsing the NLRB's remedies against Phelps-Dodge.
With the enforcement of the act, great unions took hold throughout American industry. Companies such as Phelps-Dodge were
no longer able to prevent union formation and collective bargaining.
For a time, unions in the United States assured workers a
standard of living unmatched anywhere in the world. However,
the act could not prevent the rise of foreign competition. This has
undermined American industry with less expensive labor and
often with superior products. Copper mining has experienced the
same decline as many other American industries. In 1975 the
Copper Queen Mine in Bisbee closed. Its large union work force
was dispersed. In 1982 the union refused to agree to a new
contract and declared a strike at the remaining pits operated by
Phelps-Dodge in Arizona. The company replaced the strikers
with nonunion labor and continued with its operations. In 1990
the company decided to reopen the Copper Queen operations by
using a new chemical process. Assuming the testing is successful,
the company plans to resume mining operations with only a
fraction of the employees formerly required to operate a mine of
its size.55
APPENDIX

The following is an excerpt from a letter from Theodore
Roosevelt to Felix Frankfurter, dated December 19, 1917:
My Dear Mr. Frankfurter:
Thank you for your frank letter. I answer it at length because
you have taken, and are taking, on behalf of the Administration
an attitude which seems to me to be fundamentally that of
Trotsky and other Bolsheviki leaders in Russia; an attitude which
may be fraught with mischief to this country....
I have just received your report on the Bisbee Deportation. One
of the prominent leaders in that deportation was my old friend
Jack Greenway who has just been commissioned a Major in the
army by President Wilson. Your report is as thoroughly mislead54

Ibid.
ssnterview with Tom Vaughan, Curator of Archives, Bisbee Mining and

Historical Museum, Bisbee, Ariz., September 20, 1990.
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ing a document as could be written on the subject. No official,
writing on behalf of the President, is to be excused for failure to
know, and clearly to set forth, that the I.W.W. is a criminal
organization.... No human being in his senses doubts that the

men deported from Bisbee were bent on destruction and murder.
If the President through you or anyone else had any right to look
into the matter, this very fact shows that he had been remiss in
his clear duty to provide against the very grave danger in advance.
When no efficient means are employed to guard honest, upright
and well-behaved citizens from the most brutal kind of lawlessness, it is inevitable that these citizens shall try to protect themselves; . . and when either the President or the Police, personally
or by representative, rebuke the men who defend themselves
from criminal assault, it is necessary sharply to point out that far
heavier blame attaches to the authorities who fail to give the
needed protection, and to the investigators who fail to point out
the criminal character of the anarchistic organization against
which the decent citizens have taken action. Here again you are
engaged in excusing men precisely like the Bolsheviki in Russia,
who are murderers and encouragers of murder, who are traitors to
their allies, to democracy, and to civilization, as well as to the
United States, and whose acts are nevertheless apologized for on
grounds, my dear Mr. Frankfurter, substantially like those which
you allege. In times of danger nothing is more common, and
nothing more dangerous to the Republic, than for men-often
ordinarily well-meaning men-to avoid condemning the criminals who are really public enemies by making their entire assault
on the shortcomings of the good citizens who have been the
victims or opponents of the criminals.... It is not the kind of

thing I care to see well-meaning men do in this country.
Sincerely yours,
Theodore Roosevelt
Source: Bisbee Mining and Historical Museum

PROCEEDINGS
THE 1990

NORTHERN JUSTICE CONFERENCE

June 7-9, 1990, Anchorage, Alaska
Alaska Bar Association, Alaska Court System
Since the advent of glasnost and perestroikain what was then
still the Soviet Union, the virtual ice curtain that separated
Alaska and Siberia throughout the cold war has melted, and today
there is consistent and growing communication between the
farthest east and farthest west points of Asia and America. Every
week finds scores, if not hundreds, of Soviets in Alaska's principal
cities-Anchorage, Fairbanks, and Juneau-and its many towns
and villages. At the same time, Alaskans themselves have
perhaps gained a greater awareness of the many things they have
in common with residents of Canada's northern territories: long
winters, remote and isolated communities, vast areas of undeveloped and unoccupied land punctuated by native villages and a few
larger urban centers, aboriginal populations still struggling to
understand and adapt to the dominant immigrant culture, and a
host of social problems and challenges rooted principally in the
scarcity of population and cross-cultural interaction.
Such problems are endemic not only to Alaska and the Canadian territories, but to the whole of the North, and the easing of
Soviet restrictions on travel to the United States suggested to
officers of the Alaska Bar Association the idea of a general,
international conference on northern justice. After much planning and waiting, the conference was held in Anchorage in early
June of 1990. Hundreds of registrants from Canada, Alaska, and
the Pacific Northwest attended, together with an impressive sixmember delegation from the Soviet Union. Alaska's governor
addressed the conference, and more than fifty jurists participated
as presenters, either directly, as single speakers, or as panelists in
a series of moderated dialogues modeled after those on Public
Broadcasting's The Constitution:That Delicate Balance. Some
classic questions of law were considered (for instance, the conflict
presented by knowledge of the innocence of a condemned man
gained in the context of lawyer-client confidentiality), but most
problems posed pertained more directly to the North, including
environmental protection, the clash of economic development
and wilderness preservation, and the question of justice among
native peoples. Conference proceedings were published in the
spring of 1991. They include the speeches delivered in plenary
session, and transcripts of the dialogues.
The professed goal of the conference was to gain greater
understanding of the common parameters and challenges of
justice in the North, and certainly many avenues of understanding
were explored and endorsed. However, the fact that Soviet and
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North American jurists were meeting for the first time in modem
memory to carry on a free, formal discussion, and that much of
the gathering's format was participatory-interrogatory, mitigated
against much sustained scrutiny of the many questions posed.
Probably the most significant achievements of the meetings were
that they were held at all, and that they established a precedent
for international consideration of the North as a field of inquiry
for legal and juridical concerns. Everyone who spoke agreed that
such inquiry was a positive step, even if many experienced some
difficulty in articulating its benefits with any degree of precision.
The meetings took place in an atmosphere of enthusiastic
friendship and goodwill-itself a major accomplishment, given
the differences of language, difficulties of travel, infrequency of
contact, preoccupation with provincial affairs, and recent political
history.
The written record of the conference suggests that two fundamental perceptions were effectively presented. The first was
essentially a matter of information: the Soviet system of justice
bears little resemblance to the systems in the United States and
Canada. As part of the opening session, organizers asked a Soviet,
an Alaskan, and a Canadian jurist to outline the justice system in
their respective countries. Judge Walter Carpeneti of the Alaska
Superior Court gave a comprehensive but brief outline of the
American system, in which he stressed the sources of law
(constitutional, statutory, regulatory, and common law), the
adversarial basis of representation and the independence of the
bar, the delicate nature of judicial review, and above all the
prevailing supremacy of the rule of law. Justice Roger Kerans of
the Supreme Court of the Yukon Territory and the Alberta
appellate court discussed the Canadian arrangement, paying
particular attention to the two northern territories (Northwest
Territories and the Yukon), to federalism and the role of "Section
96" judges (national judges who sit in provincial courts), and the
differences between British and Canadian law: the Canadians
have added to their British heritage the federated system and a
Charter of Human Rights and Freedoms, which limits the power
of government at all levels and reserves to the judiciary a policing
power over government, a function achieved in the United States
by judicial review. Kerans also provided considerable information
on the structure of law regarding aborigines in the Canadian
North. No treaties have ever been executed with Indians of the
Yukon or with the Inuit (Eskimos), a circumstance shared by
virtually all of Alaska's natives.
The Hon. Vladimir Krutskikh, chief of the Legal Policy Department of the Russian Republic, was quite forthright in telling the
conference that none of these basic principles of law in the West
yet adhered in the Soviet Union, although the new openness of
Soviet society and the movement toward autonomy in the fifteen
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republics offer hope for the future. The rule of law has not prevailed in the Soviet Union, he explained, and lawyers are not
autonomous, being dependent upon the government for basic
office and logistical support. Vasiliy Vlasihin, head of legal studies
at the Institute of United States and Canadian Studies in Moscow,
reiterated this point in a separate speech, and added that neither is
there yet the separation of constitutional powers nor a common
law in the Soviet Union. In one of the dialogues Krutskikh
illuminated the status of the Soviet bar with an anecdote concerning a lawyer who complained to a judge who was not listening to
his pleading. The lawyer allowed that he was disappointed that
the judge seemed already to be writing his decision even before
the lawyer had made his case. The judge corrected him: he had
already written the decision in the lawyer's case the day before,
the judge explained; now he was writing the decision for tomorrow's case. The Soviets, Krutskikh said, had come to the conference in North America to learn.
A second major point made in the presentations dealt with the
application of the laws of the dominant society to the aborigines
of the Soviet, Canadian, and American North. In the Soviet
Union no special consideration is provided for aborigines, except
that they are permitted higher bag limits than other citizens for
the taking of fish and game. Although the Canadian Parliament
and the United States Congress have provided some special status
for native peoples, Chief Judge Heino Lilles of the Yukon Territorial Court argued in a speech on the administration of justice in
remote and isolated communities that, because of cross-cultural
bias, western law works greatly to the disadvantage of the natives.
Justice Warren Matthews, chief of the Alaska Supreme Court,
alluded to this problem in his opening remarks to the conference,
noting that, among its other extremes, Alaska has the highest
rates in the States of alcohol abuse and suicide. Lilles argued that
natives are disadvantaged by ignorance of how the system works
and by cultural reticence, and cannot get a fair hearing in Canadian and American courts because lawyers and judges are culturally
conditioned against understanding why they are so often in
trouble with the law. He called for dramatic change, urging that
natives themselves design a system of adjudication to fit their
culture, rather than immigrants' trying to force natives to fit the
western system.
While Judge Lilles's analysis was not new, its continuing
relevance was instructive. The difficulties of dealing with crosscultural bias were reflected in two of the dialogues, "Northern
Communities as Developing Nations," conducted by Chief Judge
Barbara Rothstein of the Western Washington U.S. District Court,
and "Northern Native Populations and the Law," conducted by
Judge William Byrne, Jr., of the Central California U.S. District
Court. Judge Byrne deftly led the participants to a dilemma in
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which they had to choose between individual and aboriginal
rights, both protected by constitutional and statute law. Responses in this and a closing, unstructured session suggested that
many western jurists, while appreciating the legal sources of
aboriginal status, are not ready to embrace the idea of a system of
jurisprudence generated by the natives themselves.
In final remarks Judge Matthews was moderate in assessing the
achievements of the conference. International friendship and
understanding, he said, were the chief goals advanced by the
enterprise. On the basis of these published proceedings, he was
right to hope, with the other speakers, that future conferences
would be undertaken, and that they would surpass this promising
beginning in promoting international and intercultural understanding.
Stephen Haycox
University of Alaska, Anchorage

BOOK REVIEWS
West of Hell's Fringe:Crime, Criminals,and the FederalPeace
Officer in Oklahoma Territory; 1889-1907, by Glenn Shirley.
Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1990, 496 pp., illustrated, $16.95, paper.
A former police officer, Glenn Shirley has spent much of his
life researching and writing about outlaws and lawmen in Oklahoma. When he was about to revise his earlier book, Six-gun and
Silver Star (1955), he found that "so many corrections and additions" needed to be made that he decided to "present a new work
entirely" (vi), hence West of Hell's Fringe. Shirley admits that the
legends of the Oklahoma bandits "overshadowed the legends of
the lawmen who fought them" (v), and perhaps because of this he
writes more extensively about federal marshals and their deputies
in his new book than he has tended to in the past.
Hell's Fringe was the name given the border between the
Oklahoma Territory (created in 1889) and the Indian Territory, at
a time when the area had become a haven for desperadoes. Wily
outlaws like the Dalton brothers and Bill Doolin and lesser
bandits like Zip Wyatt and Al Jennings traversed the land,
committing seemingly endless robberies and murders and
sometimes dying in the attempt. In 1892 Grat and Bob Dalton
were killed while robbing two banks in Coffeyville, Kansas. Four
years later Bill Doolin met his end in a shootout with a U.S.
deputy marshal. The Wild West, as depicted in the gunfight in
1891 between U.S. Deputy Marshal Ed Short and "Black-Faced
Charley" Bryant in which both were killed, with Bryant dying as
he had wanted, "in one hell-firin' minute of smoking action" (67),
was coming to an end.
Shirley has consistently written about federal marshals and
their deputies with knowledge and understanding and this work
is no exception. The author covers the operation of the marshal's
office and the personalities of the incumbents, such as Everett
Nix and Patrick Nagle, whose job included going after horse
thieves, counterfeiters, and anyone who cut timber on Indian or
government lands. Political appointees who were tied to the work
of federal judges, the marshals had a major problem with the
authorities in Washington, D.C.: getting their expense accounts
approved and receiving their just compensation. In addition,
federal deputy marshals were never adequately paid for the long
hours and dangerous work they performed day in, day out. Yet
such lawmen, according to Shirley, laid the "foundation for peace
and greatness" in Oklahoma (vi).
Shirley's treatise on crime and federal peace officers in the
Oklahoma Territory is likely to remain the most significant study
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of the time for the foreseeable future. Any criticisms this reviewer
has of this well-documented and readable book, with its excellent
index, indicate only minor shortcomings. Sometimes the reader
may have trouble determining the year in which an event occurred, and-of greater concern-use of the term "Wild Bunch"
for the Doolin gang is confusing, since the Wild Bunch has
become synonymous with Butch Cassidy in western lore. Such
remarks, however, do not greatly detract from this fine piece of
social history about one of the last frontiers in North America.
Harold J. Weiss, Jr.
Jamestown Community College, New York
PracticingLaw in FrontierCalifornia,by Gordon Morris
Bakken. Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1991, 192 pp.,
illustrated, bibliography, $35.00, cloth.
For the second work in its series "Law in the American West,"
the University of Nebraska Press has focused on legal practice in
California during the period 1850 to 1890. Drawing upon his
incomparable knowledge of that state's legal history, particularly
manuscript sources (as in his earlier CaliforniaLegal History
Manuscripts), Gordon Bakken has produced a book that is both
valuable and interesting. It also admirably complements the
initial Nebraska volume, Federalfustice in California, 18511891.
A fundamental assumption of PracticingLaw in Frontier
California is that people are "law-minded," and that their behavior is heavily influenced by legal considerations. By relying
extensively on original sources-letters, diaries, autobiographies,
and firm histories-the author lets California's early lawyers
speak for themselves. Their professional activities afford valuable
insights into how fundamental social changes reshaped their
state, from the rush for gold to industrialization and urbanization.
These early lawyers encountered "frontier turmoil, fluid
standards of practice, growing demands for specialization,
increased professional education, and an emerging professional
identity in a maturing state." Many of them were already trained
when they reached California, some of them with quite impressive eastern credentials (although their origins were increasingly
middle western and western). Bakken traces the shift in education
in the profession, from traveling with lawyers and judges on
circuit and reading Blackstone to a greater emphasis on college
and professional training. These early lawyers were also extensively involved in forming local legal libraries, founding legal
newspapers, and augmenting their education by studying the
growing number of treatises on American law.
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Some of the most effective analysis in this work relates to dayto-day professional practice. It was during the frontier period that
law firms developed, ties to business were made, specialization
occurred, and bar associations were formed, altering forever the
uncomplicated practice that had initially existed. The author
devotes much attention to specific areas of practice, his main
focus being on the litigation of particular causes of action. It is
helpful to read these chapters in conjunction with Bakken's
Development of Law in FrontierCalifornia(1985), which concentrates on doctrinal evolution.
A major component of frontier practice was debt collection,
especially in a state that was notorious for being a debtors' haven.
Equally important were questions of land and mining titles. Two
sources of much difficulty were Mexican land grants and pervasive squatting. (One of the frontier lawyer's foremost tasks was to
create stability by quieting titles.) Another thing keeping lawyers
busy in early California was tort practice, generated in large
measure by the growth of the railroads. Much as with debt
practice, the increasing number of tort cases encouraged the
development of negotiation and settlement rather than courtroom
skills; this resulted in widespread reliance on settlement conferences. Nonetheless, enough significant cases were litigated to
persuade Bakken that tort law was the most rapidly changing
body of law during the frontier period.
One of the most interesting chapters of PracticingLaw in
FrontierCaliforniadeals with the intimate involvement of these
early practitioners with growing corporate diversity. More and
more, lawyers were becoming business planners and advisers as
much as litigators as the state experienced ever greater urbanization and agricultural industrialization.
Bakken also discusses developments in criminal practice.
Although the vigilante approach was decreasing it did suggest
many of the reforms in criminal law that were implemented at
the time. Special emphasis was placed upon simplicity of procedure, as well as the certainty and severity of punishment. The
author suggests that an important influence was that of increasing
bar professionalism at the same time as "urbanization and
industrialization imposed a social discipline that slowed the rate
of crime" (113). One result of these influences was the development of professional correctional institutions.
While economic and technological forces were shaping the
practice of law, the public image of the profession was also
changing significantly. Bakken suggests that it became necessary-especially in refuting criticism of unsatisfactory professional preparation-to demonstrate that law, although an open and
democratic profession, was also a learned one. Much like today, a
second public concern related to the costs of legal representation.
As the author demonstrates, one effective device employed by
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both rural and urban practitioners to enhance their image was to
join social, fraternal, and civic organizations.
Every page of Bakken's new work reflects his knowledge of
primary and secondary sources, while his abundant notes contribute substantially to the narrative. The author achieves his goal of
relating the development of law in late-nineteenth-century
California to the social fabric, culture, and daily lives of the
people. It is unfortunate that he attacks the competing approach
to legal history of critical legal studies, but this is a cavil. Practicing Law in FrontierCaliforniaoffers a rewarding study of this
formative period of the West's legal history.
R.H. Clark
Washington, D.C.
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